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ABSTRACT 

Online self-disclosure has been studied in a variety of disciplines for more than two decades. 

Self-disclosure is any information about the self communicated to another person; it is generally 

decomposed into five dimensions: amount, depth or intimacy, honesty and accuracy, polarity, and 

intent. In this dissertation, we offer a new contextualization of self-disclosure to online settings. 

While our review of the literature suggests four dimensions are conceptually similar across 

contexts, the fifth – intent – is problematic. Intent refers to the willingness to share personal 

information. In the online context, intent items direct attention to whether one intends to post or 

is unaware they are posting certain information. In the offline context, unintentional or accidental 

disclosures occur mostly due to environmental (i.e. seeing a colleague in a locker room) or 

nonverbal (i.e. facial expressions) cues. However, online communication differs from offline 

communication in four ways: reduced nonverbal cues, asynchronicity, editability, and breadth of 

audience. The first three of these unique attributes imply online intent is fundamentally different 

from offline intent. To account for these differences, there is a need to contextualize self-

disclosure to the online environment. 

We accomplish the contextualization of online self-disclosure through two essays. In essay 

one, we conduct a thorough review of the literature to evaluate the contextualization of the 

measures of online self-disclosure and identify areas for improving the construct’s measurement. 

Based on the analysis, we propose four context-specific dimensions to supplant intent in the 

decomposition of online self-disclosure: willingness to participate, reciprocity, audience control, 

and conscientious use. In essay two, we develop an operational long- and short-form measure
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and subject it to rigorous validity testing; in doing so, we compare the new measure to two 

established instruments (Krasnova et al., 2012; Posey et al., 2010) and examine its performance 

within a nomological model. We find support for two of the proposed dimensions and for a new 

structural definition of online self-disclosure involving two intermediate latent variables: 

message and behavior. This new structure could help improve the content validity of short, 

simple instruments that are frequently seen in the literature.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

χ2 Chi-squared statistic: assesses overall fit and the discrepancy between the 
sample and fitted covariance matrices 

> Greater than 

< Less than 

= Equal to 

ɑ Depending on context, either level of significance at which the null 
hypothesis would be rejected or Cronbach’s index of internal consistency 

AC Audience control 

AIS Association for Information Systems 

AmDepth Amount and depth 

AVE Average variance extracted: the amount of variance captured by a 
construct in relation to the amount of variance due to measurement error 

CFA Confirmatory factor analysis: a test of whether measures of a construct 
are consistent with a researcher’s understanding of the nature of that 
construct 

CFI Comparative fit index: compares fit of a target model to the fit of an 
independent, or null, model 

CR Composite reliability (also construct reliability): a measure of internal 
consistency in scale items 

CU Conscientious use 

df Degrees of freedom: number of values free to vary after certain 
restrictions have been placed on the data 

EFA Exploratory factor analysis: a statistical method to uncover the underlying 
structure of a relatively large set of variables 
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EN Enjoyment 

GWB General well-being 

H Honesty 

HCMC Hyperpersonal computer-mediated communication 

IRR Interrater reliability: the extent to which two or more raters agree 

IS Information systems 

KSD Krasnova et al.’s (2012) self-disclosure measure 

MTurk Amazon Mechanical Turk 

N Sample size 

NGSD Nabity-Grover’s self-disclosure measure 

p (lowercase) Probability associated with the occurrence under the null hypothesis of a 
value as or more extreme than the observed value 

P (uppercase) Polarity 

PACE Physical activity enjoyment 

PC Privacy concern 

PSD Posey et al.’s (2010) self-disclosure measure 

r Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

R2 Coefficient of determination: the proportion of variance in the dependent 
variable that is predictable from the independent variable 

RB Risk beliefs 

RMSEA Root mean square error of approximation: a parsimony-adjusted index 

SIP Social information processing 

SRMR Standardized root mean square residual: the square-root of the difference 
between the residuals of the sample covariance matrix and the 
hypothesized model 
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TLI Tucker Lewis index: a non-normed fit index comparing the model of 
interest to the null model 

TrP Trust in platform 

Δ Change 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Internet – specifically social media – use is increasing worldwide. More than half the 

world’s population are classified as Internet users and just under half of the population are active 

social media users. From January 2019 to January 2020, the number of active social media users 

increased nine percent; globally, each person spends nearly two and a half hours on social media 

per day (Kemp, 2020). In the United States, nearly 70% of the population aged 18 years and 

older had adopted at least one social media channel in 2018; this is up from 5% in 2005 and 50% 

in 2011 (Pew Research Center, 2018). 

The success of social media, particularly social network sites, depends on users sharing 

personal information with their networks in order to make and strengthen connections. Mark 

Zuckerberg says Facebook’s purpose is to provide a space for people to build community and 

bring the world closer together (Chaykowski, 2017). Building community requires building and 

nurturing relationships, which in turn requires individuals to reveal information about themselves 

to others (Altman & Taylor, 1973). This information sharing behavior is referred to as self-

disclosure – formally defined as any message about the self communicated to another (Cozby, 

1973; Jourard, 1959; McCroskey & Richmond, 1977; Wheeless & Grotz, 1976). Through self-

disclosure, we learn about and bond with other people. Therefore, the study of online self-

disclosure can further our understanding of various positive psychological outcomes, including 

resilience, social support, and the maintenance of healthy relationships – especially those in 

virtual work teams. 
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There is a dark side to online self-disclosures, though. Social engineering is an external 

security threat that exploits human nature through manipulation for an attacker’s benefit (Rocha 

Flores & Ekstedt, 2016). Phishing attacks are growing more sophisticated and often rely on 

social engineering tactics to improve their effectiveness. As such, social engineering and 

phishing attacks are generally identified as major cyber security threats for 2020 (Moore, n.d.; 

The Top 9 Cyber Security Threats That Will Ruin Your Day, 2019). These threats are present for 

individuals – who are at risk of identity theft and financial ruin – and corporations – which can 

lose intellectual property, customer data, and other resources and sensitive information. 

Corporations are especially prone to spear phishing, a highly targeted attack that often requires 

reconnaissance on social media channels like LinkedIn and Facebook (Moore, n.d.; Swinhoe, 

2019). Thus, an individual’s self-disclosures online could provide attackers information about 

who to target – especially within an organization – and how to make the attack (i.e. phishing 

email) more effective by appearing more legitimate. 

Originally, self-disclosure was studied in face-to-face, dyadic interactions. These studies laid 

the groundwork for our current conceptualization of the construct and its dimensions, even in the 

online environment. However, the online self-disclosure literature reflects the issue of 

contradictory results observed in the 1970s. Cozby (1973) posited that poor instrument 

development was at least partially responsible for the contradictory findings across studies for 

factors of interest. Within the online self-disclosure literature, we observe contradictory results 

regarding the relationships of privacy concern, sex, age, and other constructs with online self-

disclosure. One explanation for the inconsistent results may be poor or incomplete 

contextualization of the online self-disclosure construct. 
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To advance the literature, we offer a measure of self-disclosure contextualized to the online 

environment. The primary challenge in contextualizing self-disclosure is understanding the role 

of intent in the online environment. While many researchers adopting Wheeless and Grotz's 

(1976) decomposition of self-disclosure retain intent, it is conceptualized as though online and 

offline communication are similar. Due to the differences between online and offline 

communication – primarily reduced nonverbal cues, asynchronicity, editability, and breadth of 

audience – the way in which individuals interact online is distinct from offline interactions 

(Attrill & Jalil, 2011; Qiu et al., 2012; Schouten, 2007; Schouten et al., 2009; Tang & Wang, 

2012; Valkenburg et al., 2011). The first three of these differences have a direct impact on intent 

because they allow individuals to exercise greater control over their online presence and self-

presentation (Gibbs et al., 2006); the fourth difference may necessitate that control due to the 

varied audience of online communications. Additionally, individuals who are particularly 

concerned with privacy or the risks of having an online presence may choose not to participate at 

all (Tufekci, 2008). Any measure of self-disclosure should account for the impact of these 

situational differences which affect how individuals communicate online and, thus, the 

psychological benefits of such interactions and their vulnerabilities to security threats. 

This study proposes to analyze the extant literature to understand the degree of 

contextualization achieved in measures of online self-disclosure and propose and test a new 

instrument with context-specific dimensions. We propose accomplishing this investigation in two 

essays. 

The first essay is an assessing literature review of online self-disclosure focused on the 

definition of the construct and its dimensions and measurement instruments. We adapted Hong et 

al.'s (2014) framework to evaluate the contextualization of existing measures, applying the 
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assessing review method described by Leidner (2018). The purpose of this essay is to identify 

how the construct has been contextualized and recommend potential improvements. The 

contributions include our framework for adapting constructs to the information systems literature 

and highlighting problems – and opportunities – in the measurement of online self-disclosure. 

The second essay develops and validates a new measure for the formative online self-

disclosure construct with four context-specific dimensions arising from the literature and the 

affordances of online communication: audience control, conscientious use, willingness to 

participate, and reciprocity. We compared its performance with two existing instruments 

(Krasnova et al., 2012; Posey et al., 2010) and evaluated it for content, convergent, discriminant, 

and nomological validity. We also evaluated alternative structural definitions of the construct, 

including a novel third-order formative form that adds two intermediate, second-order factors: 

Table 1  

Summary of Dissertation Essays  

Title Research Questions Contributions 
Contextualizing Self-Disclosure 
to the Online Environment: An 
Assessment of the Literature 

How has self-disclosure been 
adapted to the online context? 
How should self-disclosure be 
contextualized to the online 
context? 

1. Framework for 
contextualizing 
multidimensional constructs 
to IS discipline 

2. Highlight issues with 
existing measures of online 
self-disclosure and 
opportunities for 
improvement 

Recontextualizing Online Self-
Disclosure: Measure 
Development and Validation 

What context-specific 
dimensions improve the 
measurement of online self-
disclosure? 
What is the underlying structure 
of the online self-disclosure 
construct? 

1. Identify two context-
specific dimensions of 
online self-disclosure to 
supplant intent. 

2. Develop and validate long 
and short instruments of 
online self-disclosure. 

3. Find support for a new 
structural definition 
grouping dimensions into 
message and behavioral 
components. 
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message and behavior. The contributions include providing a validated instrument that is 

contextualized to the online environment – thereby addressing several concerns and 

opportunities arising from the first essay – and identifying a new underlying structure for online 

self-disclosure that can be used to succinctly capture the most salient features of the construct. 

These essays are summarized in Table 1. 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. We present the first essay, defining 

self-disclosure historically in the offline context and introducing the five dimensions identified 

by Wheeless and Grotz (1976). We also define social media and discuss the affordances of online 

communication that necessitate contextualization. The remainder of the essay describes our new 

framework and the results of our literature review. Next, the second essay provides more detailed 

conceptual and structural definitions of online self-disclosure and its dimensions (traditional and 

proposed). We discuss the results of our instrument development and validation process. Finally, 

we finish with a general discussion of both essays and their implications for the information 

systems literature. 
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CONTEXTUALIZING SELF-DISCLOSURE TO THE ONLINE ENVIRONMENT: AN 
ASSESSMENT OF THE LITERATURE 

Communicating personal information is central to developing and maintaining relationships; 

the information systems (IS) discipline has been particularly interested in such communication 

via online platforms because of the implications for privacy and security (Hallam & Zanella, 

2017; Heravi et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2013; Keith et al., 2013, 2015; Krasnova et al., 2009, 

2010, 2012; Min & Kim, 2015; Osatuyi et al., 2018; Posey et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2013). 

However, the impacts of concepts such as privacy concern and perceived risk on online self-

disclosure aren’t clear from the literature, hindering our ability to generate knowledge and move 

these research streams forward. 

Self-disclosure is defined as any message about the self communicated to another person. It 

was first studied in the psychology and communications disciplines at the dyadic level in offline 

contexts – such as conversing with individuals of varying familiarity, interactions within a cohort 

of nursing students, and therapists building rapport with patients (Cozby, 1973; Jourard, 1959; 

Jourard & Lasakow, 1958; McCroskey & Richmond, 1977; Wheeless, 1978; Wheeless & Grotz, 

1976). An early and influential study on self-disclosure developed an instrument – based on six 

categories of personal information, including attitudes and opinions, money, and body – to 

determine the truthfulness and amount of disclosure to a target person; the data was partitioned to 

highlight differences in disclosure based on sex, race, marital status, and the subject’s attitude 

toward the target person (Jourard & Lasakow, 1958). Later studies continued to explore the 

relationship of sex, race, marital status, and attributes of the interpersonal relationship with self-
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disclosure in the focal dyad, while also exploring additional antecedents, consequents, and the 

underlying dimensionality of the self-disclosure construct (Cozby, 1973; Wheeless, 1978; 

Wheeless & Grotz, 1976). These studies started to focus on self-disclosure’s relationships with 

constructs such as reciprocity, social approval, and trustworthiness (Cozby, 1973; Wheeless, 

1978), integrating self-disclosure into theoretical models. 

As the Web became more salient and social, researchers from IS and other disciplines 

adapted offline measures to study online self-disclosure. Studies have examined disclosures in 

online conversations and across social media platforms – including dating sites (Gibbs et al., 

2006, 2011), instant messaging (Brunet & Schmidt, 2007; Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2015; Leung, 

2002; Alexander P Schouten et al., 2007; etc.), discussion fora (Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 2007; Jiang 

et al., 2013; Kordzadeh & Warren, 2017; etc.), and social network sites (Alsarkal et al., 2017; 

Cheung et al., 2015; Christofides et al., 2009; Misoch, 2014; Park et al., 2011; etc.). While some 

studies focused on the difference between online and offline disclosive behaviors (Bateman et 

al., 2011; Alexander Peter Schouten, 2007; Valkenburg et al., 2011), others integrated self-

disclosure into various theoretical models – including the theory of planned behavior (Alashoor 

et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2013), social capital theory (R. Chen & Sharma, 2013; Ko & Kuo, 2009), 

social exchange theory (Cheung et al., 2015; Z. Liu et al., 2016; Posey et al., 2010), and privacy 

calculus theory (Cheung et al., 2015; Krasnova et al., 2009; T. Wang et al., 2016). 

Considered collectively, though, it isn’t clear what we know about theoretical relationships 

between online self-disclosure and other constructs of interest. This literature offers many mixed 

and contradictory results for common antecedents of and controls for online self-disclosure. For 

instance, privacy concern is one antecedent that is frequently included in IS research. Most 

studies hypothesize that individuals with higher privacy concerns will have lower levels of self- 
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Table 2 

Selected Antecedent Relationships with Online Self-Disclosure 

Construct Positive Non-Significant Negative Mixed 
Age Keith, Babb, Lowry, 

et al., 2015; Nosko 
et al., 2010 

Almakrami, 2015; 
Bane et al., 2010; 
Bateman et al., 
2011; Heravi et al., 
2018; Hollenbaugh 
& Ferris, 2014; 
Maltseva & Lutz, 
2018; Posey et al., 
2010; Alexander P 
Schouten et al., 
2007 

Bronstein, 2013; H.-
T. Chen, 2018; De 
Souza & Dick, 
2009; Hollenbaugh 
& Everett, 2013; 
Taddicken, 2014; 
Tang & Wang, 
2012; Walrave et al., 
2012 

Adjerid et al., 2018; 
Kisilevich et al., 
2012; Kordzadeh & 
Warren, 2017; 
Ouirdi et al., 2015; 
Valkenburg & Peter, 
2007 

Privacy 
Concern 

 H.-T. Chen & Chen, 
2015; Dienlin & 
Metzger, 2016; 
Hallam & Zanella, 
2017; Keith, Babb, 
Abdullat, et al., 
2015; Maltseva & 
Lutz, 2018; Taddei 
& Contena, 2013; 
Taddicken, 2014; 
Tufekci, 2008 

Alashoor et al., 
2017; Ampong et 
al., 2018; Jiang et 
al., 2013; Keith et 
al., 2013; 
Kordzadeh & 
Warren, 2017; 
Krasnova et al., 
2009; C. Liu et al., 
2013; Min & Kim, 
2015; Tsay-Vogel et 
al., 2018; Walrave et 
al., 2012; Wang et 
al., 2017; Xu et al., 
2013; Zlatolas et al., 
2015 

Almakrami, 2015; 
H.-T. Chen, 2018; 
Gruzd & 
Hernández-García, 
2018; Heravi et al., 
2018; Krasnova et 
al., 2012; Osatuyi et 
al., 2018; Yang, 
2014 

Sex  
(male = 
high) 

H.-T. Chen, 2018; 
Chiou, 2006; Gibbs 
et al., 2011; Nosko 
et al., 2010; Ouirdi 
et al., 2015; 
Alexander P 
Schouten et al., 
2007; Alexander 
Peter Schouten, 
2007; Special & Li-
Barber, 2012; 
Walrave et al., 2012; 
Yang, 2014 

Bane et al., 2010; 
Barak & Gluck-
Ofri, 2007; 
Bronstein, 2013; 
Cho, 2007; De 
Souza & Dick, 
2009; Heravi et al., 
2018; Hollenbaugh 
& Ferris, 2014; 
Keith, Babb, 
Abdullat, et al., 
2015; Krasnova et 
al., 2012; Maltseva 
& Lutz, 2018; 
Valkenburg & Peter, 
2007 

Bateman et al., 
2011; Davis, 2012; 
Hollenbaugh & 
Everett, 2013; 
Kolek & Saunders, 
2008; Rains, 2014 

Adjerid et al., 2018; 
Błachnio et al., 
2016; Chang & 
Heo, 2014; 
Kisilevich et al., 
2012; Kordzadeh & 
Warren, 2017; D. 
Liu & Brown, 2014 
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disclosure in online environments. While this is supported in many studies, there are many others 

that find privacy concerns have no significant effect on self-disclosure; several others find a mix 

of positive, negative, and/or non-significant results dependent on either the structural definitions 

(dimensionality) for online self-disclosure and privacy concern (Gruzd & Hernández-García, 

2018; Heravi et al., 2018; Osatuyi et al., 2018; Yang, 2014) or the cultures studied – generally the 

US and another country (Almakrami, 2015; Krasnova et al., 2012). We see even more conflicting 

results for the effects of age and sex, two of the more common controls used in online self-

disclosure studies. Table 2 presents an overview of results for the relationships of privacy 

concern, age, and sex with online self-disclosure; Table A1 of Appendix A presents a full 

summary of mixed and contradictory relationships across the studies in our sample.  

 While there are many possible explanations for the mixed and contradictory results, one is 

poor or incomplete contextualization of the online self-disclosure construct. Context drives the 

way individuals think, feel, and behave. Because of the affordances of online communication – 

including asynchronicity and editability (Carr & Hayes, 2015; Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Kim & 

Dindia, 2011) – individuals have the opportunity to further process the information they are 

sharing, which will lead many to be more thoughtful in how they present themselves online 

(Gibbs et al., 2006). These affordances are not similarly present in face-to-face interactions, so 

they are not accounted for in traditional measures of self-disclosure. However, failing to account 

for them in online measures of self-disclosure may cause the anomalous findings we see in the 

literature, hindering our ability to develop a coherent body of knowledge about and inhibiting 

theoretical development involving online self-disclosure. 

In shifting the study of self-disclosure from in-person to online environments, the IS research 

community has the opportunity to contextualize and enhance our understanding of this important 
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construct. To this end, this study reviews the existing measures of online self-disclosure in order 

to understand and better contextualize the construct for online communication behavior. By 

doing so, our research makes two contributions to the IS literature. First, we develop a 

framework – based on work by Hong et al. (2014) – for contextualizing constructs to the IS 

discipline. We demonstrate how to use this framework by analyzing the literature on self-

disclosure between 2001 and 2018. Second, we use that analysis to identify and recommend 

improvements to the measurement of online self-disclosure. To realize these contributions, we 

investigate two research questions: 

RQ1) How has self-disclosure been adapted to the online context? 

RQ2) How should self-disclosure be contextualized to the online context? 

We begin by defining self-disclosure both historically in its offline context and introducing 

the five dimensions as initially identified by Wheeless and Grotz (1976). Next, we define social 

media and explore their affordances to better understand the online contexts in which the 

construct is most often applied. After describing our contextualization guidelines and literature 

review process, we analyze the contextualization of online self-disclosure measures. We 

conclude with the key problems in online self-disclosure’s current contextualization, 

opportunities for future research, and the limitations of our study. 

 Offline Self-disclosure 

 The study of self-disclosure began in the psychology discipline and soon spread into the 

communications literature by the early 1970s. By the mid-1990s, self-disclosure began appearing 

in business, social work, health, and women’s and gender studies journals. Understanding 

offline, or face-to-face, self-disclosure is crucial to the proper contextualization of online self-

disclosure. Studies that have adapted measures of self-disclosure often do so from these earlier 

publications – sometimes indirectly by using an adapted measure in a more recent publication. A 
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brief overview of these early studies provides some context in understanding potential pitfalls of 

adapting these measures to online environments. Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of the 

progression of self-disclosure research through the early 2000s. 

The earliest definition of self-disclosure we could find is the process of making oneself 

known to other persons (Jourard & Lasakow, 1958). This definition is a derivation of the 

dictionary definition of disclose (Disclose, 2019), which is good in that it identifies the concept 

in reality succinctly and differentiates self-disclosure from other concepts (Locke, 2003). Later 

definitions provide more clarity on the process of making oneself known by defining the 

construct as any message – verbal or nonverbal (McCroskey & Richmond, 1977; Zur et al., 

2009) – about the self that one person communicates to another (Cozby, 1973; Wheeless, 1978; 

Wheeless & Grotz, 1976). Some specify the message must be communicated willingly or 

intentionally (Joinson, 2001; Jourard, 1959; Osatuyi et al., 2018; Posey et al., 2010), and others 

include information that is disclosed unintentionally (McCroskey & Richmond, 1977; Zur et al., 

2009). Though the definition succeeds in its simplicity, it can be improved by discussing 

empirical elements that indicate how to use and measure self-disclosure. Such improvements 

have been aided by research into the dimensionality of the construct and the development of 

social penetration and other theories. 

Figure 1 

Early Self-Disclosure Research Timeline 

 

1958: First 
identified study 

(Jourard & 
Lasakow, 1958)

1973: Social 
Penetration Theory 

(Altman and 
Taylor 1973)

1976: 
Dimensionality 

explored 
(Wheeless & 
Grotz, 1976)

1990s: SIP and 
HCMC theories 
(Walther, 1992, 

1996)

2000s: Increased 
focus on Internet 
communications
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Social penetration theory made evident the importance of self-disclosure to healthy 

relationships. Within social psychology, Altman and Taylor (1973) developed social penetration 

theory to explain and describe the process of developing, nurturing, and ending relationships. 

Developing a social relationship involves verbal exchanges, nonverbal communication, cues 

from the physical environment, and interpersonal perceptions – the first three of which are 

encompassed by self-disclosure via verbal, nonverbal, and environmental cues. As relationships 

continue to develop and grow, continued interactions result in additional disclosures related to 

already revealed personal information; over time, other tangentially related information will be 

revealed. For example, if two individuals begin a relationship because they are parents of 

children in the same dance class, as the relationship deepens, they may discuss their other 

children or matters related to their child’s school, then personal recreational interests related to 

dance, then other personal interests, and so on. Reciprocity of disclosures is important to the 

relationship process, though the depth and amount of disclosure is affected by each person’s 

satisfaction with the exchange. 

Much of the early self-disclosure research in psychology focused on the individual within a 

dyad or group as the level of analysis to account for personal and interpersonal factors 

encouraging disclosive behaviors. Personal factors of interest included sex, race, marital status, 

religion, nationality, birth order, home environment as a child, mental health, and personality 

traits (such as extraversion, interpersonal trust, and femininity). Some studies focused on how to 

encourage patients to disclose more during therapy sessions; others investigated different 

interpersonal interactions, such as with family, friends, strangers, and work colleagues – 

including superiors and subordinates – to examine the effects of attitude toward the target person, 

liking, familiarity, and relational dependency (Cozby, 1973; Jourard, 1959; Jourard & Lasakow, 
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1958). As communications began to study this construct, researchers investigated the relationship 

of self-disclosure with other factors, including solidarity – the closeness of the individual with 

the target person or group – trustworthiness (Wheeless, 1978), cohesion of a small group 

(Rosenfeld & Gilbert, 1989), and communication apprehension (McCroskey & Richmond, 

1977). 

Research in the 1980s and 1990s continued to explore self-disclosure in relationships and 

various social situations. Within romantic relationships, researchers were interested in the effects 

of self-disclosure on marital satisfaction, liking in dating couples, and certainty about (the 

predictability of) others’ actions and reactions (Joinson et al., 2011). The effect of social norms 

on self-disclosure was compared between cocktail parties, doctor’s offices, classrooms, and other 

in-person settings. The social focus shifted in the 1990s to understand how self-disclosure 

differed between online and offline contexts. These differences still used interpersonal 

relationship outcomes, but also began expanding into e-commerce settings and relationships 

between consumers and corporations (Joinson & Paine, 2007). Two new theories arose in this 

period to explain the difference in communication caused by the online environment: social 

information processing (SIP) and hyperpersonal computer-mediated communication (HCMC) 

theories (Walther, 1992, 1996). These theories attempted to explain how self-disclosure online 

would change because of the nature of Internet communications.  

Between the late 1950s and early 1970s, self-disclosure research relied on measures that 

more accurately described a person’s past disclosive behavior rather than their current, 

observable or projected future behavior. For example, Jourard’s Self-Disclosure Questionnaire 

(Jourard & Lasakow, 1958) – an early and popular instrument – asked respondents to indicate if 

they shared nothing, general details, or full accounts of information or lied to a target person on 
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10 items in each of six categories (money, body, tastes and interests, personality, work/studies, 

and attitudes and opinions); this approach of listing various kinds of information one might 

disclose is popular into the current day. Other instruments developed in this period were 

designed for studies with adolescents or for use in specific contexts (i.e. interviews, interactions 

with a caseworker, etc.), though they similarly focused on how much information was shared, 

how personal or intimate the information was, and how long was spent making the disclosure 

(Cozby, 1973). 

Researchers continued to introduce new instruments, including a multidimensional measure 

developed in the mid-1970s. Wheeless and Grotz (1976) studied the dimensionality of self-

disclosure and published an instrument to measure the five identified dimensions. Although this 

measure was widely adopted, other instruments developed through the 1980s and 1990s used a 

list approach – reminiscent of Jourard’s Self-Disclosure Questionnaire – and unidimensional 

measures for either dispositional self-disclosure or self-disclosure to a specific person (Joinson & 

Paine, 2007). This parallels our observations in the online literature, along with the issue of 

mixed and contradictory results. 

The variety of instruments and structural definitions of self-disclosure may be partially 

responsible for the contradictory results for factors of interest and the generally non-significant 

relationship between self-disclosure and personality traits. Studies of the effects on mental health 

include positive, negative, and non-significant relationships. The results for femininity, 

extraversion, and college achievement on self-disclosure range from positive to non-significant 

(Cozby, 1973). Cozby's (1973) criticism of poor instrument development in the self-disclosure 

literature likely inspired Wheeless and Grotz (1976) to investigate the dimensionality of the 

construct and develop a measure upon which many newer instruments are based ( Hollenbaugh 
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& Ferris, 2014; Huang, 2016; Krasnova et al., 2009, 2010; Leung, 2002; Posey et al., 2010; 

Varnali & Toker, 2015; etc.). 

The Dimensions of Self-Disclosure 

Researchers have devoted energy to understanding the dimensionality of self-disclosure to 

improve its measurement and our understanding of its antecedents and consequents. Based 

largely on the self-disclosure research through the mid-1970s, Wheeless and Grotz (1976) 

identified seven potential dimensions of self-disclosure: amount or breadth, intimacy or depth, 

valence/polarity, honesty, accuracy, intent, and relevance to the discussion. Their factor analysis 

revealed five consistent dimensions that accounted for 60% of the variance in self-disclosure. 

The resulting dimensionality is depicted in Figure 2. 

Amount is often defined by its operationalization. Though most often described as the 

frequency and duration of communication (Wheeless & Grotz, 1976), it has also been 

conceptualized as the proportion of self-references in a conversation (McCroskey & Richmond, 

1977) and the breadth of information shared and the time spent sharing (Cozby, 1973). Intimacy 

or depth refers to the personal nature of the disclosure. Altman and Taylor (1973) define intimate 

information as that pertaining to core attributes of one’s personality; McCroskey and Richmond 

(1977) take a different approach and conceptualize this subconstruct as the discloser’s control 

Figure 2  

Traditional Decomposition of Self-Disclosure 
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over the personal nature of the information shared. Polarity refers to the positive or negative 

nature of the disclosure; this can be based on the discloser’s evaluation of the information 

(Wheeless & Grotz, 1976) – if they view it as good or bad – or if the information reflects 

positively or negatively on the discloser (McCroskey & Richmond, 1977). Honesty is defined as 

the truthful representation of one’s inner self in the communication (McCroskey & Richmond, 

1977). 

Intent, the conscious willingness to disclose (Wheeless & Grotz, 1976), is the most complex 

of the subconstructs because it can be difficult to distinguish between a willing and an unwilling 

disclosure. Zur et al. (2009) provide three categories of intentional and unintentional disclosures 

to help resolve this issue: deliberate, unavoidable, and accidental. Deliberate disclosures are 

intentional; a person chooses to make someone else privy to personal information via discussion, 

invitation into a personal space, or nonverbal reactions. Unavoidable disclosures may be 

intentional or unintentional; this usually involves information evident in day to day life, such as 

gender identity, age, physical disabilities, skin color, accents, cultural markers (e.g. clothing, 

jewelry, one’s name), and spontaneous reactions. Some disclosures in this category may also be 

“forced,” such as clients visiting an office location which may reveal information about 

socioeconomic status, informing patients of planned or unexpected time off work, or displaying 

eating and drinking habits when dining in public. Accidental disclosures are unintentional by 

nature; these include unplanned nonverbal reactions and seeing someone outside of a normal 

routine (e.g. running into a colleague in the locker room, seeing a student in the hospital waiting 

room, etc.). 

Although self-disclosure has been revealed to be a multidimensional construct, there are 

many instances in which the construct is treated as unidimensional, many times focusing only on 
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the amount disclosed (Bobkowski & Pearce, 2011; Qian & Scott, 2007; Rains, 2014; Alexander 

Peter Schouten, 2007; etc.). We account for this variation in the treatment of self-disclosure by 

discussing the contextualization of the unidimensional construct in addition to its subconstructs. 

Before that, we introduce the online context and highlight its unique attributes in interpersonal 

communication. 

Online Interactions 

Self-disclosure manifests in the countless ways in which individuals communicate 

electronically today. Considering online self-disclosure helps to illustrate key issues in security 

and privacy – both for individuals and corporations – among more general concerns for public 

and mental health, relationship building (especially within virtual teams), and the trustworthiness 

of data collected during crises – such as notifications of being safe after a natural disaster or self-

reports of disease symptoms during a pandemic. To facilitate understanding what it means to 

communicate online, we provide some key definitions and identify the main affordances that 

distinguish online from in-person interactions. 

Most online communication occurs on a social media channel. In IS research, social media 

and social network sites are often used interchangeably, though this is inaccurate. Social media 

are defined as “Internet-based channels that allow users to opportunistically interact and 

selectively self-present, either in real-time or asynchronously, with both broad and narrow 

audiences who derive value from user-generated content and the perception of interaction with 

others” (Carr and Hayes 2015, p. 50). Social network sites – such as Facebook and Twitter – are 

more narrowly defined as networked communication platforms “in which participants 1) have 

uniquely identifiable profiles…; 2) can publicly articulate connections…; and 3) can consume, 

produce, and/or interact with streams of user-generated content” (Ellison and Boyd 2013, p. 9). 
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Social media is the broader definition, encompassing social network sites as well as professional 

network sites (i.e. LinkedIn), discussion fora, blogs, social and casual games, geocentric 

services, blogs, instant messaging, dating sites, and more. Social media generally exclude text 

message/SMS, email, and video calling (i.e. Skype or Zoom; Carr and Hayes 2015). Although 

social media do not include all forms of electronic communication, they encompass the majority 

of ways in which one communicates online; as such, we will use social media and online 

interchangeably herein. 

These definitions provide a foundation for understanding the differences between online and 

offline social interactions. Firstly, online interactions have greatly reduced the presence of 

nonverbal cues (Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Kim & Dindia, 2011). In offline interactions, nonverbal 

cues indicate someone’s reaction or if they’re paying attention to the discussion. When a message 

is posted online, it is impossible – in many cases – to tell who saw the post or how they reacted 

unless they take time to respond explicitly; even then, a response may hide the initial or true 

reaction of the connection. 

Secondly, social media are accessible at any time of day and the messages shared over these 

channels may be received immediately or later (Carr & Hayes, 2015; Kim & Dindia, 2011). For 

example, a person can send a private message through Facebook to a friend; that friend may see 

it immediately if they’re online, or they may see it in two or three days. Regardless when the 

message is seen, the friend is not necessarily obligated to respond immediately. Whereas offline 

interactions necessitate synchronicity, online interactions may be asynchronous or synchronous.  

Thirdly, online communication benefits from editability. When interacting offline, a person 

cannot delete or reconsider a nonverbal or verbal reaction. Online, a person can carefully craft a 

response, save it to review later, and make changes before disseminating it (Ellison & Vitak, 
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2015); many online channels (i.e. Facebook, Instagram, blogs) also offer the opportunity to edit 

or remove posted information at a later time. 

Lastly, the audience may vary greatly. In offline interactions, most interpersonal 

communication will occur in dyads or small groups. This can still be true of many online 

interactions, but social media also facilitates communication with one’s entire network, the 

networks of one’s connections – depending on the channel and privacy settings – or anonymous 

and unknown audiences (Kim & Dindia, 2011). Social media is described as a masspersonal 

communication channel because it is both a mass and an interpersonal communication channel 

where interpersonal messages can be delivered to the masses and messages for the masses can be 

shared within smaller groups (Carr & Hayes, 2015). For example, engagement or birth 

announcements (interpersonal message) can be shared with a mass audience online; alternatively, 

job openings or special events (mass messages) can be shared within small groups or with 

specific individuals. 

Related to audience is the issue of context collapse. Whereas an individual may alter their 

self-presentation among different social groups (e.g. work colleagues, former classmates, family, 

etc.) in offline communications, all of these social groups converge and are privy to the same 

information online (Ellison & Vitak, 2015). This phenomenon is most prevalent in social 

network sites, though it may present in other social media. Though social network site providers 

have offered tools to differentiate between different social groups within network lists, it is not 

easy to use these tools to sort connections and limit the audience on posts (Joinson et al., 2011).  

Construct Contextualization Framework 

Self-disclosure is a multidimensional construct whose component parts are based on 

observations in offline, predominantly dyadic, interactions. The online context significantly 
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changes how individuals interact by removing most, if not all, nonverbal cues and permitting 

individuals to communicate asynchronously with a large group or a single person. Because of 

these differences in the way we communicate online versus in-person, self-disclosure needs to be 

contextualized for measurement in online environments. Our interest at this stage is to assess the 

extent to which this has happened. 

To do so, we have adapted the framework by Hong et al. (2014). This base framework 

addresses context-specific theorizing and presents six steps for adapting theory to IS research. 

Because we are concerned with adapting a single construct, we have made modifications to the 

order and number of guidelines included. Our adapted framework comprises four guidelines or 

steps: 1) choose the construct and starting operationalization; 2) decompose the construct; 3) 

assess fit and make modifications; and 4) evaluate the context and identify context-specific 

dimensions. These guidelines are summarized in Table 3. 

Guideline one requires researchers to identify the construct they wish to adapt to a new 

context and select an initial operationalization from the existing literature. For our purposes, the 

selected construct is self-disclosure. While several researchers base their measure on part or all 

of that by Wheeless and Grotz (1976) – either directly or indirectly – there are some other base 

operationalizations selected. 

Our guideline two, decompose the construct, aligns most closely with guideline four in Hong 

et al. (2014). Given our concern with a multidimensional construct, we must complete the 

decomposition early in order to understand the potential changes to be made in adapting it to the 

new context. This decomposition may be discussed explicitly, with definitions of the components 

provided; it may also be implicit in the discussion of the instrument or the presentation of the 

survey items. In this step, we expect authors to acknowledge the dimensions under study. 
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In guideline three – the equivalent of guideline two in Hong et al. (2014) – researchers 

should assess the fit of the construct and its decomposed parts to the context. This requires 

thoughtful consideration of contingencies and assumptions surrounding the construct and how – 

or if – these hold in the new context. For example, when discussing the dimension of intent, we 

need to understand how this has been defined in offline contexts, what this component assumes 

about the disclosive behavior, and if the definition and assumptions are still expected to be true 

of the online context. At this step, researchers should identify which dimensions will be retained, 

which dimensions will be removed, and justify their decisions. It may be possible that one 

Table 3  

Framework for Contextualizing Constructs to the IS Discipline 

Guideline 
Hong et al.'s (2014) 

Guideline Name Explanation 
1 1. Grounded in a 

general theory 
Identify the construct 
and source 

Identify the construct of concern and select 
a source providing its initial 
operationalization. 

2 4. Modeling context-
specific factors 

Decompose the 
construct 

Identify the dimensions comprising the 
selected construct. The source selected for 
operationalizing the construct should be 
useful in this step. 

3 2. Contextualizing 
and refining a 
general theory 

Assess fit and make 
modifications 

Understand the assumptions and 
contingencies of the construct and its 
dimensions and how these may affect 
measurement in the new context; some 
dimensions may need to be removed. If 
one or more dimensions are removed from 
the operationalization, this decision should 
be justified. 

4 3. Thorough 
evaluation of the 
context to identify 
context-specific 
factors; and partially 
5. Examination of 
the interplay 
between the IT 
artifact and other 
factors 

Identify context-
specific dimensions 

Determine if new, context-specific 
dimensions are needed to properly measure 
the construct. These new dimensions, when 
combined with the retained dimensions, 
should represent the same functional 
definition of the construct. 
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dimension is excluded in certain situations but included in others; regardless, the inclusion or 

exclusion should be logically supported. 

Guideline four – which aligns most closely with guideline three in Hong et al. (2014), but 

also partially addresses guideline five – invites researchers to identify context-specific 

dimensions for inclusion in the construct’s measurement. These added components should be 

relevant to the construct in the new context and address elements relating to the IT artifact and its 

users. The new dimensions, along with the retained dimensions, should result in the same 

functional definition of the underlying construct even though its manifestation in the new context 

is altered. In other words, the dimensions together should still logically represent self-disclosure 

even if some dimensions from the offline context are removed and some distinct to the online 

context are added. 

Although we partially address guideline five, this step has been largely removed from our 

adaptation; other than specifying that context-specific factors should pertain to the IT artifact, its 

users, and its usage context, this step in Hong et al. (2014) is predominantly concerned with 

interactions between context-specific factors in a theoretical model. Guideline six is also 

excluded from our adapted framework because it concerns mediation, moderated mediation, and 

mediated moderation among theory-specific and context-specific constructs in a model. These 

inter-construct relationships and effects are often interesting and important for theoretical 

development, but they are a secondary concern to ensuring strong measurement of the focal 

construct. As such, our study chooses to deemphasize guidelines five and six at this time in favor 

of evaluating the contextualization of a single construct. 

We use this framework to analyze the adaptation of self-disclosure to the online context in 

the literature. To assist in identifying novel dimensions of the construct, we structure our analysis 
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on the dimensions as identified by Wheeless and Grotz (1976); we have selected this 

operationalization as our default set of dimensions because of its influence in the information 

systems literature on adapted self-disclosure instruments (Almakrami, 2015; Bateman et al., 

2011; K.-T. Lee et al., 2013; etc.) and most other operationalizations (i.e. Altman & Taylor, 1973; 

Cozby, 1973; Jourard, 1971) map reasonably well to it. 

Method 

This assessing literature review – based on the description by Leidner (2018) – focuses on 

how researchers define and measure self-disclosure in the online context. We primarily used 

Google Scholar to identify relevant articles published between 2001 and 2018. The search starts 

with 2001 because it’s after the dotcom bubble burst in 2000 and during a time of widespread 

adoptions of wireless Internet communication (Thomas Jefferson University, 2016). We did not 

constrain our search by specific journals or disciplines. Our search terms included “self-

disclosure” combined with one or more of “online or information system or information 

technology,” “social media or social networking sites,” “intentional or unintentional,” “honest or 

truthful,” and “deceptive or deceiving or dishonest.” We conducted forward and backward 

searches on relevant studies. To ensure adequate coverage of the information systems 

conferences, workshops, and journals, we also used these search terms in the Association for 

Information Systems (AIS) eLibrary. 

We are concerned with the individual level of analysis; in the online context, this may be an 

individual communicating within a dyad or a group. This narrower focus simplifies the 

contextualization of the construct by eliminating the need to consider other factors that influence 

how a professional or corporation interacts with individuals. As such, articles were excluded if 
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the research investigated corporate communications, interactions between businesses and 

individuals, or individuals acting as a professional (i.e. physicians interacting with patients).  

Our initial search resulted in 205 studies from dissertations, books, conference proceedings, 

and academic journals. Each article was reviewed for a description of the measurement 

instrument and inclusion of the measure(s) used. Articles were retained if at least one of these 

were included. For each of the 113 remaining articles, we recorded the definition of self-

disclosure (when available) and the degree of contextualization based on our framework. If self-

disclosure was defined, we coded if the definition was factual, distinct from other constructs, 

succinct and clear, and if the definition or the following discussion contained empirical 

attributes. These categories were selected to help establish the quality of definitions used in the 

literature and determine if improvements are needed. 

Next, we assessed the measure(s) for self-disclosure – based on the discussion in the paper, 

the instrument itself, or both – for contextualization to the online context. We first coded the 

source(s) of the instrument; if the author(s) did not specify a source or developed a new 

instrument, we coded it as “no source.” Then we noted which dimensions of self-disclosure are 

explicitly discussed as components of self-disclosure. In situations where no dimensions were 

discussed, stage two was coded “unidimensional.” For stage three, we noted if any identified 

dimensions were excluded and the explanation (if available) as to why. We also noted if and how 

the measure was modified for the online context under investigation. Lastly, stage four notes the 

addition of any new dimensions specific to the online context. 

In assessing stages two and three, we noted the dimensions of self-disclosure for each article 

in terms of those identified by Wheeless and Grotz (1976); in the circumstances when a 

dimension was named differently from one of the five established, we coded it as the dimension 
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to which it most closely aligned. For example, breadth was predominantly coded as equivalent to 

amount as they either used a definition similar to that in Cozby (1973) or the instrument items 

were similar to those typical for amount; type of information or content categories were 

generally coded as depth because the categories usually represented different levels of intimate 

or sensitive information. There were few cases where a dimension did not align appropriately 

with one of the five established, in which case it was coded as “other” and described; these 

generally appear in stage four of the contextualization. In the case of unidimensional 

conceptualizations, we noted which dimensions were captured by the instrument. If provided, we 

also recorded the definition of each dimension. These definitions help us assess the clarity of 

each one, which directly affects our ability to measure them effectively. 

We recruited a second coder to assess the clarity of the coding scheme and to determine 

interrater reliability (IRR). This scholar is experienced in coding a variety of articles and archival 

data. The coder was randomly assigned 12% of the articles and given directions explaining what 

each code represented. The initial IRRs were 53% and 68% for the definition coding and the 

framework coding, respectively. Much of the difference in coding definitions stems from articles 

defining online self-disclosure as a process, which resulted in differential handling of the 

additional fields by the coders. For example, Choi and Bazarova define self-disclosure as “the 

process of revealing personal information to someone else” (2015, p. 480); one coder determined 

this definition was improper for a construct and thus could not satisfy any of the definition 

coding categories while the other accepted this definition and evaluated it on each coding 

category. After discussing, the coders agreed the definition was improper for a construct – as a 

process cannot be measured – and so could only be evaluated on empirical elements discussed 

and distinguishing the construct from related concepts. 
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A second cause for the differences was in the handling of coding definitions as distinct; one 

coder looked for articles to explicitly distinguish self-disclosure from other constructs within the 

paper – which we termed distinct within the study – while the other considered the definition 

alone as distinguishing the construct from related ones in the literature. As an example, Qian and 

Scott define self-disclosure as the “communication of personal information, thoughts, and 

feelings to other people” (2007, p. 1431). One coder determined this definition was distinct as 

the content was similar to other definitions used for self-disclosure in the literature; the other 

coder determined the definition was not distinct because similar constructs were not discussed in 

the paper to help identify the boundaries of self-disclosure. Both perspectives provide valuable 

insight into evaluating a definition, so it was decided to adopt both approaches for determining if 

the definition is distinct.  

The framework coding caused the most confusion on stage three. One coder focused on the 

dimensions retained and adaptations made to the instrument to identify the context; the other 

focused on if specific items had been dropped during analysis and reported psychometric 

properties of the instrument. The coders agreed that the former interpretation was better suited to 

this analysis. After discussing the differences in coding, the IRR was improved to 98.3% for 

definition coding – given some disagreement over one of the definitions – and 100% for 

framework coding. The coding tables for the definitions and the contextualization are available 

in Table B1 and Table B2, respectively, in Appendix B. 

Results 

The self-disclosure literature suffers from mixed and contradictory results, raising question 

about what has actually been learned about self-disclosure in online environments. After 

analyzing the measures of self-disclosure, there are three problems that are prevalent: 
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inconsistent instrumentation, varied dimensionality, and limited contextualization. Inconsistent 

instrumentation is demonstrated by the wide array of measures – existing and new – used to 

measure self-disclosure, as discussed in guideline one. Varied dimensionality is evident in 

studying guidelines two and three – the acknowledged and measured dimensions, respectively. 

Lastly, the limited contextualization is raised throughout the analysis; first, it appears in regard to 

intent’s definition. Then it’s covered more generally for the five base dimensions within 

guideline three. Finally, we consider the few newly added dimensions in guideline four and how 

they may or may not contribute to improved measurement of online self-disclosure. 

This section is structured to align with our coding and assessment of the 113 studies 

published between 2001 and 2018. First, we review the definitions of self-disclosure from the 

literature; the definitions of the construct’s dimensions are also discussed more generally. Then 

we progress through the four guidelines of contextualization, considering the literature overall as 

well as the contextualization of individual dimensions for adequate fit to the online context. A 

summary of the contextualization is provided in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Contextualization Guidelines Achieved by Dimension and Temporal Group 

Dimension N 
Contextualization Guideline 

Overall Contextualization 1 2 a 3 4 
Self-Disclosure 30 17 9 24 6 1. Identify source 
Amount 62 42 50 (30) 54 15 3. Assess fit and modify 
Depth 53 34 48 (29) 46 15 3. Assess fit and modify 
Polarity 14 11 12 (11) 14 2 3. Assess fit and modify 
Honesty 22 18 20 (13) 20 4 3. Assess fit and modify 
Intent 27 22 22 (13) 23 3 2. Decompose construct 
Years N 1 2 3 4 Overall Contextualization 
2001 – 2006 5 2 4 5 1 3. Assess fit and modify 
2007 – 2012 39 20 23 37 6 3. Assess fit and modify 
2013 – 2018 69 51 42 54 17 3. Assess fit and modify 
a The number in parentheses are the number of studies defining the dimension of self-disclosure. 
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Definition 

The definition of self-disclosure has remained largely the same over time, though the exact 

words used to express the meaning may differ across studies. At its core, self-disclosure is a 

message about oneself communicated to someone else. As such, there are three components that 

are required to have a complete definition: personal information (this does not require the 

information to be sensitive or especially intimate), communication, and an audience or recipient. 

For a definition to be considered distinct within the literature, it had to contain these three 

elements.  

The expectation for a definition to be factual was less stringent and primarily excluded 

definitions based on self-disclosure as a process – which precludes it from being a measurable 

construct. Of the 84 papers that defined self-disclosure, 12 defined it as a process (Ashuri et al., 

2018; Bevan-Dye & Akpojivi, 2016; Cheung et al., 2015; Choi & Bazarova, 2015; Gruzd & 

Hernández-García, 2018; Zhao et al., 2012; etc.); a handful of other studies discussed self-

disclosure as a process but provided a more traditional definition of the construct. Also specific 

to the definition was determining its clarity. Most definitions that failed this criterium included a 

variation of “disclose” in the definition ( Attrill & Jalil, 2011; Chang & Heo, 2014; Crabtree & 

Pillow, 2018; Pu et al., 2017; Wisniewski et al., 2016; etc.), defined self-disclosure as a process, 

or opted for a variation on the definition: “making the unknown known” (Lam et al., 2008; 

Mesch & Beker, 2010; Ouirdi et al., 2015; Tsay-Vogel et al., 2018; S. S. Wang & Stefanone, 

2013).  

Only 10 studies included some indication of self-disclosure occurring online within the 

definition, often by referring to a profile, platform, or online community (Alashoor et al., 2017; 

Alsarkal et al., 2017; Kordzadeh & Warren, 2017; Seidman, 2013;; etc.). Although the online 
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environment should affect the way self-disclosure is measured, disclosive behavior on social 

media is, at a high level, definitionally the same. It is still a person communicating in some way 

to another person or a group of people about themself; what changes is the medium of that 

communication, which may also affect the nature of the behavior. 

The last two criteria – distinct within the study (shown in parentheses in Table 5) and 

empirical elements – depended less on the definition and more on the following discussion. Most 

studies that distinguished self-disclosure from related constructs within the paper also discussed 

self-presentation to some degree (Chiou, 2006; D.-H. Lee et al., 2008; Z. Liu et al., 2016; Min & 

Kim, 2015; etc.). This discussion was seen as important in determining the bounds of what is and 

is not self-disclosure. Empirical elements, on the other hand, provide indicators of how to 

measure self-disclosure. Studies could accomplish this within the definition – as some specify 

the voluntary natures of disclosure therein (Crabtree & Pillow, 2018; Z. Liu et al., 2016; Osatuyi 

et al., 2018; Tang & Wang, 2012; Yu et al., 2015;etc.) – by discussing historical decompositions 

of the construct, or in covering key findings from prior research – such as discussing effects on 

the number of disclosures or the level of intimacy in disclosures. Because of the leniency in what 

counted towards the empirical elements criterium, most of the studies accomplished this. 

 Overall, the definitions of self-disclosure in the online literature are similar to those in the 

early research of the construct in face-to-face contexts. About three quarters of the papers in our 

Table 5 

Summary of Definition Coding 

Years N Defined Facts Distinct a Clear Empirical Elements 
2001 – 2006 5 3 3 2 (1) 3 3 
2007 – 2012 39 29 26 22 (13) 19 27 
2013 – 2018 69 52 42 31 (25) 24 49 
a The first number is how many of the definitions are distinct within the self-disclosure literature. The second 
number in parentheses is how many studies distinguished self-disclosure from related concepts within the 
paper. 
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sample provided a definition, 85% of which passed the factual criterium and 65% included all 

three components we determined make the definition distinct within the literature. While the 

discussion in nearly all of these papers included empirical elements of self-disclosure, only 55% 

presented a clear definition of self-disclosure. Our conclusion is that the definition of self-

disclosure could be improved in the literature by ensuring it includes the components that make 

it a distinct concept in the literature and the language used avoids ambiguities. 

Dimension Definitions. Similar to self-disclosure, the literature is generally good about 

providing a definition for the various dimensions. (The fourth column of Table 4 provides the 

number of studies defining each dimension in parentheses.) While the dimension definitions 

were generally succinct and factual, some of the definitions were focused solely on 

operationalization instead of clearly identifying the dimension. 

Amount was most often defined as the quantity, length, or number of disclosures 

(Almakrami, 2015; Gruzd & Hernández-García, 2018; Hollenbaugh & Everett, 2013; Lapidot-

Lefler & Barak, 2015; D.-H. Lee et al., 2008; etc.). Several authors defined it specifically as 

frequency and duration of disclosive behavior (Bane et al., 2010; Huang, 2016; Knop et al., 

2016; Ko, 2013; Papathanassopoulos et al., 2016; etc.). Sometimes, the dimension was called 

breadth and defined as the amount of information disclosed (Krasnova et al., 2010; Misoch, 

2014; Sheldon, 2009; Taddei & Contena, 2013). Other definitions were based on the 

operationalization of amount in the specific study. 

The definitions for the other four dimensions tended to have greater consensus across studies. 

Depth was widely defined as the degree of intimacy or sensitivity in the disclosure. A handful of 

studies took an alternative approach to define depth in terms of the information shared and the 

perceived sensitivity of that kind of information (Attrill & Jalil, 2011; Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 
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2007; Bobkowski & Pearce, 2011; Chang & Heo, 2014; Chiou, 2006; Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 

2015). The definition for polarity centered around the positive versus negative nature of 

information disclosed. Honesty was widely defined as the accuracy of the disclosed information. 

Intent was typically defined as being aware or conscious of disclosive behavior, though some 

studies focused on the willing or voluntary nature of the behavior (Chiou, 2006; Min & Kim, 

2015; Misoch, 2014).  

Intent’s definition raises some questions about its applicability to the online environment. As 

previously discussed, intent originally accommodated the possibility of accidental and 

unavoidable disclosures; these disclosures, though, are largely based on environmental and 

nonverbal cues, most of which are greatly reduced in the online environment. Given this, it could 

be assumed that people are generally aware of the information they make available online and do 

so voluntarily, raising questions about expected variation in responses to any operationalization 

of that definition online. 

Based on these definitions, amount is most in need of a clear definition that indicates without 

dictating its operationalization. The other dimensions benefit from greater consensus of 

definition. In general, the definitions are distinct from each other, clear, and succinct.  

Guideline One: Identify the Construct and Source 

Our first guideline for contextualizing a construct to the IS discipline is to identify the 

construct and an initial source for operationalization. In this case, the construct for all of these 

studies is self-disclosure adapted to the online environment. Twenty-seven studies did not 

identify a source for all or part of their self-disclosure measure. Four of these studies developed 

parts of the instrument relevant to capturing self-disclosure, such as behavior and presence of 

disclosures (Choi & Bazarova, 2015; Hollenbaugh & Ferris, 2014; Keith et al., 2013; Varnali & 
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Toker, 2015). Fourteen studies used archival data for their research and did not cite a source for 

their coding schemes, so they were designated as a subcategory of “no source.” The four studies 

categorized as “no source (other)” included interviews (Davis, 2012; Wisniewski et al., 2016) 

and experimental settings (Keith et al., 2015; Spottswood & Hancock, 2017). 

The remaining studies used surveys based on existing measures. The most commonly cited 

source was Wheeless and Grotz (1976); it was directly cited by 13% of the sample. However, 

many of the papers citing this measure were later cited by other researchers. Taking these 

indirect citations into account, Wheeless and Grotz (1976) is the source for 31% of the studies. 

Most of the other sources are cited by only one study; of 63 unique sources, 46 are cited once 

across the 113 studies. Although the majority of studies fulfill the first guideline, it is evident 

there is a measurement problem stemming from the broad array of measures employed to 

operationalize self-disclosure. Table A2 of Appendix A provides a full list of sources and the 

citing studies. 

Guideline Two: Decompose the Construct 

The second guideline is to decompose the construct. Because the literature agrees self-

disclosure is multidimensional, addressing the underlying components facilitates achieving 

content validity (Cronbach & Meehli, 1955; Messick, 1995); without acknowledging the 

multidimensional nature of self-disclosure, measures are likely to exclude key attributes of the 

construct. 

Table 6 provides an overview of the literature, breaking the research into three six-year 

periods and highlighting the most common online environments under study. The first number in 

the dimensions fields represents explicit discussion in each study of the decomposition of self-

disclosure; we sought this information from the method section of the papers, though finding it in 
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the literature review or in the justification of the hypotheses was acceptable provided the 

language explicitly concerned decomposition and measurement. The number in parentheses 

represents the number of dimensions captured by the measure; this is based on explicit 

discussion as well as a review of the instrument or provided sample items. This is discussed 

further in the next section. 

The majority of studies acknowledged self-disclosure as unidimensional or as a single 

dimension – most commonly amount or intent. This alone does not indicate poor measurement, 

though it suggests an incomplete understanding of self-disclosure and raises questions about the 

content validity of those instruments. More recent studies were generally better at identifying 

multiple dimensions underlying self-disclosure, though most still only captured one or two 

dimensions. 

Among studies measuring at least one specific dimension, a greater proportion decomposed 

the construct. Only 19% of studies explicitly measuring amount or intent did not identify other 

dimensions of self-disclosure. Valence had the next highest rate at 14% of studies not identifying 

other dimensions, but it was also measured the least of the five core dimensions; the rate was 

lowest for depth and honesty at 9%. By comparison, studies measuring self-disclosure as 

unidimensional decomposed the construct only 30% of the time. 

Table 6 

Literature Breakdown by Dimensions Acknowledged and Used 

Year N Popular Contexts 
Dimensions Acknowledged (Used) 

1 2 3 4 5 
2001 – 2006 5 Online chat/IM (3) 1 (1) 1 (1) 0 (1) 2 (1) 1 (1) 
2007 – 2012 39 SNS (19) 

Online chat/IM (8) 
Blogs (5) 

16 (17) 15 (16) 1 (3) 2 (1) 5 (2) 

2013 – 2018 69 SNS (45) 
Social Media (6) 
Blogs (5) 
Mobile Apps (4) 

27 (26) 17 (20) 11 (15) 4 (3) 10 (5) 
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In general, the studies tended to decompose self-disclosure into at least two of its identified 

components. When we analyze this change based on the dimensions measured, it’s evident there 

is an issue with studies representing self-disclosure as unidimensional. As such, studies 

measuring one of the identified dimensions were more likely to fulfill this guideline; studies 

measuring a unidimensional self-disclosure were more likely to only fulfill the first guideline of 

selecting a source – and even then, these studies had the lowest rate of using an existing measure 

at 57%. However, there remain questions about the content validity for most of the measures as 

relatively few studies identified – and fewer measured – three or more dimensions. While the 

studies generally fulfill the second guideline, there are serious concerns about how the varied 

conceptualizations of self-disclosure translates into measurement. 

Guideline Three: Assess Fit and Make Modifications 

Guideline three assesses two interrelated aspects of contextualization: determining which 

dimensions from guideline two are still applicable and modifying the relevant items or codes to 

properly capture those dimensions in the new environment. Studies needed to either measure the 

dimensions discussed in guideline two or acknowledge that certain dimensions would not be 

measured – with justification for doing so. (Table 6 presents the number of dimensions measured 

across studies in each temporal grouping in parentheses.) Additionally, either the measure or the 

discussion of the measure needed to reflect how the online environment was communicated to 

Table 7 

Summary of Studies by Dimensions Measured and Contextualization Approach 

Dimensions 
Measured 

Contextualization Approach in Instrument 
Items Instructions Coding Other/Unclear 

1 25 11 6 3 
2 15 8 10 4 
3 7 6 9 1 
4 4 1   

5+ 6 1 1 1 
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respondents. Table 7 shows the most common approaches to contextualizing measures by the 

number of dimensions measured; some studies employed mixed methods (i.e. interview and 

survey) or used multiple measures of self-disclosure (i.e. open-ended and Likert scale items), so 

the approach for each relevant measure is counted ( Bazarova & Choi, 2014; Choi & Bazarova, 

2015; Wisniewski et al., 2016; etc.). A more detailed discussion of both aspects of this guideline 

follows. 

Assessing Fit. Most of the studies either measured all of the dimensions identified in 

decomposing self-disclosure or their measure reflected more dimensions than what was 

discussed – as was the case for about half of the studies handling self-disclosure as 

unidimensional. For the studies that did elect to exclude some dimensions, the researchers often 

determined the dimensions were inappropriate or irrelevant to the online context (Hallam & 

Zanella, 2017; Heravi et al., 2018; Krasnova et al., 2009) or they desired greater clarity and 

simplicity in the measurement of self-disclosure (Almakrami, 2015; X. Chen et al., 2016; Tang & 

Wang, 2012). Many, though, did not seem to provide an explanation (Bateman et al., 2011; Gross 

& Acquisti, 2005; Hollenbaugh & Ferris, 2014; Ko & Kuo, 2009; Rains, 2014; etc.). 

Amount was rarely excluded from measurement if identified. The literature seems to 

generally agree this is a relevant dimension of self-disclosure in the online environment and it is 

perhaps easier to capture given the predominantly textual nature of online communication; even 

with photos or videos, capturing amount remains fairly straightforward. 

Depth was commonly measured online, either along a continuum from common to intimate 

or as categories of information used as a proxy for various levels of intimacy. Even in 

unidimensional studies, many of the instruments used depth-like items with amount-based scales 

to capture self-disclosure. Perhaps the best argument for excluding depth in online measures was 
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the difficulty in establishing an objective instrument because the perception of what information 

is intimate varies from person to person (Krasnova et al., 2010). However, the general consensus 

of the literature is that – even if challenging to measure effectively – individuals still share 

information of varying degrees of intimacy online. 

Polarity was the least commonly measured dimension, often included in the category of 

irrelevant. However, research has shown that this dimension varies in the online environment 

(Forest & Wood, 2012; Seidman, 2013). We also have not found any research to suggest the 

online environment affects the perception of information as positive or negative. Given this, it is 

appropriate to include polarity in measures of online self-disclosure. 

Honesty was a commonly excluded dimension from online self-disclosure studies, generally 

because it was deemed irrelevant. One study defined self-disclosure as honest and measures 

misrepresentation as a separate construct (Jiang et al., 2013). The primary challenge with honesty 

– as with depth – is its subjective nature. This is why most of the items used to measure honesty 

refer to self-perceptions and the belief that the disclosure is a truthful reflection of the self. 

Research has shown there are two primary ways in which individuals misrepresent themselves 

online: the “foggy mirror” phenomenon and presentation of the ideal self (Ellison et al., 2006). 

The former is unintended misrepresentation due to a lack of self-knowledge; a person may view 

themselves as patient, for example, but others familiar with that person may disagree. The latter 

is a tendency to describe how a person wishes they were – for example, taller or more athletic. 

Both of these misrepresentations are facilitated by the reduced nonverbal cues, editability, and 

asynchronicity of online communication, thereby supporting the appropriateness of maintaining 

honesty as a dimension of online self-disclosure. 
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Intent was the third most measured dimension of online self-disclosure, but it was perhaps 

the most problematic in justifying its inclusion for measures of online self-disclosure. Intent 

traditionally assumes information can be transmitted via environmental and nonverbal cues. Both 

of these are greatly reduced online. In addition to this, the items for intent largely ignore the 

editability and asynchronicity of online interactions. Items commonly ask if respondents are 

aware of what they do and say or if they consciously intend to share personal information (Cho, 

2007; Gibbs et al., 2006; Gruzd & Hernández-García, 2018; Qiu et al., 2012). 

This is not to argue that intent does not exist in online communication; rather intent should be 

reconceptualized for online interactions. The differences between online and in-person 

communication preclude intent from operating in the same way online. Because of 

asynchronicity and editability, disclosures should theoretically be deliberate. The nonverbal cues 

that are present – predominantly photos and video – are controlled and catered to present the 

person in a chosen light, thereby reducing the likelihood of unintended unavoidable disclosures 

(Gibbs et al., 2006). Individuals may also choose on which social media channels to have 

profiles, including the option not to participate at all (Tufekci, 2008); limiting participation 

reduces the opportunity of accidental self-disclosures. The affordances of online communication 

media do not eliminate the possibility of unintentional disclosures, but they raise questions about 

the applicability of traditional conceptualizations of intent. 

Contextualization Approach. Most studies opted to specify a general online environment – 

such as the Internet, social media, online – or a particular platform within the items. For 

example, “I often talk about my feelings on Facebook” (S. S. Wang & Stefanone, 2013, p. 446),  

“My expressions of my own feelings, emotions, and experiences on social media are true 

reflections of myself” (Gruzd & Hernández-García, 2018, p. 425), or “On the Internet, I talk 
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more easily about sex than in a face-to-face encounter” (J.-L. Wang et al., 2011, p. 2165). The 

second most popular choice was to direct participants to respond to the items based on a recent 

online interaction or their behavior on a certain platform. 

Coding is considered a separate approach because it is often reliant on the data being coded; 

the schemes used typically reflect the largely text-based nature of the data and account for the 

online source. Some base the scheme on the fields users are able to populate on a platform (Al-

Saggaf & Nielsen, 2014; Kolek & Saunders, 2008; Lam et al., 2008). Brunet and Schmidt (2007) 

collected entire conversations between individuals and used the context of the conversation to 

code certain attributes, including if a disclosure was volunteered or reciprocated. Others set 

criteria to aid in coding – such as the number of “I” statements (Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 2007; 

Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2015; Rains, 2014), the number of words or posts (Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 

2007; Bazarova & Choi, 2014; Brunet & Schmidt, 2007; Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2015; Liang et 

al., 2017), or expert judgement on the degree of intimacy in a message (Bane et al., 2010; 

Hollenbaugh & Everett, 2013; Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2015; Nosko et al., 2010). 

Overall, the studies satisfy both requirements for guideline three. Most of the studies retain 

the dimensions identified in the previous guideline, and half of those that did not measure some 

identified dimensions provide some justification. The vast majority of the studies clearly provide 

a context for respondents or base their coding scheme around social media data sources. One 

exception to fulfilling this guideline are studies measuring intent. 

Guideline Four: Identify Context-Specific Dimensions 

Guideline four is meant to recognize dimensions of the construct that are relevant because of 

the new environment. Although most researchers did not approach the addition of new 

dimensions from the perspective of better capturing self-disclosure online, some added unique 
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dimensions to the construct – though some are represented in their papers as separate constructs, 

the traditional dimensions of self-disclosure were also treated as different constructs in some 

studies. These additions are summarized in Table 8. 

Of the additional dimensions, degree; breadth; behavior; and actual, hidden, and ideal selves 

are closely related to existing dimensions. Degree is a calculation of the number of fields 

Table 8 

Additional Dimensions Introduced to Better Represent Online Self-Disclosure 

New Dimension Studies Description 
Actual, Hidden, and 
Ideal Selves 

Seidman, 2013 Various conceptualizations of how the 
self is presented online via the 
information shared 

Audience/ 
Private vs. Public 

Davis, 2012; Masur & Scharkow, 
2016 

The anticipated audience for a message 
based on platform – availability to a 
wide audience (public) or to one or more 
selected individuals (private) 

Behavior Ashuri et al., 2018; Keith et al., 
2013, 2015; C. Liu et al., 2013; 
Osatuyi et al., 2018 

Actual disclosures made during data 
collection procedures or in past 
interactions 

Breadth Bane et al., 2010; Heravi et al., 
2018; Hollenbaugh & Everett, 
2013; Hollenbaugh & Ferris, 
2014; Knop et al., 2016; Tang & 
Wang, 2012 

The number or variety of topics 
discussed; in these studies, breadth is 
distinguished from amount and depth 

Controllability Ampong et al., 2018; Green et al., 
2016 

The ability to better control how 
information is dispersed 

Degree Lam et al., 2008 A representation of one's tendency to 
provide certain information on a profile 
compared to others in the sample, giving 
more weight to fields less commonly 
completed 

Goal Bazarova & Choi, 2014; Choi & 
Bazarova, 2015 

The motivation behind a disclosure 

Reciprocated 
Disclosure 

Brunet & Schmidt, 2007; Yu et 
al., 2015 

The nature of the conversation leading to 
the disclosure – disclosure volunteered 
or in response to a conversation partner’s 
disclosure 

Self-withdrawal Dienlin & Metzger, 2016 Protective behaviors to increase privacy 
of shared information 

Visibility/ 
Privacy Settings 

Gross & Acquisti, 2005; 
Papathanassopoulos et al., 2016; 
Special & Li-Barber, 2012 

How visible a person's 
profile/account/posts are online based 
largely on privacy settings and the ability 
to search for the user on the platform 
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completed on an online profile weighted by the number of other people on the platform who 

completed those fields. It is reminiscent of amount weighted by collective perceptions of depth.  

Breadth, similarly, is the number or variety of topics discussed. In the cited studies, breadth was 

discussed in addition to and distinct from amount and depth. However, most conceptualizations 

of breadth equate the concept to either amount (Wheeless & Grotz, 1976) – with a focus on 

quantity – or depth – with a focus on the range of sensitivity represented by the categories of 

information discussed. Behavior is most readily conflated with amount, though Osatuyi et al.'s 

(2018) measure more closely resembles a unidimensional self-disclosure scale. The studies 

seemed most concerned with how many fields were completed rather than the sensitivity of the 

information shared in most cases. The final dimension in this group (the three selves) are 

representative of honesty – the difference between actual and ideal – and depth or intimacy – the 

difference between actual and hidden. 

Controllability, visibility/privacy settings, audience/private versus public, and self-

withdrawal all concern who can access content shared online. Self-withdrawal is conceptualized 

as the opposite of self-disclosure, but the items measuring it address limiting one’s audience via 

friending behaviors and using privacy settings, which is why it is included here. These represent 

a level of intention in protecting personal information dispersed online. As such, this concept of 

controlling the audience – or at least the dispersion of the information – may be part of 

understanding the role of intent in online interactions. 

Reciprocation is akin to a motive for a specific disclosure. A discussion partner or a 

connection shares some information and the focal person discloses similar information as a 

result. Yu et al. (2015) measured reciprocity as an antecedent to self-disclosure – which is how it 

is commonly represented in the literature – though their discussion suggests it is an integral 
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component of disclosure. It may be argued that reciprocity could act as a form of intent online in 

that willingness is dictated by an internal pressure to participate equally. 

Goal is another conceptualization of motives to disclose. These motivations are specific to 

disclosures and what individuals hope to accomplish in revealing personal information to 

someone else. Although the discussion of goal in the cited studies can be interpreted as part of 

self-disclosure, goal seems more like an antecedent to a disclosure. However, it may also be 

worth investigating as a form of intent online. 

Considering the studies as a whole, there has been limited effort to identify dimensions of 

self-disclosure that would be salient in online environments. Some of the efforts that have been 

made seem to add some potential for how intent may be reconceptualized for online self-

disclosure, while others mirror existing dimensions. Overall, the literature does not fulfill the 

fourth guideline. 

Additional Observations Regarding Measurement 

In the process of assessing the contextualization of self-disclosure to the online environment, 

we reviewed as many measures as were available. This permitted us to determine which 

dimensions were represented in items and also to assess the general quality of the measures. In 

doing so, it became apparent that contextualization is not the only problem facing the 

measurement of self-disclosure. 

The most common issue in these survey measures was multi-barreled questions. A single 

item asks about “personal beliefs and opinions” (Bateman et al., 2011), “feelings, emotions, and 

experiences” (Gibbs et al., 2006; Huang, 2016; Leung, 2002; Posey et al., 2010, etc.), “personal 

information, location data, and/or financial information” (Keith et al., 2013), or “my thoughts 

and true self” (S. S. Wang & Stefanone, 2013), among others. Respondents may be uncertain 
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how to respond to multi-barreled items because their response may vary across the compounds 

(Hinkin, 1998). To use one of the above examples, someone may be more honest about their 

experiences but less honest about their emotions. This also complicates interpreting responses 

during data analysis because the researchers cannot be certain as to which part of the item the 

participant was answering. 

A handful of measures included items that appeared to lack content validity. In some of these 

cases, there were items written for one dimension but seemed to represent the domain of a 

different dimension. For example, “I feel that I sometimes would not control my self-disclosure 

of personal or intimate things I tell about myself on [platform]” (Bateman et al., 2011) is 

designated as a depth item but more closely resembles wording often seen in intent items. In 

other cases, some included items have no relevance to self-disclosure. Examples include “I feel 

quite close to this person” (Sheldon, 2009), “When I have something to say, I like to share it on 

the [online social network]” (Krasnova et al., 2010), and “On the Internet, I can make others 

laugh more easily than in a face-to-face encounter” (J.-L. Wang et al., 2011).  

The last two issues are not as widespread but still significant. The first are items that ask 

respondents to directly compare online behaviors to offline or face-to-face behaviors (Ledbetter 

et al., 2011; Valkenburg & Peter, 2007; J.-L. Wang et al., 2011). Although intended to help 

control for variance in offline behaviors, it unnecessarily complicates the item and goes against 

advice to keep items as simple and direct as possible (Hinkin, 1998; Mackenzie et al., 2011). The 

second issue is with imprecise language. This occurs most notably in depth items that ask about 

“personal or intimate” and “intimate, personal” things ( Cho, 2007; Gruzd & Hernández-García, 

2018; Heravi et al., 2018; Ko, 2013; Posey et al., 2010; etc.). Similar to the issue of multi-

barreled items, this phrasing can cause confusion about what the researcher means by personal as 
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compared to intimate. Again, the common advice for item development is to keep the language 

simple and direct. 

Discussion 

Our goals in this study are twofold: understand how measures of online self-disclosure have 

been adapted to online contexts and identify potential improvements to the construct’s online 

contextualization. These research questions are important because the IS discipline needs to 

understand the underlying causes of the numerous mixed and contradictory results seen in the 

literature. Given the importance of online self-disclosure to research streams in privacy, online 

security, and well-being in an increasingly electronically connected world, clearer and more 

consistent theoretical relationships are crucial. Based on our analysis, the contextualization of 

online self-disclosure generally satisfies the third guideline – as summarized in Table 4 – 

although several studies only do so partially because they don’t justify excluding certain 

dimensions from measurement. Otherwise, the primary exceptions to fulfilling the third 

guideline are when the intent dimension is retained and when self-disclosure is treated as 

unidimensional. In addition to these observations, the measurement of self-disclosure lacks 

cohesion, including more than 60 sources of survey instruments and more than 20 newly 

developed instruments. Taken together, three issues may be most at fault for the mixed and 

contradictory results: inconsistent conceptualization, varied dimensionality, and the breadth of 

instrumentation. 

Conceptualization 

Self-disclosure is a multidimensional construct; this is not disputed in the literature. 

However, its multidimensionality is largely ignored – even if acknowledged – resulting in 

questionable content validity of the measure. For example, two studies use 3-item instruments 
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where all three items are simply variations on the definition of self-disclosure (Kordzadeh & 

Warren, 2017; Tsay-Vogel et al., 2018). One study’s self-disclosure instrument captures the 

frequency of performing certain activities on a social network site – such as updating a status and 

sharing Web links and photos (H.-T. Chen & Chen, 2015) – and another study’s measure reads 

more like comfort in sharing information online as indirectly compared to in-person (Ledbetter et 

al., 2011). Other unidimensional instruments are better at incorporating at least amount and 

depth, but that still falls short of capturing all of the facets of self-disclosure. This ultimately 

leads to questionable content validity for these instruments. Without content validity, it’s 

challenging to know if all of these studies are truly measuring the same construct. 

This presents a couple of opportunities for researchers. The first is to develop a short 

instrument that encompasses all of the dimensions of online self-disclosure, thereby meeting the 

requirements for content validity. A short measure would be beneficial for studies where self-

disclosure is an important but auxiliary construct. To facilitate this goal, researchers should also 

strive to standardize the dimensions of online self-disclosure. As seen in the literature, 

researchers identify anywhere from one to six dimensions of self-disclosure, oftentimes 

depending on which articles from the face-to-face self-disclosure literature are cited. The IS 

discipline has the opportunity to lay a solid foundation for research going forward by 

establishing the dimensions that are essential to capturing and understanding online self-

disclosure. 

Structural Definition 

Although the definition of self-disclosure has remained largely unchanged over the years, the 

structural definition is considerably less stable. When self-disclosure is treated as 

multidimensional, most studies only measure two dimensions – commonly amount and depth. 
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Half of the studies that identify but don’t measure a dimension provide no reason for excluding 

it. When a reason is given, it is generally because the dimension is deemed irrelevant to the 

research question or to simplify the operationalization of self-disclosure.  

Not all dimensions may be appropriate for certain theoretical models, so there may be 

reasonable explanations for excluding dimensions or holding a dimension constant. For example, 

it may be beneficial to focus only on sensitive (high depth) disclosures (Błachnio et al., 2016; 

Hooi & Cho, 2014) or the positive and negative nature of the information may be theoretically 

irrelevant in the current model (Hallam & Zanella, 2017; Heravi et al., 2018). However, the 

decision to effectively exclude a dimension must be well justified to limit persistent negative 

effects from varied dimensionality in the literature. One option is to apply the full set of 

guidelines from Hong et al. (2014) – including guidelines five and six, which are concerned with 

inter-construct relationships. Doing so will help establish contextual and theoretical boundaries 

for online self-disclosure. 

Of the traditional dimensions, intent is one of the most measured and the one most impacted 

by the affordances of online communication media. Although an accidental post may happen on 

occasion, extant research generally finds that individuals exercise great control over how they 

present themselves online (Gibbs et al., 2006; Kim & Dindia, 2011; Qian & Scott, 2007; S. S. 

Wang & Stefanone, 2013). Intent is a key component of self-disclosure that should be retained, 

but it must be reconceptualized for studies on online disclosive behavior. 

The problem of varied dimensionality is threefold. First, inconsistent structural definitions 

can raise questions of content validity, particularly when there is no justification for excluding 

some dimensions. Second, it’s difficult to compare results across studies. If two studies achieve 

contradictory results using different structural definitions of online self-disclosure, it can be 
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challenging – if not impossible – to distinguish the cause of the differential result. Third, results 

may be unintelligible due to invalid assumptions. The dimension of intent relies on the 

assumption that disclosures may be unintentional – accidental or unavoidable; in face-to-face 

interactions, that generally meant nonverbal and environmental cues. When we measure intent in 

the same way for online interactions, it isn’t clear what unintentional means. 

Researchers have several opportunities in addressing these problems, though. The first, as for 

conceptualization, is to establish which dimensions are relevant for measuring online self-

disclosure, thus creating a foundation for new research in this area. In doing so, researchers can 

realize the second opportunity: explore relevant new dimensions. Reconceptualizing how intent 

operates in the online environment may require entirely new dimensions or the adoption of 

existing concepts as dimensions – such as controllability (Ampong et al., 2018; Green et al., 

2016) or reciprocity (Brunet & Schmidt, 2007; Yu et al., 2015). Third, researchers should explore 

conditions that render some dimensions irrelevant. As discussed, there may be situations where 

the research question necessitates holding a dimension constant or excluding it; the challenge 

then becomes establishing that the adjustment results in an equivalent measure of online self-

disclosure. Doing so helps justify the decision to exclude dimensions from measurement and 

facilitate cross-study comparisons of the results. 

Measurement 

Tangentially related to the contextualization guidelines, it is important to note the many 

instruments used to measure self-disclosure. In 113 studies, more than 60 sources were cited for 

measures of online self-disclosure, and more than 20 studies at least partially developed a new 

measure. As with varied dimensionality, this complicates any efforts to conduct meta-analyses or 

otherwise compare results across studies. It also makes curating a cohesive literature challenging 
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because of the limited consensus in online self-disclosure’s operationalization. Additionally, 

many existing measures have issues with multi-barreled, complex, irrelevant, and/or potentially 

misaligned items. 

The opportunity here is to identify at least one long-form and one short-form instrument to be 

widely adopted for online self-disclosure research. These will require some new development for 

any dimensions added to account for the editability, reduced nonverbal cues, asynchronicity, and 

varied audiences of online communication. Any measures adopted from the extant literature 

should be scrutinized for problematic items to correct. These new measures should serve as the 

basis for the operationalization of online self-disclosure in future research and result in a more 

cohesive literature. 

Limitations and Future Research 

There are some limitations to this study. First, our analysis is limited by the availability of 

instruments. Approximately 69% of the studies using a survey provided the full self-disclosure 

instrument either within the article or in an appendix; another 17% provided a partial instrument 

– usually two or more sample items. For the remaining 14% of studies (and for those with partial 

instruments), we employed alternative methods for finding the instrument – including reviewing 

the original study on which the measure was based. As such, we do our best to evaluate each 

study’s contextualization of self-disclosure fairly. 

The second limitation is the comprehensiveness of this review. We searched broadly for 

articles measuring online self-disclosure by using Google Scholar; we also searched on the AIS 

e-Library to ensure strong representation of IS-specific literature and employed forward and 

backward searches on several articles in the sample. It is likely we have overlooked or failed to 
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find some studies. That said, we have noticed theoretical saturation in the literature we found, 

suggesting additional articles may add limited value. 

Lastly, we limited our analysis to online settings where individuals were communicating with 

other individuals rather than professionals or corporations. This means numerous studies in 

business disciplines were excluded. We made this decision to limit additional factors that may 

influence disclosive behavior in other situations. However, this provides an opportunity for 

future researchers to investigate the contextualization of online self-disclosure to companies 

and/or professionals. 

Looking forward, researchers should be more mindful of properly contextualizing constructs 

borrowed from other disciplines. A primary focus for new online self-disclosure research should 

be accounting for the effects of asynchronicity, editability, varied audiences, and reduced 

nonverbal cues in theory and measurement (Carr & Hayes, 2015; Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Joinson 

et al., 2011; Kim & Dindia, 2011). This may require formulating entirely new dimensions or 

formally adapting previously explored dimensions – such as controllability (Ampong et al., 

2018; Green et al., 2016) and reciprocity (Brunet & Schmidt, 2007; Yu et al., 2015). Some of 

these dimensions are likely to supplant intent within online self-disclosure, thus maintaining the 

functional definition of the construct while adjusting its manifestation. 

Another area of future research includes investigating the measurement of online self-

disclosure in other contexts, such as between companies and individuals. We excluded several 

articles because of their focus on self-disclosures to corporate entities (Awad & Krishnan, 2006; 

Bansal et al., 2016; Benson et al., 2015; Bol et al., 2018; Gosling et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2007; 

Malhotra et al., 2004). It is possible this literature experiences some unique challenges in 

adapting the measure to a relationship between consumers and corporations. This specific online 
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context may lend itself to holding certain dimensions constant – such as honesty – given the 

audience (a company) and the purpose of the interaction (i.e. customer service, placing an order). 

The primary implication of this study is the disjointed nature of the online self-disclosure 

literature. Researchers new to this stream will find little guidance on the best or preferred 

instruments for measuring online self-disclosure; despite numerous existing instruments, there 

are several researchers who develop new instruments for their study, adding to the confusion. 

Also, the literature could be used to support conflicting hypotheses for several theoretical 

relationships; it isn’t clear what knowledge has been accumulated, further impeding the progress 

of knowledge creation. 

We need to evaluate this research stream and strive to achieve some coherence. This includes 

comparing the performance of different measures to identify which lead to unintended 

consequences – similar to Credé et al.'s (2012) evaluation of short-form personality measures 

and their effects on Type 1 and Type 2 error rates. Different measures should also be highly 

correlated because they represent the same underlying construct (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; 

Hinkin, 1998; Kazdin, 1995; Singleton Jr & Straits, 2010); evaluating the convergent validity of 

online self-disclosure instruments – especially with the various coding schemes via multi-trait-

multimethod matrices – can illuminate which measures are equivalent and could reasonably 

produce the same results. Following this evaluation, replication studies with the best performing 

instruments could help create a solid theoretical foundation for online self-disclosure on which 

future research can build. Then we might be able to say with some certainty what is known about 

online self-disclosure’s theoretical relationships. 
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Conclusion 

Online self-disclosure research could benefit from improved and more consistent 

measurement. Early research tells us self-disclosure is multidimensional, but many researchers 

exclude or fail to acknowledge most of the dimensions. This leads to inconsistent measurement 

and may be partially responsible for contradictory and mixed results. Results may vary because 

of inconsistent conceptualization (unidimensional versus multidimensional), definition (different 

dimensions), and measures (distinct items used to operationalize the same concept). In some 

cases, the dimensionality is so limited, it’s questionable if the instrument measures self-

disclosure. There are also some studies that treat dimensions as separate constructs in their 

analysis, testing relationships between them (Bateman et al., 2011; X. Chen et al., 2016; Chiou, 

2006; Gruzd & Hernández-García, 2018; Osatuyi et al., 2018; Sheldon, 2009; Taddicken, 2014; 

L. Wang et al., 2017). Relatedly, there are a variety of decompositions used among the 

multidimensional treatments of self-disclosure; studies range from two to six identified and 

measured dimensions.  

These issues are further complicated by the tendency to assume offline and online 

communication are similar. We know from past research that communication in each context is 

different – particularly in terms of valence (Qiu et al., 2012) and level of disinhibition 

(Alexander Peter Schouten, 2007). We have also discussed the four primary differences between 

online and offline communication – asynchronicity, editability, reduced nonverbal cues, and 

varied audiences. The effect of these attributes on self-disclosure have been largely unaddressed, 

most notably in the dimension of intent. Many of these issues can be addressed by properly 

contextualizing self-disclosure, critically assessing the quality of our self-disclosure measures, 

and striving for more consistent measurement. 
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From a practical standpoint, this review reveals that we know very little about the causes and 

impacts of online self-disclosure. Using the existing literature to inform policy, prescribe 

treatments, or recommend behavioral changes should be done with the utmost caution. The 

content validity of instruments across the literature is questionable; even when instruments are 

content valid, the failure to contextualize intent limits the usefulness of findings. These issues 

mean the extant literature provides an incomplete understanding of online self-disclosure and its 

role in privacy, security, and relationship development. 

Our review makes two primary contributions to the IS literature. First, we present a 

framework for contextualizing multidimensional constructs to the IS discipline. We also 

demonstrate how to use the framework by assessing the contextualization of self-disclosure to 

the online environment. Second, we highlight key issues with the measurement of self-disclosure 

and recommend modifications for improvement. These changes include re-evaluating the role of 

intent in online self-disclosure, improving the quality of existing instruments, and adding 

context-specific dimensions that address the unique aspects of online communication. 
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Appendix A: Additional and Detailed Tables from Analysis 

Table A1 

Summary of Antecedent and Consequent Relationships with Varied Results from the Sample 

Antecedent Positive Non-significant Negative Mixed 
Age Keith, Babb, 

Lowry, et al., 2015; 
Nosko et al., 2010 

Almakrami, 2015; 
Bane et al., 2010; 
Bateman et al., 
2011; Heravi et al., 
2018; Hollenbaugh 
& Ferris, 2014; 
Maltseva & Lutz, 
2018; Posey et al., 
2010; Alexander P 
Schouten et al., 
2007 

Bronstein, 2013; 
H.-T. Chen, 2018; 
De Souza & Dick, 
2009; Hollenbaugh 
& Everett, 2013; 
Taddicken, 2014; 
Tang & Wang, 
2012; Walrave et 
al., 2012 

Adjerid et al., 2018; 
Kisilevich et al., 
2012; Kordzadeh & 
Warren, 2017; 
Ouirdi et al., 2015; 
Valkenburg & 
Peter, 2007 

Agreeableness Seidman, 2013 Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014 

  

Anonymity Chiou, 2006; Ma et 
al., 2016 

Lapidot-Lefler & 
Barak, 2015; Posey 
et al., 2010 

Z. Liu et al., 2016 Hollenbaugh & 
Everett, 2013; Qian 
& Scott, 2007 

Conscientiousness Seidman, 2013 Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014 

  

Convenience Krasnova et al., 
2010 

Z. Liu et al., 2016   

Culture  Liang et al., 2017; 
Zhao et al., 2012 

 Heravi et al., 2018 

Disinhibition Green et al., 2016; 
Alexander P 
Schouten et al., 
2007 

Ma et al., 2016   

Education  Almakrami, 2015; 
Maltseva & Lutz, 
2018; Posey et al., 
2010 

Heravi et al., 2018 Ouirdi et al., 2015 

Employment Keith et al., 2013 Almakrami, 2015   
Socioeconomic 
Status 

Yang, 2014  Bobkowski & 
Pearce, 2011 

H.-T. Chen, 2018 

Loneliness Al-Saggaf & 
Nielsen, 2014; K.-
T. Lee et al., 2013; 
Valkenburg & 
Peter, 2009 

 Leung, 2002 Błachnio et al., 
2016 

Narcissism C. Liu et al., 2013 S. S. Wang & 
Stefanone, 2013 

  

Neuroticism Seidman, 2013  Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014 
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Antecedent Positive Non-significant Negative Mixed 
Offline Self-
Disclosure 

Alexander P 
Schouten et al., 
2007 

Valkenburg et al., 
2011 

 Bateman et al., 
2011 

Openness Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014 

Seidman, 2013   

Platform Use Bobkowski & 
Pearce, 2011; 
Chang & Heo, 
2014; Leung, 2002; 
Walrave et al., 2012 

R. Chen & Sharma, 
2013; Trepte & 
Reinecke, 2013 

 Almakrami, 2015 

Privacy Concerns  H.-T. Chen & Chen, 
2015; Dienlin & 
Metzger, 2016; 
Hallam & Zanella, 
2017; Keith, Babb, 
Abdullat, et al., 
2015; Maltseva & 
Lutz, 2018; Taddei 
& Contena, 2013; 
Taddicken, 2014; 
Tufekci, 2008 

Alashoor et al., 
2017; Ampong et 
al., 2018; Jiang et 
al., 2013; Keith et 
al., 2013; 
Kordzadeh & 
Warren, 2017; 
Krasnova et al., 
2009; C. Liu et al., 
2013; Min & Kim, 
2015; Tsay-Vogel et 
al., 2018; Walrave 
et al., 2012; Wang 
et al., 2017; Xu et 
al., 2013; Zlatolas 
et al., 2015 

Almakrami, 2015; 
H.-T. Chen, 2018; 
Gruzd & 
Hernández-García, 
2018; Heravi et al., 
2018; Krasnova et 
al., 2012; Osatuyi et 
al., 2018; Yang, 
2014 

Privacy Risk Yu et al., 2015 Chang & Heo, 
2014; Cheung et al., 
2015 

Ampong et al., 
2018; Keith et al., 
2013, 2015; 
Krasnova et al., 
2010; Z. Liu et al., 
2016; Posey et al., 
2010; Sharma & 
Crossler, 2014; Sun 
et al., 2015 

Yang, 2014 

Privacy Value Zlatolas et al., 2015  De Souza & Dick, 
2009 

 

Race/Ethnicity 
(white = high) 

Bobkowski & 
Pearce, 2011 

Keith et al., 2015   

Relationship 
Building/ 
Development 

Almakrami, 2015; 
Bazarova & Choi, 
2014; Heravi et al., 
2018; Krasnova et 
al., 2010; Z. Liu et 
al., 2016 

  Park et al., 2011 

Relationship 
Management/ 
Maintenance 

Almakrami, 2015; 
Heravi et al., 2018; 
Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014; Min & 
Kim, 2015 

Z. Liu et al., 2016  Park et al., 2011 
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Antecedent Positive Non-significant Negative Mixed 
Relationship 
Status  
(single = low) 

  Nosko et al., 2010; 
Walrave et al., 2012 

Almakrami, 2015 

Self-Efficacy H.-T. Chen, 2018; 
H.-T. Chen & Chen, 
2015; Ouirdi et al., 
2015; Yu et al., 
2015 

Keith et al., 2015   

Self-Esteem Forest & Wood, 
2012 

Christofides et al., 
2009 

Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014 

Varnali & Toker, 
2015 

Self-Presentation Almakrami, 2015; 
Crabtree & Pillow, 
2018; Hooi & Cho, 
2014 

Krasnova et al., 
2010 

  

Sex (men = 1) H.-T. Chen, 2018; 
Chiou, 2006; Gibbs 
et al., 2011; Nosko 
et al., 2010; Ouirdi 
et al., 2015; 
Alexander P 
Schouten et al., 
2007; Alexander 
Peter Schouten, 
2007; Special & Li-
Barber, 2012; 
Walrave et al., 
2012; Yang, 2014 

Bane et al., 2010; 
Barak & Gluck-
Ofri, 2007; 
Bronstein, 2013; 
Cho, 2007; De 
Souza & Dick, 
2009; Heravi et al., 
2018; Hollenbaugh 
& Ferris, 2014; 
Keith, Babb, 
Abdullat, et al., 
2015; Krasnova et 
al., 2012; Maltseva 
& Lutz, 2018; 
Valkenburg & 
Peter, 2007 

Bateman et al., 
2011; Davis, 2012; 
Hollenbaugh & 
Everett, 2013; 
Kolek & Saunders, 
2008; Rains, 2014 

Adjerid et al., 2018; 
Błachnio et al., 
2016; Chang & 
Heo, 2014; 
Kisilevich et al., 
2012; Kordzadeh & 
Warren, 2017; D. 
Liu & Brown, 2014 

Shyness Davis, 2012 Brunet & Schmidt, 
2007 

  

SNS Experience/ 
Use 

Liang et al., 2017 Bateman et al., 
2011; Peluchette et 
al., 2015 

Rains, 2014; 
Taddicken, 2014 

Almakrami, 2015; 
R. Chen & Sharma, 
2015; Yang, 2014 

Social Anxiety Valkenburg & 
Peter, 2007 

C. Liu et al., 2013   

Trust R. Chen & Sharma, 
2013; Gibbs et al., 
2011; Osatuyi et al., 
2018; Taddei & 
Contena, 2013 

Christofides et al., 
2009; Maltseva & 
Lutz, 2018 

  

Unwanted 
Audience 
Concerns 

 Tufekci, 2008 Zhao et al., 2012  

Consequent Positive Non-significant Negative Mixed 
Online 
Communication 

Valkenburg & 
Peter, 2007; J.-L. 
Wang et al., 2011 
 

 Ledbetter et al., 
2011 
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Consequent Positive Non-significant Negative Mixed 
Psychological 
Well-Being 

Huang, 2016; D.-H. 
Lee et al., 2008 

K.-T. Lee et al., 
2013 

  

Relationship 
Management 

D.-H. Lee et al., 
2008 

Special & Li-
Barber, 2012 

  

Social Bonding H.-C. Ko & Kuo, 
2009 

D. Liu & Brown, 
2014 

  

Social Rewards Forest & Wood, 
2012; Hallam & 
Zanella, 2017; 
Huang, 2016; Jiang 
et al., 2013; K.-T. 
Lee et al., 2013; L. 
Wang et al., 2017 

H. C. Ko, 2013   
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Table A2 

Complete List of Studies by Cited Source(s) 

Cited Source Studies 
Al-Natour, Benbasat, and Cengetelli, 2009 R. Chen, 2013; R. Chen & Sharma, 2013, 2015 
Altman & Taylor, 1973 Almakrami, 2015; Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2015; 

Osatuyi et al., 2018; Alexander Peter Schouten, 
2007 

Andrade, Kaltcheva, and Weitz, 2002 Yang, 2014 
Bansal, Zahedi, and Gefen, 2010 Kordzadeh & Warren, 2017 
Barak and Gluck-Ofri, 2007 Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2015; Taddicken, 2014 
Bateman, Pike, and Butler, 2011* Bevan-Dye & Akpojivi, 2016 
Bazarova, 2012 Bazarova & Choi, 2014; Choi & Bazarova, 2015 
Bazarova and Choi, 2014 Choi & Bazarova, 2015 
Buhrmester, Furman, Wittenberg, and Reis, 1988 Qian & Scott, 2007 
Buss, 2001 Taddicken, 2014 
Chelune, 1979 Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 2007 
Chen, 2013* Zlatolas et al., 2015 
Chen and Sharma, 2015* Pu et al., 2017 
Cheung, Lee, Chan, 2015* Ampong et al., 2018 
Christofides, Muise, and Desmarais, 2009 D. Liu & Brown, 2014 
Derlega and Grzelak, 1979 Bazarova & Choi, 2014 
Goldberg, 1999 Peluchette et al., 2015 
Gross and Acquisti, 2005 Papathanassopoulos et al., 2016 
Hollenbaugh and Ferris, 2014* Heravi et al., 2018; Knop et al., 2016 
Jiang, Heng, and Choi, 2013* Hallam & Zanella, 2017; L. Wang et al., 2017 
John, Acquisti, and Loewenstein, 2011 Adjerid et al., 2018 
Joinson and Paine, 2007 Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2015 
Jourard, 1971 Alexander P Schouten et al., 2007; Alexander 

Peter Schouten, 2007; Alexander Peter Schouten 
et al., 2009; Valkenburg et al., 2011 

Jourard and Lasakow, 1958 Ma et al., 2016 
Karl, Peluchette, and Schlaegel, 2010 Ouirdi et al., 2015 
Krasnova, Kolesnikova, and Guenther, 2009* R. Chen, 2013; R. Chen & Sharma, 2013, 2015; 

Zlatolas et al., 2015 
Krasnova, Spiekermann, Koroleva, and 
Hildebrand, 2010* 

Almakrami, 2015; Cheung et al., 2015; Dienlin & 
Metzger, 2016; Heravi et al., 2018; Krasnova et 
al., 2012; Taddei & Contena, 2013 

Lai and Yang, 2015 Gruzd & Hernández-García, 2018 
Laurenceau and Barret, 1998 D.-H. Lee et al., 2008 
Lawrence, 1979 Cho, 2007 
Ledbetter, 2009 Ledbetter et al., 2011 
Lee, Im, and Taylor, 2008 Bazarova & Choi, 2014 
Leigh-Young and Quan-Hasse, 2013 Papathanassopoulos et al., 2016 
Leung, 2002* H.-C. Ko & Kuo, 2009; Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 

2015; K.-T. Lee et al., 2013 
Li, Sarathy, and Xu, 2011 Min & Kim, 2015 
Magno, 2009 Attrill & Jalil, 2011 
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Cited Source Studies 
Miller, Berg, and Archer, 1983 Hooi & Cho, 2014; D. Liu & Brown, 2014; Masur 

& Scharkow, 2016; Alexander P Schouten et al., 
2007; Alexander Peter Schouten, 2007; Alexander 
Peter Schouten et al., 2009; Trepte & Reinecke, 
2013; Valkenburg et al., 2011 

Mohamed and Ahmad, 2012 Dienlin & Metzger, 2016 
Nichols and Greene, 1997 Jiang et al., 2013 
Nosko, Wood, and Moelma, 2010 Al-Saggaf & Nielsen, 2014 
Papacharissi and Mendelson, 2011 Papathanassopoulos et al., 2016 
Parks and Floyd, 1996 Almakrami, 2015; Sheldon, 2009 
Peluchette and Karl, 2009 Ouirdi et al., 2015 
Posey, Lowry, Roberts, and Ellis, 2010* H. C. Ko, 2013; Z. Liu et al., 2016; Pu et al., 

2017; L. Wang et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2015 
Rubin and Shenker, 1978 Ma et al., 2016 
Schouten, Valkenburg, and Peter, 2007 Green et al., 2016 
Siibak, 2009 D. Liu & Brown, 2014 
Son and Kim, 2008 Alashoor et al., 2017 
Taddicken, 2014 H.-T. Chen, 2018 
Tardy, Hosman, and Bradac, 1981 X. Chen et al., 2016 
Taylor and Altman, 1966 Hollenbaugh & Everett, 2013 
Tidwell and Walther, 2002 Hollenbaugh & Everett, 2013 
Varnali and Toker, 2015* Heravi et al., 2018 
Valkenburg and Peter, 2007 J.-L. Wang et al., 2011 
Vondracek and Vondracek, 1971 Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 2007; Lapidot-Lefler & 

Barak, 2015 
Wheeless, 1976 Knop et al., 2016 
Wheeless and Grotz, 1976 Almakrami, 2015; Bateman et al., 2011; X. Chen 

et al., 2016; Gibbs et al., 2006, 2011; Huang, 
2016; Jiang et al., 2013; Krasnova et al., 2009, 
2010; K.-T. Lee et al., 2013; Leung, 2002; Park et 
al., 2011; Posey et al., 2010; Varnali & Toker, 
2015; S. S. Wang & Stefanone, 2013 

Wheeless, 1978 Almakrami, 2015; X. Chen et al., 2016; Gibbs et 
al., 2006, 2011; Heravi et al., 2018; Hollenbaugh 
& Ferris, 2014; Park et al., 2011 

Wu, Huang, Yen, and Popova, 2012 Zlatolas et al., 2015 
Xu and Teo, 2004 Sharma & Crossler, 2014 
Xu, Teo, Tan, and Agarwal, 2009 Keith et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2015 
Zhao, Lu, and Gupta, 2012 L. Wang et al., 2017 
Zide, Elman, and Shahani-Denning, 2014 Ouirdi et al., 2015 
No source (archival data) Alsarkal et al., 2017; Bane et al., 2010; 

Bobkowski & Pearce, 2011; Brunet & Schmidt, 
2007; Dietz-Uhler et al., 2005; Forest & Wood, 
2012; Gross & Acquisti, 2005; Kisilevich et al., 
2012; Kolek & Saunders, 2008; Lam et al., 2008; 
Liang et al., 2017; Misoch, 2014; Nosko et al., 
2010; Rains, 2014 

No source (other) Davis, 2012; Keith, Babb, Lowry, et al., 2015; 
Spottswood & Hancock, 2017; Wisniewski et al., 
2016 
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Cited Source Studies 

No source (survey) Ashuri et al., 2018; Błachnio et al., 2016; 
Bronstein, 2013; Chang & Heo, 2014; H.-T. Chen 
& Chen, 2015; Chiou, 2006; Choi & Bazarova, 
2015; Christofides et al., 2009; Crabtree & Pillow, 
2018; De Souza & Dick, 2009; Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014; Keith et al., 2013; Maltseva & Lutz, 
2018; Mesch & Beker, 2010; Qiu et al., 2012; 
Special & Li-Barber, 2012; Tang & Wang, 2012; 
Tsay-Vogel et al., 2018; Tufekci, 2008; 
Valkenburg & Peter, 2007; Varnali & Toker, 2015; 
Walrave et al., 2012; Wisniewski et al., 2016; 
Zhao et al., 2012 

Note: Sources in bold appear within the right-hand column as well. Bolded sources with an asterisk appear in the 
right-hand column and are based either directly or indirectly on Wheeless & Grotz (1976); they are identified here 
to help exemplify the widespread adoption and adaptation of this specific instrument. 
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Appendix B: Literature Coding 

Table B1 

Definition Coding 

Study Definition Facts Distinct a Clear 
Empirical 
Elements 

Leung, 2002 any message about the self 
that a person communicates to 
another 

y y (n) y y 

Dietz-Uhler et al., 
2005 

the content of a conversation 
characterized by the revelation 
of personal and intimate 
information 

y n (n) y y 

Gross & Acquisti, 
2005 

NA     

Chiou, 2006 NA     
Gibbs et al., 2006 any message about the self 

that an individual 
communicates to another 

y y (y) y y 

Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 
2007 

the degree to which a person 
revealed something about 
him-/herself to another person 
in three categories: 
information, thoughts, feelings 

y y (n) y y 

Brunet & Schmidt, 
2007 

personal information shared 
with another 

y y (y) y y 

Cho, 2007 communication that offers 
information about oneself 

y y (n) y y 

Qian & Scott, 2007 communication of personal 
information, thoughts, and 
feelings to other people 

y y (n) y y 

Alexander Peter 
Schouten, 2007 

revealing intimate information 
about one's self 

y y (y) y y 

Alexander P 
Schouten et al., 2007 

disclosing intimate 
information about the self 

y y (y) n y 

Valkenburg & Peter, 
2007 

NA     

Kolek & Saunders, 
2008 

NA     

Lam et al., 2008 telling others previously 
unknown knowledge so that it 
becomes shared knowledge 

y n (n) n y 

D.-H. Lee et al., 
2008 

personal information a person 
communicates to another 

y y (n) y y 

Tufekci, 2008 NA     
Christofides et al., 
2009 

NA     
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Study Definition Facts Distinct a Clear 
Empirical 
Elements 

De Souza & Dick, 
2009 

the quantity and degree of 
sensitive information released 
by individual users about 
themselves 

y y (y) y y 

H.-C. Ko & Kuo, 
2009 

communicating with others 
using one's own information, 
including personal thoughts, 
feelings, and experiences, for 
the purpose of sharing 

y y (y) n y 

Krasnova et al., 2009 NA     
Alexander Peter 
Schouten et al., 2009 

disclosing intimate 
information about the self 

y y (y) n y 

Sheldon, 2009 the process of revealing 
personal information about 
oneself verbally 

n n (y) n y 

Bane et al., 2010 verbal communication of 
personal information about 
oneself 

y y (n) y y 

Krasnova et al., 2010 any message about the self 
that a person communicates to 
another 

y y (y) y y 

Mesch & Beker, 
2010 

the amount of information 
unknown to others that the 
user decides to make common 
knowledge and the degree of 
user identifiability 

y n (n) n y 

Nosko et al., 2010 NA     
Posey et al., 2010 what individuals voluntarily 

and intentionally reveal about 
themselves to others - 
including thoughts, feelings, 
and experiences; [it] is 
voluntary and purposeful 

y y (n) y y 

Attrill & Jalil, 2011 disclosure of personal 
information to a potential 
online friend or partner 

y y (y) n y 

Bateman et al., 2011 the process of making the self 
known to others and any 
message, or information, 
about the self that a person 
communicates to another 

n n (n) n y 

Bobkowski & 
Pearce, 2011 

communicating personal 
information about the sender 

y y (y) y n 

Gibbs et al., 2011 any message about the self 
that an individual 
communicates to another 

y y (y) y y 
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Study Definition Facts Distinct a Clear 
Empirical 
Elements 

Ledbetter et al., 2011 any message about the self 
that a person communicates to 
another 

y y (y) y y 

Park et al., 2011 an interaction between at least 
two individuals where one 
intends to deliberately divulge 
something personal to another 

y y (n) y y 

Valkenburg et al., 
2011 

the sharing of personal 
thoughts, feelings, and 
experiences 

y n (n) y y 

J.-L. Wang et al., 
2011 

revealing intimate aspects of 
one's true self 

y n (y) y n 

Davis, 2012 NA     
Forest & Wood, 
2012 

NA     

Kisilevich et al., 
2012 

communicating previously 
unknown information about 
oneself so that it becomes 
shared knowledge 

y y (n) y y 

Krasnova et al., 2012 the scale of information a user 
reveals about the self on the 
platform…takes place when a 
user shares her personal 
details, news, moods, 
opinions, ideas, and believes 
directly on the profile page 
[and] in…public 
communications with others 

y y (n) y y 

Qiu et al., 2012 NA     
Special & Li-Barber, 
2012 

NA     

Tang & Wang, 2012 the information individuals 
voluntarily and intentionally 
reveal about themselves to 
others 

y y (n) y y 

Walrave et al., 2012 the amount of information 
shared on user's profile as well 
as in the process of the 
communication with others 

y y (n) y y 

Zhao et al., 2012 process by which people 
deliberately share personal 
information with others and is 
a key step in the development 
of interpersonal relationships 

n n (n) n y 

Bronstein, 2013 communication of personal 
information, thoughts, and 
feelings to other people 

y y (y) y y 

R. Chen, 2013 any personal information one 
shares with others 

y y (n) y y 
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Study Definition Facts Distinct a Clear 
Empirical 
Elements 

R. Chen & Sharma, 
2013 

any personal information one 
shares with others 

y y (n) y y 

Hollenbaugh & 
Everett, 2013 

the revelation of personal 
information 

y n (n) n y 

Jiang et al., 2013 the act of revealing truthful 
personal information to others 

y y (n) y y 

Keith et al., 2013 NA     
H. C. Ko, 2013 sharing inner feelings, 

experiences, or information 
with others 

y y (n) y y 

K.-T. Lee et al., 2013 communicating personal 
information, thoughts, and 
feelings with other people 

y y (y) y y 

C. Liu et al., 2013 NA     
Seidman, 2013 posting information about 

oneself 
y n (n) y n 

Taddei & Contena, 
2013 

the process of communication 
about the self to other persons 

n n (n) n y 

Trepte & Reinecke, 
2013 

verbal and non-verbal 
communication revealing 
information about an 
individual 

y y (y) y y 

S. S. Wang & 
Stefanone, 2013 

the revealing of previously 
unknown information so that 
it becomes shared knowledge 

y n (y) n y 

Xu et al., 2013 NA     
Al-Saggaf & 
Nielsen, 2014 

NA     

Bazarova & Choi, 
2014 

the act of revealing personal 
information to others; the 
verbal communication of 
personal information about 
one's self 

y y (y) y y 

Chang & Heo, 2014 a person voluntarily discloses 
personal information to others 

y y (n) n y 

Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014 

the revelation of personal 
information 

y n (n) n y 

Hooi & Cho, 2014 communication behavior that 
is crucial to relationship 
development 

y n (y) n n 

D. Liu & Brown, 
2014 

a process by which an 
individual shares personal 
feelings, thoughts, 
experiences, and information 
with others 

n n (n) n y 

Misoch, 2014 the situation where individuals 
reveal personal and therefore 
often private and sensitive 
information to others 

y y (y) y y 
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Study Definition Facts Distinct a Clear 
Empirical 
Elements 

Rains, 2014 what individuals verbally 
reveal about themselves to 
others 

y y (n) y y 

Sharma & Crossler, 
2014 

NA     

Taddicken, 2014 any message about the self 
that a person communicates to 
another 

y y (y) y y 

Yang, 2014 NA     
Almakrami, 2015 user disclosure of information 

about themselves 
y y (y) n y 

H.-T. Chen & Chen, 
2015 

NA     

R. Chen & Sharma, 
2015 

amount of disclosure of 
private information such as 
identity, state, and disposition 
into publicity 

y y (y) n y 

Cheung et al., 2015 the process of making the self 
known to others 

n n (y) n y 

Choi & Bazarova, 
2015 

the process of revealing 
personal information to 
someone else 

n n (y) n y 

Keith et al., 2015 NA     
Lapidot-Lefler & 
Barak, 2015 

revealing personal information 
to others 

y n (n) n y 

Min & Kim, 2015 NA     
Ouirdi et al., 2015 turning the unknown about 

oneself into shared knowledge 
y n (y) n y 

Peluchette et al., 
2015 

any message about the self 
that a person communicates to 
another and is related to one's 
feelings of well-being and 
concerns for relationship 
maintenance 

y y (y) n y 

Sun et al., 2015 NA     
Varnali & Toker, 
2015 

the act of revealing personal 
information to others 

y y (y) y y 

Yu et al., 2015 voluntarily share personal 
information with others 

y y (y) n y 

Zlatolas et al., 2015 the act of revealing personal 
information to others 

y y (n) y n 

Bevan-Dye & 
Akpojivi, 2016 

the process of communicating 
information about the self to 
others 

n n (y) n y 

Błachnio et al., 2016 NA     
X. Chen et al., 2016 the act of voluntarily revealing 

personal information to others 
y y (n) y y 
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Study Definition Facts Distinct a Clear 
Empirical 
Elements 

Dienlin & Metzger, 
2016 

dispersion of information y n (y) n y 

Green et al., 2016 the revealing of personal and 
intimate information about 
oneself to a targeted 
individual 

y y (n) y y 

Huang, 2016 any message about the self 
that a person communicates to 
another 

y y (n) y y 

Knop et al., 2016 the process of verbally sharing 
personal information 
and…any message about the 
self that a person 
communicates to another 

n n (n) n y 

Z. Liu et al., 2016 what individuals voluntarily 
and intentionally reveal about 
themselves to others - 
including thoughts, feelings, 
and experiences 

y y (y) y y 

Ma et al., 2016 the act of revealing personal 
information to others 

y y (n) y y 

Masur & Scharkow, 
2016 

the process of revealing 
information about oneself to 
another person 

n n (n) n y 

Papathanassopoulos 
et al., 2016 

NA     

Wisniewski et al., 
2016 

regulating what personal 
information one discloses in 
one's network 

y y (y) n y 

Alashoor et al., 2017 providing personal 
information to social 
networking sites 

y n (n) y y 

Alsarkal et al., 2017 the disclosure of an OSN 
user's private information by 
him/herself 

y y (y) n y 

Hallam & Zanella, 
2017 

NA     

Kordzadeh & 
Warren, 2017 

the extent to which one is 
willing to disclose PHI in 
public discussions within 
VHCs 

y y (n) n y 

Liang et al., 2017 NA     
Pu et al., 2017 the action to disclose personal 

information when interacting 
with others 

y y (y) n y 

Spottswood & 
Hancock, 2017 

NA     
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Study Definition Facts Distinct a Clear 
Empirical 
Elements 

L. Wang et al., 2017 the act of revealing personal 
information, such as locations, 
hobbies, and photos when 
registering or using mobile 
social networks 

y y (n) n y 

Adjerid et al., 2018 NA     
Ampong et al., 2018 making the self known to 

others 
y n (n) y y 

Ashuri et al., 2018 process of making the self 
known to others 

n n (n) n y 

H.-T. Chen, 2018 NA     
Crabtree & Pillow, 
2018 

willingness to self-disclose on 
Facebook indiscriminately 
with respect to self-identity 
and audience 

n n (y) n y 

Gruzd & Hernández-
García, 2018 

a social process of sharing 
private information with 
another 

n n (y) n y 

Heravi et al., 2018 any personal information 
users provide on their profile 
and in the communication 
process with others 

y y (n) y y 

Maltseva & Lutz, 
2018 

any message about the self 
that a person communicates to 
another 

y y (y) y y 

Osatuyi et al., 2018 the voluntary sharing of an 
individual's personal 
information with others 

y y (n) y y 

Tsay-Vogel et al., 
2018 

communication behavior in 
which an individual 
consciously makes 
himself/herself known to 
others 

y n (n) n y 

a The first number represents if the study provided a definition that was distinct within the literature. The second number, in 
parentheses, represents if the study distinguished self-disclosure from related constructs within the paper. 
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Table B2 

Contextualization Coding 

Study Guideline 1 Guideline 2 Guideline 3 Guideline 4 
Leung, 2002 Wheeless and 

Grotz, 1976 
depth, amount, 
valence, accuracy, 
intent; defined 

measures 5; 
context in items 

n 

Dietz-Uhler et al., 
2005 

no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
archival 

n 

Gross & Acquisti, 
2005 

no source honesty, amount, 
depth, visibility; 
no 

amount not 
measured 
directly; archival 

visibility 

Chiou, 2006 no source depth, intent; 
defined 

measures 2; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Gibbs et al., 2006 Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976; 
Wheeless, 1978 

honesty, intent, 
valence, amount; 
defined 

measures 4; 
context in items 

n 

Barak & Gluck-
Ofri, 2007 

Vondracek and 
Vondracek, 1971; 
Chelune, 1979 

depth, amount; 
defined 

measures 2; 
archival 

n 

Brunet & Schmidt, 
2007 

no source amount, 
reciprocated 
disclosure; no 

measures 2; 
archival 

reciprocated 
disclosure 

Cho, 2007 Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976 as 
revised by 
Lawrence, 1979 

amount, depth, 
honest, intent, 
valence; defined 

measures 5; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Qian & Scott, 2007 Buhrmester et al, 
1988 

unidimensional; 
no 

measures 2; 
context in items 

n 

Alexander Peter 
Schouten, 2007 

Jourard, 1971; 
Miller et al, 1983 
(2); Altman and 
Taylor, 1973; 
Jourard, 1971 (3) 

unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Alexander P 
Schouten et al., 
2007 

Jourard, 1971; 
Miller et al, 1983 

unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Valkenburg & Peter, 
2007 

no source breadth, depth; 
defined 

measures 2; 
context in items 

n 

Kolek & Saunders, 
2008 

no source amount, depth; no measures 2; 
archival 

n 

Lam et al., 2008 no source degree; defined measures 1; 
archival 

degree 

D.-H. Lee et al., 
2008 

Laurenceau and 
Barret, 1998 

breadth, depth; 
defined 

measures 2; 
unknown 

n 

Tufekci, 2008 no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in items 

n 
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Study Guideline 1 Guideline 2 Guideline 3 Guideline 4 
Christofides et al., 
2009 

no source amount, depth; no measures 2; 
unclear 

n 

De Souza & Dick, 
2009 

no source amount, depth; no measures 2; 
context in items 

n 

H.-C. Ko & Kuo, 
2009 

Leung, 2002 honesty, intent, 
valence, amount, 
depth; defined 

measures three - 
no explanation; 
unknown 

n 

Krasnova et al., 
2009 

Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976 

amount, depth, 
valence, honesty, 
intent; no 

measures 1 - 
others 
inappropriate; 
context in items 

n 

Alexander Peter 
Schouten et al., 
2009 

Jourard, 1971; 
Miller et al, 1983 

unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Sheldon, 2009 Parks and Floyd, 
1996 

breadth, depth; 
defined 

measures 2; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Bane et al., 2010 no source amount, depth, 
duration (study 
1); breadth, depth 
(study 2); no 

measures 3 - 
duration is part 
of amount; 
archival 

n 

Krasnova et al., 
2010 

Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976 

depth, breadth; 
defined 

measures 1 - 
objectivity; 
context in items 

n 

Mesch & Beker, 
2010 

no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Nosko et al., 2010 no source amount, depth; no measures 2; 
archival 

n 

Posey et al., 2010 Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976 

amount, depth, 
honesty, intent, 
valence; defined 

measures 5; 
context in items 

n 

Attrill & Jalil, 2011 Magno, 2009 depth; no measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Bateman et al., 2011 Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976 

amount, depth, 
duration; defined 

measure 2 - 
duration is part 
of amount; 
context in items 

n 

Bobkowski & 
Pearce, 2011 

no source amount, depth; 
defined 

measures 2; 
archival 

n 

Gibbs et al., 2011 Wheeless, 1978; 
Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976 

amount; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Ledbetter et al., 
2011 

Ledbetter, 2009 unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Park et al., 2011 Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976; 
Wheeless, 1978 

amount, honesty, 
intent, valence; 
defined 

measures 4; 
context in items 

n 
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Study Guideline 1 Guideline 2 Guideline 3 Guideline 4 
Valkenburg et al., 
2011 

Jourard, 1971; 
Miller et al, 1983 

depth; no measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

J.-L. Wang et al., 
2011 

Valkenburg and 
Peter, 2007 

breadth, depth; no measures 2; 
context in items 

n 

Davis, 2012 no source depth, amount; no measures 2; 
interview 

audience 

Forest & Wood, 
2012 

no source valence; no measures 1; 
archival 

n 

Kisilevich et al., 
2012 

no source depth, amount; no measures 2; 
archival 

n 

Krasnova et al., 
2012 

Krasnsova et al, 
2010 

amount; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Qiu et al., 2012 no source valence; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Special & Li-
Barber, 2012 

no source privacy settings, 
unidimensional; 
no 

measures 3; 
context in items 

privacy settings 

Tang & Wang, 2012 no source depth, breadth, 
honesty, duration, 
valence; defined 

measures 2 - 
clarity; context in 
instructions 

breadth 

Walrave et al., 2012 no source amount; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Zhao et al., 2012 no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Bronstein, 2013 no source amount, depth, 
intent; no 

measures 3 - 
dimensions 
discussed in 
results only; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

R. Chen, 2013 Al-Natour et al, 
2009; Krasnova et 
al, 2009 

accuracy, amount; 
no 

measures 1 - 
assumes honesty; 
context in items 

n 

R. Chen & Sharma, 
2013 

Al-Natour et al, 
2009; Krasnova et 
al, 2009 

amount, depth; no measures 1 - no 
explanation; 
context in items 

n 

Hollenbaugh & 
Everett, 2013 

Taylor and Altman, 
1966; Tidwell and 
Walther, 2002 

breadth, depth, 
amount; defined 

measures 3; 
archival 

breadth 

Jiang et al., 2013 Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976; 
Nichols and 
Greene, 1997 

depth, amount, 
misrepresentation; 
no 

measures 3; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Keith et al., 2013 Xu et al, 2010; no 
source  

intent, behavior, 
honesty; no 

measures 3; 
experiment 

behavior 

H. C. Ko, 2013 Posey et al, 2010 amount, depth, 
honesty, intent, 
valence; defined 

measures 5; 
context in 
instructions 

n 
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Study Guideline 1 Guideline 2 Guideline 3 Guideline 4 
K.-T. Lee et al., 
2013 

Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976; 
Leung, 2002 

depth; no measures 3; 
context in items 

n 

C. Liu et al., 2013 no source intent, behavior; 
no 

measures 2; 
context in items 

behavior 

Seidman, 2013 no source general 
disclosure, 
emotional 
disclosure, actual 
self, hidden self, 
ideal self; no 

measures 4; 
context in items 

actual, hidden, 
ideal selves 

Taddei & Contena, 
2013 

Krasnova et al, 
2010 

breadth, depth, 
honesty, intent; 
yes 

measures 1 - no 
explanation; 
unknown 

n 

Trepte & Reinecke, 
2013 

Miller et al, 1983 depth, breadth; no measures 3; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

S. S. Wang & 
Stefanone, 2013 

Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976 

depth, breadth; no measures 2; 
context in items 

n 

Xu et al., 2013 no source intent; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Al-Saggaf & 
Nielsen, 2014 

Nosko et al, 2010 amount, depth; no measures 2; 
archival 

n 

Bazarova & Choi, 
2014 

Bazarova, 2012; 
Derlega and 
Grzelak, 1979; Lee 
et al, 2008 

amount, depth, 
goal; no 

measures 3; 
context in 
instructions and 
archival 

goal 

Chang & Heo, 2014 no source depth; defined measures 2; 
context in items 

n 

Hollenbaugh & 
Ferris, 2014 

Wheeless, 1978; 
no source 

depth, breadth, 
amount, intent, 
valence, honesty; 
defined 

measures 3 - no 
explanation; 
context in items 

breadth 

Hooi & Cho, 2014 Miller et al, 1983 unidimensional; 
no 

measures 2; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

D. Liu & Brown, 
2014 

Christofides et al, 
2009; Miller et al, 
1983; Siibak, 2009 

general 
information 
disclosure; self-
description 

measures 2; 
context in items 

n 

Misoch, 2014 no source breadth, duration, 
depth, intent; 
defined 

measures 3 - 
duration and 
breadth 
combined; 
archival 

n 

Rains, 2014 no source amount, depth; no measures 1 - no 
explanation; 
archival 

n 

Sharma & Crossler, 
2014 

Xu and Teo, 2004 intent; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 
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Study Guideline 1 Guideline 2 Guideline 3 Guideline 4 
Taddicken, 2014 Barak and Gluck-

Ofri, 2007; Buss, 
2001 

depth, intent; 
defined 

measures 2; 
unknown 

n 

Yang, 2014 Andrade et al, 
2002 

intent; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Almakrami, 2015 Altman and Taylor, 
1973; Wheeless 
and Grotz, 1976; 
Wheeless, 1978; 
Krasnova et al, 
2010; Parks and 
Floyd, 1996 

depth, breadth, 
intent, honesty, 
valence; defined 

measures 2 - 
parsimony; 
context in items 

n 

H.-T. Chen & Chen, 
2015 

no source amount; defined measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

R. Chen & Sharma, 
2015 

Al-Natour et al, 
2009; Krasnova et 
al, 2009 

extent; defined measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Cheung et al., 2015 Krasnova et al, 
2010 

amount; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Choi & Bazarova, 
2015 

no source; 
Bazarova and 
Choi, 2014; 
Bazarova, 2012 

depth, goal, 
presence; defined 

measures 3; 
context in 
instructions and 
archival 

goal 

Keith et al., 2015 no source amount, honesty, 
intent; defined 

measures 3; 
experiment 

behavior 

Lapidot-Lefler & 
Barak, 2015 

Joinson and Paine, 
2007; Altman and 
Taylor, 1973; 
Barak and Gluck-
Ofri, 2007; 
Vondracek and 
Vondracek, 1971; 
Leung, 2002 

amount, depth; 
defined 

measures 5; 
unknown and 
archival 

n 

Min & Kim, 2015 Li et al, 2011 intent; defined measure 1; 
context in items 

n 

Ouirdi et al., 2015 Peluchette and 
Karl 2009; Karl et 
al 2010; Zide et al 
2014 

appropriateness measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Peluchette et al., 
2015 

Goldberg, 1999 unidimensional; 
no 

measures 2; 
unknown 

n 

Sun et al., 2015 Xu et al, 2009 intent; no measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Varnali & Toker, 
2015 

Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976; no 
source 

depth, honesty measures 2; 
unclear 

n 

Yu et al., 2015 Posey et al, 2010 amount, depth, 
honesty, intent, 
valence; no 

measures 1 - no 
explanation; 
context in items 

reciprocity 
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Study Guideline 1 Guideline 2 Guideline 3 Guideline 4 
Zlatolas et al., 2015 Chen, 2013; 

Krasnova et al, 
2009; Wu et al, 
2012 

amount; no measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Bevan-Dye & 
Akpojivi, 2016 

Bateman et al, 
2011 

frequency, 
amount, depth; no 

measures 3; 
context in items 

n 

Błachnio et al., 2016 no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

X. Chen et al., 2016 Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976; 
Wheeless, 1978; 
Tardy et al, 1981 

amount, depth, 
honesty, intent, 
valence; no 

measures 2 - 
simplicity; 
context in items 

n 

Dienlin & Metzger, 
2016 

Krasnova et al, 
2010; Mohamed 
and Ahmad, 2012  

amount; defined measures 1; 
context in items 

self-withdrawal 

Green et al., 2016 Schouten et al, 
2007 

unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

controllability 

Huang, 2016 Wheeless and 
Grotz, 1976 

amount, depth, 
honesty, valence, 
intent; defined 

measures 5; 
context in items 

n 

Knop et al., 2016 Wheeless, 1976; 
Hollenbaugh and 
Ferris, 2014 

amount, breadth, 
depth, valence; 
defined 

measures 4; 
context in 
instructions 

breadth 

Z. Liu et al., 2016 Posey et al, 2010 amount, depth, 
honesty, valence, 
intent; defined 

measures 5; 
context in items 

n 

Ma et al., 2016 Rubin and 
Shenker, 1978; 
Jourard and 
Lasakow, 1958 

depth, valence, 
intent; defined 

measures 3; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Masur & Scharkow, 
2016 

Miller et al, 1983 depth, frequency; 
defined 

measures 2; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Papathanassopoulos 
et al., 2016 

Gross and 
Acquisti, 2005; 
Leigh-Young and 
Quan-Hasse, 2013; 
Papacharissi and 
Mendelson, 2011 

amount, depth; 
defined 

measures 2; 
context in items 

privacy settings 

Wisniewski et al., 
2016 

no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 3; 
interview and 
context in items 

n 

Alashoor et al., 
2017 

Son and Kim, 
2008; Turow and 
Hennessy, 2007 

accuracy; defined measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Alsarkal et al., 2017 no source depth; no measures 1; 
archival 

n 
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Study Guideline 1 Guideline 2 Guideline 3 Guideline 4 
Hallam & Zanella, 
2017 

Jiang et al, 2013 amount, depth, 
honesty, valence, 
intent; no 

measures 2 - 
relevance; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Kordzadeh & 
Warren, 2017 

Bansal et al, 2010 unidimensional; 
no 

measure 1; 
unknown 

n 

Liang et al., 2017 no source amount; no measures 1; 
archival 

n 

Pu et al., 2017 Chen and Sharma, 
2015; Posey et al, 
2010 

breadth, depth, 
duration, intent; 
defined 

measures 1 - no 
explanation; 
context in items 

n 

Spottswood & 
Hancock, 2017 

no source frequency, 
accuracy, depth; 
no 

measures 3; 
experiment 

n 

L. Wang et al., 2017 Zhao et al, 2012; 
Jiang et al, 2013; 
Posey et al, 2010 

honesty, intent; no measures 2; 
context in items 

n 

Adjerid et al., 2018 John et al, 2011 unidimensional; 
no 

measures 2; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Ampong et al., 2018 Cheung et al, 
2015; Krasnova et 
al, 2010 

amount, perceived 
control; no 

measures 2; 
context in items 

perceived control 

Ashuri et al., 2018 no source behavior, depth; 
defined 

measures 2; 
context in items 

behavior 

H.-T. Chen, 2018 Taddicken, 2014 unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in 
instructions 

n 

Crabtree & Pillow, 
2018 

no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

Gruzd & 
Hernández-García, 
2018 

Lai and Yang, 
2015 

amount, depth, 
honesty, valence, 
intent; defined 

measures 5; 
context in items 

n 

Heravi et al., 2018 Wheeless, 1978; 
Krasnova et al, 
2010; Hollenbaugh 
and Ferris, 2014; 
Varnali and Toker, 
2015 

amount, breadth, 
depth, honesty, 
valence, intent; 
defined 

measures 4 - 
relevance, 
assumes intent; 
context in items 

breadth 

Maltseva & Lutz, 
2018 

no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
unknown 

n 

Osatuyi et al., 2018 Altman and Taylor, 
1973 

depth, behavior; 
defined 

measures 2; 
context in items 

behavior 

Tsay-Vogel et al., 
2018 

no source unidimensional; 
no 

measures 1; 
context in items 

n 

a The first number represents if the study provided a definition that was distinct within the literature. The second number, in 
parentheses, represents if the study distinguished self-disclosure from related constructs within the paper. 
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RECONTEXTUALIZING ONLINE SELF-DISCLOSURE: MEASURE DEVELOPMENT AND 
VALIDATION  

Internet – specifically social media – use is increasing worldwide. Nearly 60% of the world’s 

population is classified as Internet users, and nearly 50% are active social media users. The 

number of active social media users has increased nine percent between January 2019 and 

January 2020. Globally, each person spends nearly two hours and 24 minutes on social media 

daily, with Facebook, YouTube, and WhatsApp attracting the most monthly active users (Kemp, 

2020). Participating in social media generally requires users to generate at least some content, 

typically comprising personal information – details of their lives, opinions, beliefs, etc. (Carr & 

Hayes, 2015). The practice of disclosing such information is called self-disclosure, and it can 

benefit individuals and their relationships (Altman & Taylor, 1973), but also reduce privacy 

(Joinson & Paine, 2007).  

Self-disclosure is a construct originally investigated in psychology; it is defined as any 

message about the self communicated with another person. With the continued growth of social 

media – particularly social network sites such as Facebook and Twitter – the construct has been 

adopted for research on online social interactions, privacy, e-commerce, and cybersecurity. 

Survey instruments are used in approximately 80% of studies measuring online self-disclosure. 

Of these, 29% develop a new instrument and 42% attribute their scale directly or indirectly to 

Wheeless and Grotz (1976). Across the literature, there are more than 60 sources for measures of 

online self-disclosure, ranging from unidimensional to multidimensional conceptualizations. 
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Even among multidimensional online self-disclosure studies, there is little consistency in the 

number of dimensions measured. These issues – breadth of measurement, inconsistent 

conceptualization, and varied dimensionality – are indicative of problems with mixed and 

contradictory results across the online self-disclosure literature, as discussed in the first study of 

this dissertation. 

The issue of varied dimensionality also raises questions of proper contextualization of self-

disclosure to online environments. Wheeless and Grotz (1976) found self-disclosure is comprised 

of five dimensions: amount, depth, polarity, honesty and accuracy, and intent. While most of 

these dimensions are readily adapted to the online environment by specifying the context in the 

survey instructions or individual items, intent proves more challenging. In the face-to-face 

context, unintentional disclosures are often communicated through nonverbal and environmental 

cues, both of which are reduced or non-existent in online contexts (Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Kim 

& Dindia, 2011). Accidental disclosures – a type of unintentional disclosure – are also reduced 

because the online environment allows for asynchronous communication and permits individuals 

to carefully craft and edit their responses (Carr & Hayes, 2015; Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Kim & 

Dindia, 2011). 

These differences between offline and online communication – asynchronicity, reduced 

nonverbal cues, and editability – present challenges to adapting the traditional dimensionality of 

self-disclosure, but also provides an opportunity to introduce new, context-specific dimensions. 

Although adding context-specific dimensions will change the manifestation of self-disclosure, 

the new dimensions should conform to the same functional definition of self-disclosure to ensure 

adequate contextualization (Hong et al., 2014). As such, the construct remains the same but is 

better suited to measuring the phenomenon in the online environment.  
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This study endeavors to contextualize self-disclosure to the online environment by 

considering potential new dimensions. In doing so, we also examine the assumed structure of 

online self-disclosure and determine if another structure may be more appropriate. As such, our 

research questions are:  

RQ1)What context-specific dimensions improve the measurement of online self-disclosure? 

RQ2) What is the underlying structure of the online self-disclosure construct? 

By addressing these questions using our adapted contextualization framework and instrument 

development guidance from Mackenzie et al. (2011), our research makes three contributions to 

the literature. First, we address the contextualization issue by introducing and testing new 

context-specific dimensions – audience control, reciprocity, willingness to participate, and 

conscientious use – to better represent intent amidst the affordances of online communication. 

Second, we develop, test, and validate a long and a short instrument to promote use in future 

research on online self-disclosure. Third, we examine the underlying structure of online self-

disclosure to better understand the most salient features of the construct that should be 

represented across studies. 

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. We review the prevalent conceptual and 

structural definitions of online self-disclosure. Next, drawing on this review, we introduce 

context-specific dimensions of online self-disclosure. Then, we describe our instrument 

development process as well as discuss our analysis; we find that two of the proposed context-

specific dimensions and our proposed structural definition of online self-disclosure are 

supported. Lastly, we discuss the limitations and future directions of this research. 

Traditional and Proposed Dimensions of Online Self-Disclosure 

To guide our work, we follow the guidelines presented by Mackenzie et al. (2011) and the 

example set by Thatcher et al. (2018). We also use the contextualization guidelines presented in 
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essay one to provide a starting point and assess the necessary changes; these guidelines are 

summarized in Table 9. 

We first define the construct. Our conceptual definition of self-disclosure – structured to 

align with recommendations by Mackenzie et al. (2011) – is a person’s (entity) message about 

themself to someone else (general property). The message may be verbal (spoken or written 

words), nonverbal (i.e. photographs), or situational/environmental (i.e. signing into the same 

online forum). This construct is distinct from the related concept of self-presentation – the 

attempt to guide or control others impression of oneself via verbal and nonverbal signals 

(Kramer & Haferkamp, 2011). Self-disclosure is concerned with the act of one person sharing 

information with one or more other persons, regardless their reactions to that information; 

conversely, self-presentation is primarily concerned with the reactions and thoughts of others 

about the focal person. As such, self-disclosure may facilitate achieving self-presentation goals – 

for example, some reality TV competitions encourage contestants to be relatable and vulnerable 

to garner viewer support – but is still a distinct, though interrelated, construct. 

Table 9 

Framework for Contextualizing Constructs to the IS Discipline 

Guideline Name Explanation 
1 Identify the construct 

and source 
Identify the construct of concern and select a source providing its 
initial operationalization. 

2 Decompose the 
construct 

Identify the dimensions comprising the selected construct. The 
source selected for operationalizing the construct should be useful 
in this step. 

3 Assess fit and make 
modifications 

Understand the assumptions and contingencies of the construct 
and its dimensions and how these may affect measurement in the 
new context; some dimensions may need to be removed. If one or 
more dimensions are removed from the operationalization, this 
decision should be justified. 

4 Identify context-
specific dimensions 

Determine if new, context-specific dimensions are needed to 
properly measure the construct. These new dimensions, when 
combined with the retained dimensions, should represent the 
same functional definition of the construct. 
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Next, we address the question of dimensionality. Online self-disclosure is a multidimensional 

construct and we rely on the work of Wheeless and Grotz (1976) for an initial decomposition. 

Our dimensions, thus, include amount, depth, polarity, honesty, and intent. These dimensions 

present unique aspects from each other and eliminating any one dimension would restrict the 

conceptual domain of self-disclosure. We address the question of formative and reflective in the 

next section. For now, we have fulfilled the first two guidelines of our adapted contextualization 

framework: identify an initial operationalization and decompose the construct. 

Following guideline three, we assess the fit of each dimension to the new context. To do so, 

it’s necessary to acknowledge there are four primary differences between online and offline (in-

person) communication: 1) reduced nonverbal cues, 2) asynchronicity, 3) editability, and 4) 

varied audience (Carr & Hayes, 2015; Ellison & Vitak, 2015; Joinson et al., 2011; Kim & 

Dindia, 2011). The first of these increases the importance of signaling a message was received 

through some interaction – responding, “liking,” resharing, etc. (Ellison & Vitak, 2015) – and 

provides greater control over what information is shared – i.e. one’s facial expressions are 

unlikely to betray their true thoughts, or one can choose the best selfie of several options to 

share. The second and the third combine to give individuals the time and space needed to 

consider and compose their message or response (Carr & Hayes, 2015; Ellison & Vitak, 2015; 

Kim & Dindia, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2012). The last changes who receives the disclosure; 

although many social media support dyadic interactions, these channels are generally concerned 

with disseminating content to a large audience – ranging from a person’s online network to 

anyone with an Internet connection (Kim & Dindia, 2011). These differences – summarized in 

Table 10 – directly impact how individuals communicate and, therefore, affect the measurement 

of self-disclosure.  
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The first four dimensions arguably fit equally well on- and offline. Messages delivered online 

still contain some quantifiable length over a certain timeframe and occur with measurable 

frequency. Similarly, these personal messages will range in the degree of intimacy – from 

declaring love for pumpkin spice lattes to revealing the details of a traumatic experience. This 

also exemplifies the range of emotion – positive to negative – expressed in online disclosures. 

The fourth dimension, honesty, is also largely unchanged in the online environment. While there 

is evidence of intentional (ideal self versus actual self) and unintentional (foggy mirror 

phenomenon) gaps in how individuals present themselves online (Ellison et al., 2006; Gibbs et 

Table 10 

Affordances of Online Communication and their Implications on Behavior 

Affordance Explanation Implications 
Reduced nonverbal cues Individuals control what nonverbal 

information is distributed on online 
channels via images shared and 
channels where they have accounts. 

• Signaling is more important 
• Individuals exhibit greater 

control over self-presentation 
• Greater levels of verbal 

communication to compensate 
• Details shared may be more 

personal 
Asynchronicity Communication does not necessitate 

immediate response; individuals 
may wait hours, days, even months 
before responding to a message or 
sending an update. 

• Expectations for response 
times vary; there’s time to 
consider one’s action/response 

• Individuals exhibit greater 
control over self-presentation 

• Details shared may be less 
personal 

Editability Messages can be drafted, reviewed, 
changed, and then sent. Several 
platforms also allow messages to be 
deleted or altered after they are sent. 

• Careful crafting of messages 
• Consider how others may 

(have) react(ed) and adjust 
accordingly 

• Individuals exhibit greater 
control over self-presentation 

Varied audience Communications may be seen by 
one specific person or by potentially 
anyone with an Internet connection; 
individuals also face challenges 
from context collapse – having 
connections from different areas of 
their life (i.e. work, school, home) 
on the same channel. 

• Balancing multiple self-
presentations on one channel 

• May attempt novel approaches 
to isolating different groups 
within audience 

• Communication norms may be 
dictated by the collective 
audience on a channel 
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al., 2006), there is currently insufficient evidence to determine the variance in honesty is reduced 

to the point where it fails to explain differences in the level of self-disclosure.  

The dimension of intent presents a unique challenge, though. Theoretically, there is little 

support for variance for this dimension in the online environment – particularly within the 

hyperpersonal computer-mediated communication and reduced cue theories (Nguyen et al., 

2012). The nature of online communication provides the opportunity to consider and craft a 

response before sending it to the recipient. There are steps that must be completed to send an 

online communication (i.e. signing into an account, typing the message, hitting send), acting as 

imposed filters for all users. Many sites also provide an opportunity to edit or delete past 

messages or posts, further enabling users to filter and correct themselves. Additionally, most 

online channels have greatly reduced nonverbal cues, generally relying on user-supplied photos, 

searchable gifs and emojis, and pre-selected reactions – such as those on Facebook (Facebook, 

2020). In the traditional conceptualization of intent, many unintentional disclosures resulted from 

body language, clothing, and other physical attributes (including the environment or situation) 

that, online, are present only if the user makes them so. These key differences in how individuals 

communicate online suggest the dimension of intent cannot be readily applied to this context as 

currently conceptualized. 

Guideline four in contextualizing self-disclosure to the online environment is identifying 

context-specific dimensions to include. We have identified four potential dimensions to supplant 

intent based on the literature. The first of these is based on an observation by Tufekci (2008), 

who found that individuals greatly concerned with privacy did not adopt social media. 

Additionally, not everyone uses social media in the same ways or to the same extent (Choi & 

Bazarova, 2015). For example, some people have an account but rarely post; they tend to be 
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passive consumers of content. Others, by contrast, post throughout the day, sometimes to a point 

of excess. To capture these varying degrees of participation, we propose the dimension of 

willingness to participate as the degree to which an individual has and uses an account for an 

online social environment. 

The second potential dimension is inspired by the nature of online communication and 

research on self-presentation online. Two of the primary differences between online and offline 

communication are asynchronicity and editability. These afford individuals time to craft and 

refine their messages. Research on self-presentation reveals individuals carefully control their 

online persona, sometimes experimenting with presentation (Alexander Peter Schouten, 2007) or 

selectively revealing their perceived best features (Gibbs et al., 2006). Therefore, we propose the 

dimension of conscientious use as the careful approach one takes to generating content to share 

online. 

Third, we consider the audience of online content. In online interactions, the potential 

audience for content ranges from a single individual – in private or direct messaging applications 

– to, potentially, anyone with an Internet connection. Social media is especially prone to context 

collapse – the convergence of various social groups into a single audience (Ellison & Vitak, 

2015). Some social network sites enable users to sort connections into various groups or lists to 

provide more control over who sees what information, but many of these tools are inconvenient 

to use. Additionally, Park et al. (2011) argue that, in the case of unknown audiences – particularly 

when friends of friends can see comments or tagged content – disclosures may be unintentional 

in that the message is not meant for everyone who can see it. Other researchers have measured 

concepts that account for audience, including privacy settings (Gross & Acquisti, 2005; 

Papathanassopoulos et al., 2016; Special & Li-Barber, 2012), controllability of the information 
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shared (Ampong et al., 2018; Green et al., 2016), and self-withdrawal (Dienlin & Metzger, 

2016). Thus, we propose the dimension of audience control, the degree to which an individual 

can limit who sees information shared about themself. 

Lastly, the reciprocity norm receives some attention in the self-disclosure literature. Self-

disclosure has a positive relationship with reciprocity – the likelihood a conversation partner will 

respond with a similar disclosure (Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 2007; Gibbs et al., 2006; Joinson, 2001; 

Osatuyi et al., 2018; Posey et al., 2010) – and reciprocity is fundamental to relationship building 

(Altman & Taylor, 1973). Individuals are often socially groomed to reciprocate because it brings 

social benefits – such as an extended network (Ellison & Vitak, 2015). Although reciprocity is 

typically studied as an antecedent, there is potential for it as a dimension of self-disclosure 

because of precedent (Brunet & Schmidt, 2007; Yu et al., 2015) and the influence of the norm of 

reciprocity. A person who complies more with this norm may be inclined to disclose at a higher 

level than someone who does not. For this reason, we propose the dimension of reciprocity as the 

propensity to share personal information in response to someone else’s revelation. 

The definitions for self-disclosure and its dimensions (traditional and proposed) are 

summarized in Table 11. 

Alternative Structures of Online Self-Disclosure 

 The online self-disclosure literature employs multiple structural definitions, from 

unidimensional to a second-order – oftentimes formative – construct. Wheeless and Grotz's 

(1976) dimensions tend to be handled as first-order reflective latent variables formatively 

defining a second-order latent construct (Huang, 2016; Ko, 2013; Liu et al., 2016; Posey et al., 

2010); however, we posit an alternative conceptualization may also be valid. In considering the 

various dimensions and possible context-specific additions, we realized there are two distinct 
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groups of dimensions. The first concerns the message – how long, frequent, intimate, positive or 

negative, and honest. The second concerns behaviors – actions to protect the information from 

unwanted audiences, to appear in certain communities, etc. These overarching dimensions then 

become the defining characteristics of online self-disclosure, and the previously described 

dimensions become manifestations of message and behavior. 

Given this observation, we propose a new structural definition of online self-disclosure, 

composed of first-order reflective dimensions that load on two second-order reflective latent 

variables representing message and behavior, which formatively define the third-order latent 

online self-disclosure variable. We compare this specification with the more traditional second-

Table 11  

Dimensions and Definitions 

 Dimension Definition 
Self-Disclosure  A person’s message about the self 

communicated to another 
Initial Dimensions Amount The quantity of information shared about 

the self and the regularity with which 
sharing occurs 

 Depth The degree to which information shared 
about the self is considered personal and/or 
private 

 Polarity The tendency of shared information about 
the self to be positive, negative, or neutral 
in tone 

 Honesty The degree to which information shared 
about the self adheres to the facts or an 
unbiased view of reality 

 Intent Consciously deliberate engagement in a 
social environment online 

Context-Specific 
Dimensions 

Willingness to Participate The degree to which an individual has and 
uses an account for an online social 
environment 

 Conscientious Use The careful approach one takes to 
generating content to share online 

 Audience Control The degree to which an individual can 
limit who sees information shared about 
the self 

 Reciprocity The propensity to share information about 
the self in response to someone else’s 
revelation 
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order formative conceptualization of online self-disclosure – in addition to other alternative 

structures – to determine which provides the best fit. Figure 3 depicts the traditional (top) and the 

new (bottom) structural models for online self-disclosure with the proposed dimensions 

supplanting intent.  

We acknowledge that third-order constructs introduce additional complexity within structural 

modeling, but we believe this structure is relevant for measuring online self-disclosure. Higher-

order constructs represent synthesis of lower-order constructs or variables. One way the literature 

discusses this concept is that third-order constructs are interpretations of second-order constructs, 

which are interpretations of first-order constructs, which represent interpretations of lived 

experience (Merten et al., 2015); essentially, higher-order constructs require further synthesis of 

lower-order constructs. An example is found in green IS practices. Within green IS practices, 

Figure 3  

Traditional and Newly Proposed Structural Definitions of Online Self-Disclosure 
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there are three distinct functional areas – comprising the second-order latent variables – each of 

which are comprised of practices that are distinct from a managerial perspective; here, the 

managerial practices are representative of a specific functional area and the functional areas 

collectively represent an organization’s green practices (Löser, 2015). We can apply this logic to 

online self-disclosure. The various dimensions – amount, depth, honesty, etc.) represent two 

distinct aspects of self-disclosure: the personal information (message) and the communication of 

that information to someone else (behavior). These also reflect the components that make a 

complete and distinct definition of self-disclosure – as discussed in the first essay. Synthesizing 

the message and behavior components results in online self-disclosure. Thus, testing this third-

order structure is logical from measurement and conceptual definition standpoints. 

Research Approach 

We took a systematic approach to developing and testing our new instrument. Following the 

procedure outlined in Mackenzie et al. (2011), we progressed to generating items for each 

dimension following the conceptual and structural definition stages. Our items were then card 

sorted by five scholars and we made modifications to the instrument – including adding a 

dimension previously overlooked. The modified instrument was then card sorted by four 

different scholars. All of the scholars assisting with card sorting are familiar with online domain 

and have experience with instrument development procedures. Pilot data was collected from a 

sample of 98 university students, leading to some additional modifications. We then collected 

data from 544 Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers to evaluate the validity and reliability 

of our instrument, and to compare its performance to two extant online self-disclosure measures 

within a model based on the construct’s nomological net. This process is summarized in Figure 

4.  
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Item Generation 

An initial instrument was developed for seven of the dimensions. This excluded 

conscientious use which was not included among our initial group of context-specific 

dimensions; this oversight was later remedied to address a gap in addressing the affordances of 

online communication and the intent to disclose.. We generated eight to eleven items for each 

dimension based on the definitions and existing instruments. Many of the existing instruments 

included multi-barreled items – such as “My statements about my own feelings, emotions, and 

experiences on social media are always accurate self-perceptions” (Gruzd & Hernández-García, 

2018), “I often disclose positive things about myself online, but seldom about negative things” 

(Yu et al., 2015), and “Only infrequently would I express my personal beliefs and opinions on 

the [social network site]” (Bateman et al., 2011) – which we determined could not be directly 

adopted. Some existing items for depth referenced intimacy as separate from personal – for 

example, “I feel that sometimes I do not control my self-disclosure of personal or intimate things 

I tell about myself” and “I often disclose intimate, personal things about myself without 

hesitation” (Leung, 2002) – which is potentially confusing to respondents; as such, we avoided 

using the word intimate in our items, opting to use personal and references to oversharing or 

detailed accounts. We also generated three general self-disclosure items to help ensure proper 

measurement of the formative construct. 

Figure 4 

Research Approach Process Flow 
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Dimensionality 

Five scholars performed card sorting on the 60-item instrument; the scholars are not 

associated with this study but are familiar with the domain and instrument development 

procedures. They were provided the definitions of self-disclosure and the seven dimensions. We 

tasked them with assigning each item to a dimension or the construct. Overall, 67% of the items 

matched as we intended and the inter-rater reliability was 60%. Polarity, honesty, and reciprocity 

matched the most successfully (97.5%, 92.5%, and 92.5% respectively). Willingness to 

participate and audience control both matched at 77.5%. Amount and depth presented the 

greatest concern with only 45% matching, mostly due to cross-matching. Based on the card 

sorting, two items were deleted, three new items were added, four items were recategorized as 

general self-disclosure items, and two other items were recategorized to a different dimension. 

Many of the depth and amount items were rewritten to better target the desired dimension and 

reduce potential cross-loading. 

During this review of the instrument, we realized the new dimensions still did not capture the 

editability and asynchronicity of online communication. Upon further consideration of these 

unique attributes and the extant literature, we determined a dimension for conscientious use was 

needed to fill this gap. The relevance of such a dimension is supported by prior research, which 

found that highly conscientious individuals were less likely to post content that was indiscreet, 

attention seeking, or a misrepresentation of their true self. Conscientious individuals exhibit 

discipline, predictability, and orderliness, generally approaching self-presentation and self-

expression with caution and authenticity (Peluchette et al., 2015; Seidman, 2013). As such, an 

individual who is conscientious of their online communication should be more likely to leverage 
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the ability to carefully consider and modify their posts/responses before making content 

available. We drafted nine items for this dimension.  

Four different scholars familiar with instrument development methods and information 

systems research performed a second round of card sorting on the 70-item instrument. As before, 

they were provided the definitions and tasked with assigning each item to a dimension or the 

construct. The scholars had a 63% interrater reliability and matched 73% of the items as 

intended. Depth and willingness to participate presented the greatest concerns, matching at less 

than 60%; amount and audience control matched at less than 70%. The other four dimensions 

achieved 90% or higher matching. Many of the problems with the lower performing dimensions 

were due to some items cross-matching with other dimensions. We removed the 12 most 

problematic items and determined the remaining items still represented the various aspects of 

each dimension. Appendix A provides an overview of the retention, modification, addition, and 

deletion decisions for the items throughout the development process. At this point, we 

determined the content and face validity were acceptable and the instrument was ready for pilot 

testing. 

Pilot Study 

We collected pilot data at a southeastern university in the United States. We administered the 

survey through Qualtrics and recruited from several undergraduate and graduate courses in the 

business school. Ninety-eight students agreed to the informed consent and submitted the survey. 

Eight of the response sets were removed for repetitive (long-string) responding. Using a macro, 

the longest string of repeated responses was identified for each participant. Based on the dataset, 

response sets were removed for long strings greater than 10—long strings between 0.2 and 10.8 

were within one standard deviation of the mean. One additional response set was removed for 
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quick responding (averaging less than 3 seconds per item). After these removals, we had 26 

incomplete surveys due to incorrect responses on the attention check items. Because the sample 

was already small, these missing data were imputed – where possible – using scale average so 

we could conduct an initial exploratory factor analysis (EFA). 

Due to the relatively small sample size (N=82), we had limited statistical power to inform 

further adjustments. However, it was evident in the factor loadings that the reverse items were 

particularly problematic. These items tended to cross-load on other dimensions or loaded below 

0.40. As such, we elected to remove the reverse coded items in our instrument with the goal of 

achieving clearer factor loadings in the main phase of data collection and validity testing. 

Main Study  

Participants 

We recruited survey participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk. This is an acceptable sample 

from which to recruit participants because the phenomenon of interest concerns online behavior 

and MTurk participants are Internet users (Landers & Behrend, 2015). Our power analysis – 

performed using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) – determined we needed at least 495 responses to 

have sufficient power to detect effects. Using the filters available on MTurk, we limited 

participants to those in the United States with a task approval rate of 50% or higher; we also 

required participants to be account holders on either Twitter, Facebook, or Reddit, creating one 

MTurk task for each account requirement. As all participants were directed to the same survey to 

help preserve anonymity, a question asked which task they were completing; there is some error 

in this self-reported task item as a slight majority reported completing the Facebook task despite 

equal participation across the three MTurk tasks. Upon completing the survey, participants 

received a random code to submit to MTurk in order to receive $4 for their time. A total of 544 
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participants were compensated for completed surveys. We tested for differences between early 

and later responders and found no statistical differences in the data, so there is no evidence of 

time effects impacting the data. 

The survey included two attention check items. All respondents successfully passed the first 

attention check; fifteen failed the second attention check. Because we are unable to determine the 

quality of the data for those 15 response sets, they were removed from the dataset. We also 

checked the per item response time for each respondent. Seven of the remaining surveys were 

completed in less than two second per item, so these were removed. Lastly, we used an Excel 

macro to capture long string (invariant) responding; the macro counts the number of consecutive 

responses with the same value and returns the highest count for each respondent. For example, if 

a respondent selects “agree” on 10 consecutive items, “disagree” on four consecutive items, and 

“strongly agree” on eight consecutive items, the macro returns 10 for that respondent. Twelve 

response sets had long string responding beyond the second standard deviation from the mean 

Table 12 

Respondent Demographics 

Social Media Channel1  Total Accounts  Age2 

32% Reddit  15% 1-2 Channels  5% 25 or younger 
31% Twitter  51% 3-4 Channels  35% 26-35 
38% Facebook  24% 5-6 Channels  32% 36-45 
   10% 7 or more Channels  14% 46-55 

Relationship Status2     8% 56-65 
24% Single and Content  Race and Ethnicity3  5% 65 or older 
11% Single and Looking  8% Hispanic/Latinx    
15% In a Relationship  80% White  Sex2 

1% Engaged  9% Black  55% Male 
38% Married  5% Asian  44% Female 
1% Separated  4% Multiracial    
6% Divorced  1% Indigenous American    
2% Widowed       

1 These do not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
2 Up to 1% of respondents selected “Prefer not to respond” or “Other” for these items. 
3 Ethnicity was asked in a separate question; approximately 1% of respondents selected “Other” or “Prefer not to 
respond.” 
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(which was a value of 14 or higher for this dataset) and were removed (DeSimone et al., 2015). 

We compared the cleaned data to the raw data and found no statistical differences due to 

excluding 34 records. 

The remaining 510 records comprised our full sample. The demographic details of the 

sample are summarized in Table 12. We also asked respondents about their reasons for using 

social media and on which channels they had accounts. Aside from Facebook, Twitter, and 

Reddit, more than half of respondents also listed having accounts on YouTube and Instagram. 

Most of the respondents used social media to stay connected with friends and family, for 

entertainment, and to learn or stay informed. These motives are consistent with those found in 

prior research as motivations to disclose online (Bazarova & Choi, 2014; Choi & Bazarova, 

2015; Lee et al., 2008). The qualitative results are summarized in Table B1 of Appendix B. 

Due to the low sample size of the pilot data – and the removal of reverse coded items from 

the developed instrument – we randomly split the records into two groups for conducting the 

exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses. The former used 250 records and the latter used 

the remaining 260. There were no statistical differences in the various demographic variables 

between the two samples. The remaining analyses used the full dataset to ensure adequate 

degrees of freedom for model estimation. 

Measures 

In addition to our developed instrument, the survey included two comparison instruments for 

online self-disclosure, four antecedents, five consequents, and the demographic information 

described previously as control variables. Except for the control variables, all items are measured 

on a seven-point Likert scale anchored by strongly agree and strongly disagree. The full 
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measures are provided in Appendix C; the model based on the nomological net is presented in 

Figure 5 with additional details in Table 13.  

Comparative Measures. To help establish convergent validity and determine if our new 

measure offers an improvement in measuring online self-disclosure, we selected two existing 

measures from the literature to include in the survey. Both selected instruments are based on 

Wheeless and Grotz (1976), so they have the same foundation as our developed measure. 

Additionally, they are arguably popular as they have been cited in multiple studies – an 

uncommon occurrence given the variety of instruments used in the online self-disclosure 

literature. 

The first is the 21-item instrument from Posey et al. (2010), which captures five dimensions 

of a formative second-order online self-disclosure construct. This instrument is also an attractive 

option because it is similar to other multidimensional measures used in the literature, as many of 

these are likewise based on Wheeless and Grotz (1976). The items already refer to 

communication online, so no modifications were made. 

Figure 5 

Model Based on Online Self-Disclosure’s Nomological Net 
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The second is the seven-item instrument from Krasnova et al. (2012); three iterations of this 

instrument exist, so we elected to use the most recent. This measure is distinct from the first in 

that it only captures one dimension of self-disclosure (amount) because the authors determined 

the other dimensions were inappropriate for the online dimension (Krasnova et al., 2009) and 

were less objective (Krasnova et al., 2010). Because this measure is unidimensional, we have the 

opportunity to compare the performance of unidimensional and multidimensional measures more 

directly. The original items refer specifically to Facebook, so we modified them to refer more 

Table 13 

Nomological Model Definitions and Empirical Support 

Construct Definition Relationship Empirical Support 
Enjoyment The extent to which the activity is 

perceived to be pleasant and 
entertaining 

Positive Cheung et al., 2015; Krasnova et 
al., 2009, 2012; Sharma & 
Crossler, 2014 

Privacy 
Concern 

Concerns about possible loss of 
privacy as a result of information 
disclosure 

Negative Alashoor et al., 2017; Ampong et 
al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2013; 
Krasnova et al., 2009; Xu et al., 
2013; Zlatolas et al., 2015 

Trust In 
Platform 

Beliefs about the trustworthiness of 
a social media provider with regard 
to the personal information a 
person provides 

Positive Bevan-Dye & Akpojivi, 2016; 
Chang & Heo, 2014; De Souza & 
Dick, 2009; Krasnova et al., 
2012; Z. Liu et al., 2016 

Trust In 
Community 

Beliefs about the trustworthiness of 
other individuals with regard to the 
personal information a person 
provides 

Positive Bevan-Dye & Akpojivi, 2016; 
Gibbs et al., 2011; Krasnova et 
al., 2012; Osatuyi et al., 2018; 
Posey et al., 2010;  

Self-
Presentation 
Success 

The degree to which users feel they 
are able to make a good impression 
on others 

Positive Almakrami, 2015; Cheung et al., 
2015; Gibbs et al., 2006; Yu et 
al., 2015 

Psychological 
Well-Being 

Positive feelings or the relief of 
negative feelings 

Positive Huang, 2016; Ko & Kuo, 2009; 
D.-H. Lee et al., 2008; K.-T. Lee 
et al., 2013 

Relationship 
Management 

Creating and effectively 
maintaining relationships with 
other individuals 

Positive Heravi et al., 2018; Hollenbaugh 
& Ferris, 2014; D.-H. Lee et al., 
2008; Min & Kim, 2015 

Risk Beliefs The expectation that a high 
potential for loss is associated with 
the release of personal information 

Negative Ampong et al., 2018; Krasnova 
et al., 2010; Z. Liu et al., 2016; 
Sun et al., 2015 

Physical 
Activity 
Enjoyment 

A positive affective state that 
reflects feelings such as pleasure, 
liking, and fun relating to physical 
activity 

Non-
significant 

NA 
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generally to social media; participants were directed within the survey to respond based on the 

social media channel specified in their MTurk task (Reddit, Twitter, or Facebook) to limit 

confusion.  

Antecedents. In order to test the nomological validity of the instrument, we selected four 

antecedents from the literature: privacy concern, trust – divided into trust in the social media 

platform and trust in the online community – and enjoyment. Privacy concern and trust are 

common constructs in online self-disclosure studies. Privacy concern is arguably one of the most 

popular antecedents of online self-disclosure; although generally thought to decrease self-

disclosure, some studies have found mixed and non-significant results. We adopt the measure 

used by Krasnova et al. (2012). 

Trust varies in conceptualization from general trust to more specific forms of trust – i.e. trust 

in a conversation partner, the platform, other social media users, etc. Regardless the form of 

trust, it is generally found to have a positive influence on self-disclosure (R. Chen & Sharma, 

2013; Gibbs et al., 2011; Osatuyi et al., 2018; Taddei & Contena, 2013). We measured trust in the 

platform and trust in the online community as these were antecedents in Krasnova et al. (2012). 

We adopted their measure for trust in the platform; however, we opted to use Posey et al.'s 

(2010) measure for trust in the online community because the items were positively phrased. 

Enjoyment has appeared in some studies of online self-disclosure and refers to the hedonic 

motives leading to social media use. It has been found to have a positive effect on online self-

disclosure (Cheung et al., 2015; Krasnova et al., 2012; Sharma & Crossler, 2014). We selected it 

because it appears as an antecedent in Krasnova et al. (2012) and because it is possibly highly 

correlated with the focal construct given that social media use often requires some self-
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disclosure. The study only reports two items for the measure, so a third was written to aid in 

model specification. 

Consequents. Although selection of the antecedents was the result of popularity in the 

literature and constructs included in the studies of the comparative self-disclosure measures, 

selecting consequents was more challenging as most studies use self-disclosure as a dependent 

variable. The consequents that do appear in the literature generally concern positive social 

outcomes. As such, we selected psychological well-being and relationship management from Lee 

et al. (2008) and self-presentation success from Gibbs et al. (2006). Self-disclosure is necessary 

for relationship development and maintenance, so it should positively correlate with these 

personal and interpersonal concepts (Altman & Taylor, 1973). 

Negative outcomes are far less common in the literature. Self-disclosure online can result in 

malicious individuals accessing sensitive information, potentially leading to a security breach. 

For this reason, we decided to measure risk beliefs as a negative correlate; this concept is 

generally used as an antecedent, so we modified the items from Malhotra et al. (2004) to 

represent beliefs after a disclosure has been made. 

Lastly, we included physical activity enjoyment as an outcome that should be unrelated to 

online self-disclosure. The measure asks for participant opinions about outdoor activities (Motl et 

al., 2001). The items exclude any mention of technology or social media. We do not expect it to 

have a significant relationship with online self-disclosure. 

Results 

The analyses were performed using MPlus 8.4, SPSS 26, and Excel. We split the sample to 

examine and confirm the factor structure of the variables. We then examined several alternate 

structural definitions and compared the model fit of each. Next, we evaluated the reliability of 
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the instrument, followed by convergent and discriminant validity. Lastly, we tested the 

nomological validity of the measure and compared its performance in the model to the other 

measures of online self-disclosure. 

Exploratory and Confirmatory Factor Analyses 

The exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was completed using 250 randomly selected response 

sets from the full dataset. To facilitate working with so many variables, we analyzed the factor 

structure of the message-related items separately from the behavior-related items. We eliminated 

items based on the lowest overall loading one at time until all remaining items loaded on a factor 

above 0.404 (Thatcher et al., 2018). For the message-related variables, this resulted in 11 items 

loading on three factors: a combination of amount and depth that we call AmDepth, polarity, and 

honesty. The behavior-related variables resulted in 10 items loading on three factors: audience 

control, conscientious use, and reciprocity. Similar results were achieved when all items were 

considered together. The initial and final EFA loadings are included in Appendix D. 

The remaining 260 records were used to confirm the factor structure. Confirmatory factor 

analysis supported dropping an additional item from audience control and conscientious use to 

ensure adequate loading values. The initial results are provided in Figure D1 of Appendix D; the 

final CFA results are shown in Figure 6. At this stage, we had a 19-item instrument of online self-

disclosure with three factors relating each to the message and behavioral components of the 

construct. 

In addition to the focal construct, we also verified the factor structure of the instrument from 

Posey et al. (2010) and the antecedents and consequents. During this, we found the amount and 

depth items from Posey et al. loaded together on a single factor, and the intent items failed to 

load at an acceptable level on any factor. Additionally, the self-presentation success items did not 
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load at acceptable levels to be retained and the relationship management and psychological well-

being items loaded together on a single factor. Given the nature of the retained items from these 

two measures, we renamed this latent variable General Well-Being. These changes and the other 

dropped items from the antecedents and consequents are noted in Table C3 of Appendix C. 

Structural Comparisons 

In addition to testing the two structural definitions depicted in Figure 3 – the more traditional 

second-order formative and our newly proposed third-order formative structures – we also tested 

three alternative structural definitions. Model 0 is a unidimensional structure with all items 

loading directly on online self-disclosure. Model 1 represents a structure of all first-order 

reflective factors – one for each dimension – that are freely correlated. Model 2 is the traditional 

second-order formative self-disclosure structure. Model 3 captures a structure with two second-

order reflective variables – message and behavioral – that are freely correlated. The final model, 

Model 4, represents the third-order formative structure we have posited. To model the two 

formative structures, we included three reflective items of the higher order latent variable so that 

the model was identified (Mackenzie et al., 2011). 

Figure 6 

Final Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis 
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During model specification, issues arose in testing Models 3 and 4 from the latent variables 

of AmDepth and reciprocity. Both were strongly correlated with the message and behavior 

second-order latent variables and each other, leading to nonconvergence in the model and latent 

variable correlations greater than one. After attempting multiple solutions, the models converged 

after dropping AmDepth and reciprocity from the model entirely. The earlier models were 

recalculated without these factors for consistency. 

We used χ2 difference tests to determine the best fitting model; when the results are 

statistically significant, the model with more parameter estimates is preferred (Werner & 

Schermelleh-Engel, 2010). As seen in Table 14, all but one of the results are significant at the 

0.05 level. In most cases, Model 2 was the preferred structure. Upon further inspection, though, 

none of the first-order factors had significant relationships with the second-order factor; aside 

from Model 0, it also had the lowest CFI and TLI statistics (0.835 and 0.792, respectively) of all 

the models. As such, we determined that this model was not the best fit of the data. Instead, 

Model 4 was preferred over all models except Model 2 based on the χ2 difference test; all of the 

lower-order factors had significant relationships with the relevant higher-order factors and the 

model fit was decent – CFI and TLI were a little below the preferred 0.900 level at 0.865 and 

0.834, respectively (Kenny, 2015). 

Table 14 

Comparison of Various Model Structures for Online Self-Disclosure 

    Δχ2 p-value 
 Structure χ2 df 1 2 3 4 
0 Unidimensional 1027.085 65 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1 First-order factors, freely correlated 244.824 59  0.000 0.089 0.000 
2 Second-order formative 528.811 95   0.000 0.000 
3 Second-order reflective, freely correlated 247.719 60    0.000 
4 Third-order formative 454.495 98     
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Based on these results, we further reduced the items for polarity and honesty to arrive at an 

acceptable short-form measure of online self-disclosure. The eight short-form items are indicated 

in Table A2 of Appendix A. The final model for both the long (left) and short (right) instruments 

are presented in Figure 7. For the short-form instrument, the model fit was quite good (CFI = 

0.964; TLI = 0.948; and χ2 = 89.941, df = 38). 

Reliability 

Composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha were calculated for each first-order latent 

variable – including the items for the long-form self-disclosure instrument; the results appear in 

the second and third columns of Table 15. The polarity and honesty measures meet the minimum 

recommended reliability for newly developed instrument of 0.700 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994); 

the measures for audience control and conscientious use are below this metric, supporting the 

need for further refinement. Part of the issue may stem from these measures containing only two 

items. Honesty may also benefit from further refinement to achieve the next goal of 0.800 for 

more established instruments. 

Figure 7 

Preferred Factor Structures for Long- and Short-form Instruments 
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Convergent and Discriminant Validity 

We assessed convergent reliability through correlation analysis (Hinkin, 1998; Kazdin, 1995; 

Singleton Jr & Straits, 2010). Kazdin (1995) suggests using the correlation between new and 

existing measures for a construct as one way of assessing this type of validity. High correlations 

(r > 0.60) can indicate the measures are assessing the same construct. Table 16 presents the 

correlation for each highest-order latent variable with each other. Trust in Community was 

excluded as the variable had issues with correlations greater than one in the comparison models. 

Our measure (denoted as NGSD) is most highly correlated with Posey et al.’s self-disclosure 

(PSD); it is also positively and well correlated with general well-being – which is expected due 

to self-disclosure’s role in forming and maintaining interpersonal relationships (Altman & 

Taylor, 1973) – and moderately correlated with enjoyment – also anticipated because social 

media use generally necessitates user-generated content (Carr & Hayes, 2015). Neither NGSD 

nor PSD are as well correlated with Krasnova et al.’s self-disclosure (KSD); this may be due to 

the more limited scope of KSD.  

Table 15 

Reliability, Variance Explained, and Correlations for Latent Variables 

 
LV CR ɑ EN PC TrP RB GWB PACE AC P CU H 

EN .820 .815 .777          
PC .936 .936 -.113 .864         
TrP .957 .956 .397 -.299 .902        
RB .788 .776 -.076 .037 -.058 .748       
GWB .880 .875 .470 -.226 .359 .004 .773      
PACE .952 .951 .086 -.041 .065 -.069 .079 .912     
AC .670 .651 .020 .440 -.039 .020 -.121 -.022 .712    
P .845 .838 .189 -.035 .096 -.024 .147 .027 .087 .724   
CU .650 .640 .014 .322 -.028 .014 -.089 -.016 .235 .063 .694  
H .800 .790 .324 -.061 .166 -.041 .253 .046 .149 .252 .109 .757 
Note: The underlined numbers on the diagonal of the correlation matrix are the square roots of the AVE for each latent 
variable. The variable abbreviations are as follows: EN = Enjoyment; PC = Privacy Concern; TrP = Trust in Platform; RB = 
Risk Beliefs; GWB = General Well-Being (which is a combination of Relationship Management and Psychological Well-
Being as these items loaded together); PACE = Physical Activity Enjoyment; AC = Audience Control; P = Polarity; CU = 
Conscientious Use; and H = Honesty. 
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For discriminant validity, we calculated an average variance extracted (AVE) for each first-

order latent variable. We then compared the square root of the AVE with the correlations for each 

of the focal variables, as shown in Table 15. In each case, the square root of the AVE was greater 

than the correlations for each variable, meaning the latent variable explains a majority of the 

variance in its indicators (Mackenzie et al., 2011). For higher-order formative variables, 

Mackenzie et al. also recommend calculating an adequacy coefficient based on the correlations 

of the lower-order variables with the focal construct; using the correlations of message and 

behavior on NGSD, we calculated the adequacy coefficient at 0.165. Mackenzie et al. does not 

include a recommended level for this coefficient to be acceptable, though our value would 

suggest more variance could be explained in the higher-order self-disclosure construct. 

Comparison with Existing Instruments and Nomological Validity 

We assess the nomological validity of our long and short instruments using multiple 

antecedents and consequents from the literature; we also use this model based on the 

Table 16 

Correlation Matrix for Highest Level Latent Variables 

 EN PC TrP RB GWB PACE NGSD PSD 
PC -0.112        
TrP 0.401 -0.299       
RB -0.217 0.002 -0.059      
GWB 0.602 -0.233 0.398 -0.010     
PACE 0.257 -0.046 0.114 -0.051 0.103    
NGSD 0.598 -0.309 0.468 -0.040 0.719 0.164   
PSD 0.843 -0.268 0.501 -0.230 0.745 0.293 0.802  
KSD 0.539 -0.246 0.425 -0.018 0.425 0.089 0.418 0. 581 
Note: The diagonal of the correlation matrix is excluded. The latent variable abbreviations are as 

described in Table 15 except for the last three, which represent the self-disclosure measures. These are 

as follows: NGSD = Nabity-Grover et al. Self-Disclosure; PSD = Posey et al. Self-Disclosure; and KSD 

= Krasnova et al. Self-Disclosure.  
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nomological net of online self-disclosure to compare our instruments’ performance with existing 

measures. The results of the models are shown in Figure 8.  

Despite having a moderate correlation with NGSD, enjoyment is a nonsignificant antecedent 

in the model. Also of note, the path for privacy concern is positive rather than the anticipated 

negative; this may be driven by privacy concern’s strong correlation with the second-order 

behavioral variable (r = 0.776), which is negatively associated with NGSD – meaning the 

behavioral components act to reduce overall self-disclosure while the message components 

increase it. Lastly, NGSD has a small but positive and significant relationship with physical 

activity enjoyment. This could mean our assumption about these constructs being unrelated is 

inaccurate or there are possible issues with common method bias present – particularly as this 

Figure 8 

Nomological Net Models for the Long- and Short-form and Comparison Instruments Using Standardized 
Coefficients 
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positive and significant effect is present in the comparison models. All other paths are significant 

and in the expected direction for NGSD. 

We analyzed the indirect effects between the consequents and the message and behavioral 

components of online self-disclosure using the IND command in MPlus. The sum of effects is 

less than the relevant path coefficient for NGSD. A similar analysis was done with the 

antecedents, but due to the formative structure of NGSD, we tested direct paths with the second-

order components. Enjoyment has significant paths with both components (0.613, p = 0.000 and 

0.218, p = 0.016 for message and behavioral, respectively), and privacy concern has a significant 

path with behavioral (0.894, p = 0.000). This suggests there may be some unique variance in 

these components that is not captured by NGSD (Mackenzie et al., 2011). Further analysis is 

needed to compare these direct effects with indirect effects, and to also test the mediation effects 

of NGSD. 

For the comparison models, a significant and positive path also exists between privacy 

concern and PSD; this path is negative and significant for KSD. Neither PSD nor KSD have a 

significant relationship with risk beliefs, but both are positively predicted by enjoyment. The 

other significant difference is in the path between trust in platform and PSD, which is 

nonsignificant.  

In terms of variance explained in the consequents, all four measures perform similarly as 

shown in Figure 8. (Note that the asterisk denotes significant at ɑ = 0.05.) PSD explains 

significantly more variance in GWB than NGSD and is the only measure to explain a significant 

amount of variance in PACE. Neither NGSD nor KSD explain a significant amount of variance 

in PACE; despite significant paths between these constructs, this suggests the relationship may 

actually be nonsignificant. Additionally, none of the measures explained a significant amount of 
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variance in risk beliefs. Overall, NGSD performs adequately in the nomological net model; it 

explains a great deal of variance in GWB and explains a non-significant amount in PACE. 

Although its R2 value for risk beliefs is non-significant, it is the only measure with a significant 

negative path with the construct. 

As with the structural analysis for the NGSD measure, we employ the χ2 difference test to 

evaluate model preference between the three measures and with the short-form NGSD. Table 17 

presents the p-values for this analysis and various model fit statistics from the MPlus output. 

Based on the χ2 difference tests, the long-form NGSD is the preferred model as it estimates the 

most parameters. The short-form NGSD is preferred over KSD but not PSD. In terms of model 

fit, only KSD fulfills all of the recommended cutoffs for good model fit – CFI > 0.900, TLI > 

0.900, RMSEA < 0.050, SRMR < 0.080 (Kenny, 2015). However, the other models meet the 

cutoffs for RMSEA and SRMR, and PSD also fulfills the cutoff for CFI. Both NGSD measures 

have CFI and TLI statistics near 0.900, so it is plausible they would meet these guidelines with 

further refinement. 

 Discussion 

The goals of this study were twofold: explore possible context-specific dimensions to include 

in the measure of online self-disclosure and examine the underlying structure of the construct. To 

this end, we proposed four new dimensions to replace intent in the traditional decomposition of 

Table 17 

Model Fit Statistics and Comparison for Various Measures of Online Self-Disclosure 

        Δχ2 p-value 
 LV χ2 df CFI TLI RMSEA SRMR 1 2 3 

0 NGSD 3584.727 1886 0.877 0.871 0.042 0.070 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1 NGSD 

(short) 
2938.720 1620 0.895 0.889 0.040 0.065  0.000 0.000 

2 PSD 3242.811 1816 0.900 0.894 0.039 0.066   0.000 
3 KSD 2565.867 1382 0.907 0.902 0.041 0.064    
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self-disclosure for online contexts and a new structural definition classifying dimensions as 

either relating to the message or the behavior of self-disclosure. Of the new dimensions, audience 

control and conscientious use showed the most promise as alternative conceptualizations of 

intent in online interactions. The items for willingness to participate failed to load adequately 

during the EFA; reciprocity was correlated with both second-order latent variables during the 

structural analysis, leading to issues of nonconvergence and suggesting it would serve better as 

an antecedent rather than as a dimension. 

Several structural configurations were examined for the best fit. The data does not support a 

unidimensional structure as this was the poorest fitting model of the five. There was support 

from the data for our new conceptualization of self-disclosure as a third-order formative 

construct. Although our preferred structure adds a level of complexity, the intermediate latent 

variables are supported from a definitional standpoint and provide an opportunity for simplicity 

in identifying the most salient components of online self-disclosure. This is particularly 

beneficial for future research because it enables researchers to achieve content validity by 

ensuring two – instead of three or more (depending on the chosen operationalization) – 

components are present: message elements and behaviors.  

Although we achieved the goals as set forth in the research questions, our newly developed 

instrument still requires additional finessing before its ready for adoption. The polarity and 

honesty measures demonstrate good reliability and validity; audience control and conscientious 

use could use additional items to improve their reliability and ensure proper model identification. 

Some possibilities include: I rarely regret content I post online (CU), I’m aware of how content I 

post online reflects on me (CU), I prefer to make my account more private (AC), and I’m 

mindful about who I befriend online (AC). Given the widespread popularity of measuring the 
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amount and depth dimensions – they were measured in 62 and 53, respectively, of the 113 studies 

included in the first paper of this dissertation – it would also be worthwhile to attempt 

incorporating valid and reliable items for them into the new instrument. This will require 

reviewing existing instruments to identify where our items fell short before drafting a new set of 

items – modifying extant items where reasonable. It may be particularly useful to consider 

single-dimension instruments for amount and depth in an attempt to prevent further cross-

loading. 

It’s also worth noting that message and behavior relate differently to online self-disclosure. 

The behavioral latent variable has a negative relationship, meaning audience control and 

conscientious use reduce overall self-disclosure. Past research has shown that conscientious 

individuals tend to disclose less information online (Peluchette et al., 2015; Seidman, 2013). 

Also, exerting greater control over one’s online audience has been related to more controlled 

disclosures – often reduced intimacy even if amount increases (Ma et al., 2016; Masur & 

Scharkow, 2016) The differential relationship between the message and behavioral components, 

though, may be causing other issues in the model, including the positive relationship of privacy 

concern to self-disclosure and the nonsignificant relationship with enjoyment. One solution may 

be to reverse code the behavioral components so both latent variables load positively on self-

disclosure; another may be to alter the behavior-related items so they represent the opposite side 

of audience control and conscientious use. 

There is a concern of possible common method bias in this study. Although the relationships 

tested herein are relevant only for establishing nomological validity, all of the self-disclosure 

instruments had a significant relationship with physical activity enjoyment – a construct 

hypothesized to be unrelated to online self-disclosure – despite only PSD explaining a significant 
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amount of variance. It’s possible there are unexpected confounds given the popularity of fitness 

trackers and photo-sharing social media channels like Instagram – it was the fifth most popular 

channel among our MTurk sample – that encourage individuals to enjoy the outdoors and share 

about that experience online. Further research is needed to understand why this relationship was 

significant. 

Lastly, it’s interesting to note the comparative performance of the three self-disclosure 

measures. While NGSD and PSD were highly correlated with each other, they were only 

moderately correlated with KSD, with enjoyment and general well-being correlating more 

strongly. In the model comparisons, KSD was the least preferred, though it resulted in the best 

model fit statistics. These differences in performance may be due to KSD’s unidimensional 

nature (it’s only concerned with measuring the amount of self-disclosure). The measure performs 

well, but it isn’t as comprehensive as the other measures which may explain its moderate 

correlation with them. More research is required to explore these differences. 

Limitations and Future Research 

No study is without limitations. Some of our limitations also present opportunities for future 

research. The first of these is the use of an MTurk sample. While deemed appropriate when 

studying online phenomena, MTurk participants present other challenges. Some individuals on 

MTurk perceive participation to be a form of employment. It’s estimated that the most productive 

22% of MTurk workers complete nearly 80% of tasks on the site; additionally, these top 

performers tended to fail attention checks, respond unreasonably quickly, and otherwise lead to 

poor data quality on survey tasks (Harms & DeSimone, 2015). We accounted for these and other 

data quality checks in cleaning our data to minimize the problem of “professional” MTurk 
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workers. However, there may be benefit in comparing the MTurk results to responses from a 

different online panel or sample to promote the generalizability of the results.  

A second limitation is the social media channel effects as a control. We focused on Twitter, 

Facebook, and Reddit users due to the popularity of the platforms and the availability of these 

platforms as filters on MTurk. Using the channels as controls resulted in a non-significant effect. 

Although each is different, there are some similarities across the platforms. Future research 

should explore the effects of other kinds of social media as the focus of survey items, such as 

YouTube, instant messaging platforms, blogs, and dating sites. These other social media present 

unique platforms with distinct use cases that may better isolate differences in the focal 

constructs. Channels that should theoretically require higher levels of self-disclosure – such as 

dating sites (Gibbs et al., 2006, 2011; Rosen et al., 2008) – may provide a particularly interesting 

environment for further study and comparison with more casual channels. 

Third, both of our comparison instruments for online self-disclosure had the same base 

operationalization of Wheeless and Grotz (1976). This was intentional to limit confounding 

factors in comparing how each measure performed. However, other instruments have gained 

some popularity in the literature and would be worthwhile in comparing performance – such as 

those based on Altman and Taylor (1973), Jourard (1971), or Miller et al. (1983). The literature 

more broadly would benefit from such comparisons – especially between multi- and 

unidimensional measures – given the broad range of instruments employed; doing so may result 

in a short-list of preferred instruments for measuring online self-disclosure, improving the 

coherence of the literature and promoting more directly comparable studies in the future. 

The fourth limitation concerns the newly tested dimensions. We selected four dimensions to 

supplant intent in the operationalization of online self-disclosure. These dimensions employed 
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newly generated items, many of which were not retained throughout the testing. The only 

dimensions retained ultimately relied upon two items each. This is a starting point but more work 

clearly needs to be done to generate more usable items for conscientious use and audience 

control within the long-form instrument. There may also be other dimensions representing the 

behavior of online self-disclosure that we have not yet tested. This work presents the greatest 

opportunities for future research. One, our final instrument needs further refinement; we 

achieved acceptable results for a new instrument, but there is room for improvement. New items 

are needed for two of the retained dimensions, and different items may result in the retention of 

other dimensions – particularly amount and depth. Regardless, additional iterations of 

development, evaluation, and validation are needed. Two, there are potentially other elements of 

online communication that directly affect self-disclosure behavior. Neither of the retained 

dimensions address reduced nonverbal cues directly, for instance. Additionally, our dimension of 

willingness to participate wasn’t retained, but online presence may yet be a relevant component 

if conceptualized differently. 

In addition to the recommendations for future research stemming from our limitations, we 

believe more opportunities for future directions exist. We tested the nomological validity of 

online self-disclosure using common antecedents and reasonable consequents identified from the 

literature. Future testing would benefit from using a theoretical model, particularly one 

concerned with privacy, security, or personal well-being. This would help establish the 

boundaries of and use norms for the instrument. One such study is proposed in Appendix E, 

which applies our self-disclosure measure in a health belief model (Maiman & Becker, 1974; 

Rosenstock et al., 1988) within the context of online support groups. 
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Similarly, there may be benefit in testing the validity of Model 3 – with message and 

behavioral as the highest-order latent variables. There is some support that this structure may be 

an acceptable alternative – it was preferred over Models 0 and 1 and has decent model fit 

statistics (CFI = 0.908, TLI = 0.881, RMSEA = 0.078, and SRMR = 0.052). Past research has 

treated the dimensions of self-disclosure as distinct concepts within models (Bateman et al., 

2011; X. Chen et al., 2016; Chiou, 2006; Gruzd & Hernández-García, 2018; Osatuyi et al., 2018; 

Sheldon, 2009; Taddicken, 2014; Wang et al., 2017), so there may be interest in and reason for 

doing so in future endeavors. However, it is important to ensure the integrity of the construct 

within this alternative structure to promote coherence and clarity within the literature. 

Another opportunity that arises because of this new instrument is the ability to investigate the 

differences between on- and offline self-disclosures. Many researchers have tried to identify and 

understand differences in self-disclosures in the two contexts ( Green et al., 2016; Knop et al., 

2016; Nguyen et al., 2012; Tsay-Vogel et al., 2018; Valkenburg et al., 2011; etc.), but many 

employed the same instrument to measure self-disclosure, only changing the items slightly to 

refer to either an online of offline interaction. With a properly contextualized online self-

disclosure instrument, we will be able to highlight differences between these two contexts for 

communication. This will enable us to explore the impacts of online communication on positive 

and negative psychology outcomes, especially as compared to in-person communication. 

A contextualized instrument may also benefit security research, improving our understanding 

of how online self-disclosure operates within security theories. In reconceptualizing intent for the 

online environment and finding support for a new structural definition of online self-disclosure, 

we are better able to capture how individuals share personal information online. The behavioral 

component acts to reduce overall self-disclosure – as discussed in our analyses – and therefore 
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provides a more realistic representation of online disclosive behaviors. Our measure should more 

accurately reflect one’s vulnerability to social engineering and other security threats online. 

Likewise, we expect more consistent results, particularly with security-related antecedents – such 

as privacy concern and perceived risk – and greater ability to identify potential causes for 

unexpected results. For example, Table 15 shows privacy concern is moderately and positively 

related to conscientious use and audience control, but has a low, negative correlation with 

honesty and polarity; this may indicate that privacy concerns have little impact on the message 

component of online self-disclosure – and thus explain the nonsignificant results in the literature 

( Hallam & Zanella, 2017; Maltseva & Lutz, 2018; Taddei & Contena, 2013; Taddicken, 2014; 

etc.) – but may greatly influence the behavioral component. 

On a related note, due to the many conflicting and mixed results in the self-disclosure 

literature, future research may focus on replication studies. These would qualify as conceptual 

replications (Dennis & Valacich, 2014) and would help clarify self-disclosure’s various 

theoretical relationships. Comparing our new measure against existing measures could be done 

concurrently, though the priority should be on clarifying the expected relationships. 

Conclusion 

The study of online self-disclosure is important to various questions in the current 

technological world, including issues of privacy, cybersecurity, and personal well-being. 

However, the measures of online self-disclosure have generally received little attention in 

contextualizing them from the in-person situations in which they were originally developed. As 

our first contribution, we addressed this shortcoming by identifying that intent – as commonly 

conceptualized – is inappropriate in the presence of the various affordances of online 

communication (including asynchronicity and editability) and tested multiple alternative 
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dimensions in its place. Of these, audience control and conscientious use were retained after 

verifying the factor structure and testing various structures for the construct. 

In performing this work, we posited that the underlying structure of online self-disclosure 

may exist. Wheeless and Grotz (1976) presented five dimensions that still influence measures of 

self-disclosure today; four of these – amount, depth, honesty, and polarity – are attributes of the 

message being communicated, and the last – intent – is specific to how the information is 

communicated. As such, we posited two intermediate latent variables of message and behavior 

that form the higher-order online self-disclosure construct. Our study supports the use of this 

structure – our second contribution to the literature – which emphasizes the importance of 

considering both the information disclosed and the behaviors to restrict or encourage disclosure 

in measurement. For researchers who have previously excluded dimensions from measurement 

for the sake of simplicity, this structure provides a solution to minimize the impact on content 

validity of simpler measures. 

Our third contribution of this study is the initial development and testing of long- and short-

form measures of online self-disclosure. The results clearly indicate further iterations are 

required to achieve acceptable levels of reliability for the audience control and conscientious use 

subscales, and additional validity testing is needed for the refined instruments. However, we 

have made great strides to improving the understanding and measurement of self-disclosure in 

online contexts. From this foundation, we hope to encourage other researchers to consider 

context-specific dimensions for self-disclosure to fully account for the online environment. We 

also hope this instrument, when finalized, will facilitate greater consistency in measurement 

across self-disclosure studies, promoting cohesion in this stream of research and comparability of 

the results. 
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These contributions also offer practical implications. In contextualizing self-disclosure to the 

online environment, researchers are better able to discern the impacts of online self-disclosure to 

various health, privacy, and security outcomes. Clinical psychologists can improve their 

understanding of treatments delivered electronically – such as teletherapy or online support 

groups – and their effectiveness for patient outcomes. Corporations can more accurately assess 

their vulnerability to social engineering and other security risks based on employee sharing 

behaviors; additionally, they can better explore the role of self-disclosure in building successful 

virtual teams or assessing the success of internal support networks for telecommuters and new 

hires. The nuance offered by our new instrument facilitates exploring how individuals self-

disclose online, which was a central but poorly represented component in previous studies. This 

vital improvement will help online self-disclosure research provide valuable insights to 

corporations, healthcare professionals, and the individuals who interact with them. 
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Appendix A: Nabity-Grover Online Self-Disclosure Instrument 

Table A3 

Item Modifications during Instrument Development 

Self-Disclosure Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I openly share information about 
myself online. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I regularly talk about all aspects of 
my life online. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I usually share the good and the bad 
about myself online. 

Drop          

I regularly update my social media 
account with information about my 
life. 

  Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I share my thoughts online:   Drop        
I share my feelings online:   Drop        
I share my beliefs online:   Drop        

Amount Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I share my thoughts online: Move          
I share my feelings online: Move          
I share my beliefs online: Move          
My messages are shortest when I talk 
about myself online. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

I usually write at length about my 
beliefs online. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Drop 

I usually write briefly about my 
feelings online. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

My profile contains the minimum 
amount of information required. 
(rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

My messages are longest when 
discussing my thoughts online. 

Retain Drop        

My connections have said I write too 
much online. 

New Retain Retain Drop    

I post updates throughout the day. New Retain Retain Retain Retain Drop 
Depth Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 

There are few topics about my life 
that I discuss online. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

I am willing to share anything about 
my life online.1 

Mod Drop        

There are few topics about myself I 
believe are off-limits in online 
discussions.1 

Mod Retain Retain Drop    

My connections have said I 
overshare online. 

Retain Drop        

When I share personal information 
with my network online, I tend to use 
vague language. (rev)1 

Mod Retain Drop      
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Depth Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I set certain information on my 
profile to be viewable by only me. 
(rev) 

Move          

I feel able to reveal my most 
personal thoughts online. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Drop 

I am reluctant to share deeply 
personal information online. (rev)1 

Mod Retain Drop      

My connections have said I share 
"too much information" online. 

New Drop        

I prefer accounts that use 
screennames instead of real names. 
(rev) 

  Drop        

Polarity Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I usually share only positive 
information about my life online. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I usually share only negative 
information about my life online. 
(rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

My messages about myself are 
mostly positive. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I usually focus on positive things 
about myself when talking with 
others online. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I avoid sharing my negative feelings 
about myself online.  

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I usually share my negative thoughts 
about myself online. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

I only post online when I have good 
news. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

On average, the information I share 
online is more negative than positive. 
(rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

Honesty Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
My statements online about my 
feelings are accurate self-
perceptions. 

Retain Retain Retain Drop    

My statements online about my 
thoughts are accurate self-
perceptions. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

My statements online about my 
experiences are accurate self-
perceptions. 

Retain Retain Retain Drop    

I believe the person I present online 
reflects the person I am in real life. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I usually present the person I wish I 
was in online interactions. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

I am truthful in the information I 
share about myself online. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 
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Honesty Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
Someone may feel misled if they 
meet me in real life after interacting 
with me online. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

I believe the information I share 
online about myself is sincere. 

Retain Retain Retain Drop    

Willingness to Participate Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I regularly update my social media 
account with information about my 
life.1 

Move, 
Mod 

         

I regularly view updates from my 
network on social media. 

Retain Retain Retain Drop    

I limit the time I spend on social 
media. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

I have stopped using a social media 
account. (rev)1 

Mod Retain Drop      

I usually avoid leaving comments on 
social media. (rev) 

Retain Drop        

I usually indicate I've read someone 
else's update on social media (i.e. use 
the "like"/"love" button). 

Retain Drop        

I regularly engage in conversations 
with others on social media. 

Retain Retain Retain Drop    

I cannot imagine my life without 
social media. 

Retain Retain Retain Drop    

Reciprocity Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
When someone shares a painful 
personal experience online, I usually 
share a similar personal experience 
with them. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Drop 

When someone shares an exciting 
personal experience, I usually share a 
similar personal experience with 
them. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Drop 

When someone shares a belief 
contrary to my own, I usually share 
my beliefs with them. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Drop  

When someone shares negative 
emotions about themselves, I avoid 
revealing my personal struggles. 
(rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

When someone shares a belief 
contrary to my own, I disengage 
from the interaction. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

When someone shares negative 
emotions about themselves, I 
empathize by sharing my personal 
struggles. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Drop 
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Reciprocity Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I usually share information about 
myself in response to personal 
information shared by someone else. 

Retain Retain Retain Drop    

I rarely reveal information about 
myself in response to personal 
information shared by someone else. 
(rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

Audience Control Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I only interact with people I know in 
real life on social media.1 

Mod Retain Retain Drop    

I regularly interact with people I only 
know online. (rev) 

Drop          

I avoid online interactions with 
people I don't know. 

Retain Drop        

I use privacy controls to restrict 
others' access to my information. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I prefer to make my account more 
public. (rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

I prefer accounts that use 
screennames instead of real names. 
(rev) 

Move          

I usually accept any 
friend/connection requests I receive. 
(rev) 

Retain Retain Drop      

When available, I like to sort my 
friends/connections into groups to 
better control what anyone can see 
on my account. 

Retain Retain Retain Retain Drop   

I worry about who may see what I 
share about myself online.1 

Mod Retain Retain Drop    

I set certain information on my 
profile to be viewable by only me. 

  Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

Conscientious Use Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I tend to review my content before 
posting it online. 

New Retain Retain Drop    

I delete my content if I believe it may 
be taken the wrong way. 

New Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I like to edit my content to fix errors 
after it has been posted. 

New Retain Retain Drop    

I usually think about how others may 
react to my content before posting it 
online. 

New Retain Retain Retain Retain Retain 

I may write a response multiple times 
before posting it online. 

New Retain Retain Drop    

When possible, I prefer to wait 
before responding to someone 
online. 

New Retain Retain Retain Drop  

In an online discussion, I tend to 
respond quickly. (rev) 

New Drop        
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Conscientious Use Sort 1 Sort 2 Pilot EFA CFA Structure 
I later regret some things I post 
online. (rev) 

New Retain Drop      

I usually check my facts before 
posting online. 

New Retain Retain Drop    

Note: The black fill in the first column represents an item that was moved from a different dimension sub-scale after the first card sort; 
these items have a black fill in the last four columns under their original dimensions. Drop items are highlighted in a medium gray in 
the phase they are Drop, with the remaining columns filled in with dark gray. 
1 The items presented are the modified versions. 

 

Table A4 

Final Online Self-Disclosure Instrument 

Dimension Items 
Honesty My statements online about my thoughts are accurate self-perceptions.1 

 I believe the person I present online reflects the person I am in real life. 
 I am truthful in the information I share about myself online.1 

Polarity I usually share only positive information about my life online. 
 My messages about myself are mostly positive.1 

 I usually focus on positive things about myself when talking with others online.1 

 I avoid sharing my negative feelings about myself online. 
 I only post online when I have good news. 
Audience Control I use privacy controls to restrict others' access to my information.1 

 I set certain information on my profile to be viewable by only me.1 
Conscientious Use I delete my content if I believe it may be taken the wrong way.1 
 I usually think about how others may react to my content before posting it online. 1 
1 The noted items comprise the short instrument with two items each. 
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Appendix B: Qualitative Results 

Table B3 

Qualitative Results 

 Social Media Accounts   Reason for Using Social Media 
90% Facebook  68% Stay connected with friends/family 
81% YouTube  54% Entertainment 
77% Twitter  51% Learn/Stay informed 
63% Reddit  34% Follow interests/hobbies 
58% Instagram  32% Socialize 
35% LinkedIn  16% Document memories 
34% Pinterest  12% Express self 
23% Instant Messaging  8% Business 
20% Twitch  6% Meet new people 
19% Snapchat  2% Find a job 
11% WhatsApp    
10% Tumblr    

7% Online Dating    
6% Tik Tok    
2% WeChat    
3% Other    
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Appendix C: Comparison and Other Measures 

Table C1  

Posey et al. (2010) Multidimensional Instrument 

Dimension Item 
Amount2 I do not often talk about myself online.1 

 I usually talk about myself for fairly long periods at a time. 
 My conversation online lasts the least time when I am discussing myself.1 

 I often talk about myself online. 
 I often discuss my feelings about myself online. 
Depth2 I intimately disclose who I really am, openly and fully in my conversation online. 
 I often disclose intimate, personal things about myself without hesitation online. 
 I feel that I sometimes do not control my self-disclosure of personal or intimate things I 

tell about myself online.1 

 Once I get started, I intimately and fully reveal myself in my self-disclosures online. 
Valence I usually disclose positive things about myself online. 
 I normally reveal "bad" feelings I have about myself online.1 

 I normally express my "good" feelings about myself online. 
 On the whole, my disclosures about myself online are more positive than negative. 
Honesty I always feel completely sincere when I reveal my own feelings and experiences 

online. 
 My online self-disclosures are completely accurate reflections of who I really am. 
 I am not always honest in my self-disclosures online. 
 My statements online about my own feelings, emotions, and experiences are always 

accurate self-perceptions. 
 I am always honest in my self-disclosures online. 
Intent When I express my personal feelings online, I am always aware what I am doing and 

saying.1 

 When I reveal my feelings about myself online, I consciously intend to do so.1 

 When I am self-disclosing online, I am consciously aware of what I am revealing.1 

1 These items are dropped from the analyses due to loading below 0.400. 
2 The items for amount and depth loaded together on a single factor, so they were treated as such in the analyses. 

 

Table C2 

Krasnova et al. (2012) Single-Dimension Instrument 

I have a comprehensive profile on my social media account. 
I always find time to keep my profile up-to-date. 
I have a detailed profile on my social media account. 
My profile tells a lot about me. 
My profile has more information than is required by the social media platform. 
From my social media profile it would be easy to find out my preferences in music, movies, or books. 
From my social media profile it would be easy to understand what person I am. 
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Table C3 

Antecedent and Consequent Measures 

Construct Source Items 
Enjoyment Krasnova et al., 2012 I have fun on social media. 
  I spend relaxing time on social media. 
  Social media brings happiness to my day.1 

Privacy Concern Krasnova et al., 2012 I am concerned that the information submitted on social 
media can be used in a way I did not foresee. 

  I am concerned that the information submitted on social 
media can be used against me by someone. 

  I am concerned that the information submitted on social 
media can become available to someone without my 
knowledge. 

  I am concerned that the information submitted on social 
media can become available to someone I don't want (e.g. 
"ex", parents, teacher, employer, unknown person, etc.). 

  I am concerned that the information submitted on social 
media can be continuously spied on by someone 
unintended. 

Trust in Community2 Posey et al., 2010 Overall, the people in my online social network are very 
trustworthy. 

  Members of my online social network are usually 
considerate of one another's feelings 

  The people in my online social network are friendly 
  I can rely on those with whom I disclose personal 

information in my online social network. 
Trust in Platform Krasnova et al., 2012 In general, the social media channel, is open and 

receptive to the needs of its members. 
  In general, the social media channel, makes good-faith 

efforts to address most member concerns. 
  In general, the social media channel, is honest in its 

dealings with me. 
  In general, the social media channel, keeps its 

commitments to its members. 
  In general, the social media channel, is trustworthy. 
Perceived Well-Being3 Lee et al., 2008 Disclosing on social media helps me get rid of my stress. 
  I feel psychological stability after disclosing on social 

media. 
  I feel psychological freedom after disclosing on social 

media. 
Relationship Management3 Lee et al., 2008 I feel intimate with others after disclosing on social 

media.4 

  I feel satisfaction in my relationships with those I am 
close to after disclosing on social media. 

  Trust deepens between me and someone I am close to 
after disclosing on social media. 

  I have met new people through disclosing on social 
media.4 
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Self-Presentation Success5 Gibbs et al., 2006 Social media allows me to present myself in a favorable 
way. 

  I think I have made a good impression on others through 
social media. 

Risk Beliefs6 Malhotra et al., 2004 In general, it is risky to share my personal information on 
social media.4 

  I have experienced a loss associated with sharing my 
personal information on social media. 

  I face more uncertainty because of sharing my personal 
information on social media. 

  Providing my personal information on social media has 
led to unexpected problems. 

  I feel safe sharing my personal information to social 
media.4 

Physical Activity Enjoyment Motl et al., 2001 When I am physically active outdoors, I enjoy it. 
  When I am physically active outdoors, it's very pleasant. 
  When I am physically active outdoors, it feels good. 
  When I am physically active outdoors, I dislike it. 
  When I am physically active outdoors, it makes me 

depressed.4 

  When I am physically active outdoors, it frustrates me.4 

1 The enjoyment measure only included two items, so a third was written for this study. 
2 Trust in Community was dropped from the final model tests due to correlations greater than 1 leading to nonconvergence. 
3 While verifying the factor structure of the consequents, we found the items for Psychological Well-Being and Relationship Management 
loaded together on a single factor; as such, we renamed this factor General Well-Being. 
4 These items were dropped from the final analysis due to low loading values. 
5 Self-Presentation Success was dropped while verifying the factor structure of the consequents. Neither item loaded at an acceptable level 
to retain in the model. 
6 The risk belief measure was modified to work as a consequent of online self-disclosure, though it originally was used as an antecedent. 
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Appendix D: Factor Loadings 

Table D1  

Exploratory Factor Analysis for Message Factors: Initial 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 
A2 0.865 0.150 -0.028 -0.049 -0.048 
A5 0.676 -0.057 0.162 0.079 0.116 
A4 0.588 -0.013 -0.119 0.038 -0.270 
D8 0.550 -0.044 0.131 -0.055 0.280 
D3 0.163 0.008 -0.082 -0.074 0.194 
H3 -0.011 0.838 0.006 -0.040 0.056 
H1 -0.062 0.739 0.061 0.072 0.014 
H8 0.022 0.428 0.464 0.048 -0.036 
H2 0.081 0.183 0.758 0.030 0.039 
H6 -0.030 0.263 0.686 -0.105 -0.054 
H4 -0.026 -0.028 0.660 0.007 0.184 
P1 0.029 0.069 0.014 0.853 0.003 
P7 -0.006 -0.127 0.035 0.765 -0.093 
P3 0.045 0.064 -0.094 0.717 0.526 
P4 -0.055 -0.020 0.078 0.690 0.414 
P5 -0.131 -0.037 -0.034 0.661 -0.029 

 

Table D2  

Exploratory Factor Analysis for Message Factors: Final 

 F1 F2 F3 
A2 0.778 -0.104 -0.049 
A5 0.758 0.000 0.122 
D8 0.665 0.048 0.021 
H2 -0.002 0.866 0.137 
H6 -0.157 0.826 -0.016 
H4 0.013 0.662 0.118 
P1 -0.013 0.004 0.823 
P3 0.200 0.004 0.791 
P4 0.090 0.102 0.779 
P7 -0.025 -0.108 0.700 
P5 -0.161 -0.069 0.635 
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Table D3  

Exploratory Factor Analysis for Behavior Factors: Initial 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 
AC3 0.686 -0.070 0.019 0.071 0.152 
AC5 0.660 0.119 -0.083 0.008 -0.123 
AC7 0.445 0.206 0.121 -0.026 0.062 
AC8 0.409 -0.063 0.526 -0.069 -0.024 
AC1 0.139 -0.052 0.021 -0.160 -0.208 
R1 -0.041 0.933 -0.013 -0.005 -0.058 
R6 -0.002 0.783 -0.024 0.058 -0.017 
R2 -0.034 0.706 -0.006 -0.017 0.101 
R3 -0.011 0.490 0.036 -0.085 0.238 
R7 0.039 0.334 0.087 -0.051 0.226 
C6 0.249 0.013 0.561 0.037 -0.232 
C4 -0.026 -0.054 0.472 0.354 0.038 
C2 -0.120 -0.010 0.443 0.450 -0.025 
C5 0.025 0.217 0.302 0.251 0.059 
C1 0.139 -0.044 -0.035 0.582 0.009 
C9 0.029 0.049 0.040 0.554 -0.109 
C3 0.047 0.120 0.271 0.348 0.006 

WP9 -0.126 0.069 0.234 -0.028 0.482 
WP8 0.093 0.389 -0.098 0.048 0.465 
WP3 0.009 -0.021 -0.070 0.288 0.387 

 

Table D4  

Exploratory Factor Analysis for Behavior Factors: Final 

 F1 F2 F3 
AC5 0.717 0.011 -0.112 
AC3 0.646 -0.079 -0.003 
AC7 0.453 0.177 0.023 
R1 -0.003 0.930 -0.004 
R6 0.031 0.770 0.011 
R2 0.000 0.735 -0.004 
R3 -0.030 0.549 -0.027 
C4 0.008 0.003 0.778 
C2 -0.068 0.027 0.620 
C6 0.202 -0.094 0.406 
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Figure D1 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis: Initial 
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Appendix E: Future Study 

It Takes a Village: Understanding the Antecedents and Consequents of Self-Disclosure in 
Online Support Groups 

Social media has, in many ways, facilitated the development and maintenance of 

relationships. It is easier to stay updated with geographically dispersed friend groups or connect 

with remote coworkers. This increased connectivity and comfort with sharing information over 

the Internet can lead to individuals and companies being more susceptible to security risks – such 

as social engineering threats (Krombholz et al., 2015; Workman, 2007) – and reduces privacy 

(Joinson & Paine, 2007). Despite these risks, individuals still share personal information online 

(Chang & Heo, 2014; Hallam & Zanella, 2017; Taddei & Contena, 2013; Tufekci, 2008; Yu et 

al., 2015, etc.), suggesting the risks are poorly understood or the benefits outweigh the risks. 

Online support groups provide an example of the latter. Prior research has shown that 

individuals disclose more personal and specific information in online support groups compared 

to general discussion boards (Barak & Gluck-Ofri, 2007). Some of the benefits of online versus 

in-person support groups include convenience of time and location, greater heterogeneity in 

group membership, and potential anonymity. They are not without their risks, though. 

Misleading (potentially dangerous) information, unsound medical advice, negative encounters, 

and predators intending to commit fraud could be present in the environment (Coulson, 2005; 

Mayo Clinic Staff, 2018). Still, more than a quarter of all Internet users are estimated to have 

visited an online support group at least once (Griffiths et al., 2009) and it’s estimated that 

hundreds of thousands of these groups exist (Dean et al., 2016). 

Much of the research on the effectiveness of online support groups tends to focus on mental 

(i.e. depression, anxiety) and physical (i.e. cancer, irritable bowel syndrome) health. Results are 

generally promising (Dean et al., 2016; Griffiths et al., 2009, 2012; Naslund et al., 2016), though 
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there’s consensus for a need to investigate further. Very few studies consider the engagement 

level of or information shared by participants in the support group. This is a missed opportunity. 

One study, for example, shows significant differences in participant satisfaction with online 

support groups based on engagement; the most dissatisfied users were those who didn’t engage 

in the group (Dean et al., 2016). Little attention has been paid to understanding how and why 

individuals engage in online support groups, which seems an important precursor to reaping the 

positive benefits. 

Our research tackles this gap in the literature by adopting the health belief model to 

understand why someone may or may not participate. We also gauge the level of participation 

using the online self-disclosure construct, which captures personal information one person shares 

with someone else over an online channel; this multidimensional construct represents how 

individuals engage. The effectiveness of such participation is captured by perceptions of support 

and commitment to the online community – which is important for community stability (Grohol, 

2018). As such, this study addresses three research questions: 

RQ3) What are the factors that influence online self-disclosure in online support groups? 
RQ4) How do anonymity and support group focus influence online self-disclosure? 
RQ5) How do community responses affect perceptions of support and commitment? 

By addressing these questions, we make three contributions to the literature. First, we start to 

understand the factors that encourage and discourage engagement in online support groups, thus 

making them potentially effective treatment options. Second, we explore the effects of negative 

responses on the outcomes of support and commitment; while extant research acknowledges 

these as risks, we haven’t found empirical research that quantifies the impact of negative 

responses on desired outcomes. Lastly, we broaden the applicability of online support group 

participation beyond mental and physical health by also considering its impacts on unique 

interpersonal relationships – specifically stepparenting and blended families – which offer a 
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comparatively lower risk topic of conversation; if the antecedents and outcomes are similar, the 

findings are potentially generalizable to other situations that may be relevant to business – such 

as support for new employees. 

The remainder of this in-progress study is outlined as follows. First, we introduce the health 

belief model; this provides the basis of our model and our hypothesized relationships. Then we 

describe our method, proposed participants, and survey procedure. We end by describing the 

current stage of this research and the future steps. 

Model and Hypotheses 

 The Health Belief Model provides an expectancy-theory approach to explaining health 

behaviors. It considers the costs, benefits, and motives for undertaking a healthy action (Maiman 

& Becker, 1974; Rosenstock et al., 1988). The motivations are generally represented as cues to 

action – which can be internal or external – as well as one’s susceptibility to potential threats – 

traditionally, negative outcomes from not adopting the healthy behavior. Benefits are expected 

positive outcomes from behaving in a particular way. Barriers are costs and obstacles that present 

challenges to adopting the healthy behavior. 

For out study, we use the variation of the health belief model from Ng et al. (2009) as a 

starting point as it is already adapted for a computer-dependent behavior. To this model, we 

incorporate trust, distrust, and privacy concerns from the self-disclosure literature as key 

antecedents. In doing so, we supplant the perceived barriers construct from the base model, 

arguing that barriers to participation (self-disclosure) are represented by trust, distrust, and self-

efficacy. We also propose an emotional mediator (fear) from security research to represent the 

collective negative impact of threat, distrust, and privacy concern on self-disclosure. 

Additionally, we extend the model to include additional outcomes relevant to participation in 
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online support groups: perceived support and community commitment. Our model is presented 

in Figure E1. The hypotheses are explained in brief next. 

Cues to action are drivers that encourage health-positive behaviors – in this case, self-

disclosure in online support groups. These cues are generally the catalyst for healthy actions. 

Examples of cues to action include receiving recommendations from medical professionals or 

friends and family, seeing an advertisement purporting the health benefits of a specific action, or 

internal acknowledgement of symptoms or a need for assistance (Hsieh & Tsai, 2013; Humaidi et 

al., 2014; Ng et al., 2009; Rosenstock et al., 1988). Because the cues motivate an individual to 

engage in an online support group, we hypothesize: 

H1. Cues to action will be positively related to the level of self-disclosure in the online 
support group. 

There are numerous benefits to participating in online support groups. Unlike in-person 

support groups, online communities are accessible anytime and anywhere there’s an Internet 

Figure E1  

Health Belief Model for Online Support Groups with Security-Related Additions 
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connection. For groups granting access to archival discussions, there is an immense amount of 

informational support available to participants. They may also provide some separation between 

community members and a person’s local network of friends, providing additional security in 

discussing their condition candidly. As with all support groups, though, online support groups 

foster a sense of connectedness, helping combat loneliness and feelings of isolation (Mayo Clinic 

Staff, 2018; Naslund et al., 2016). These benefits are best realized through engaging in the 

community, thus encouraging self-disclosure. Therefore – consistent with the health belief model 

literature (Hsieh & Tsai, 2013; Humaidi et al., 2014; Ng et al., 2009) – we expect: 

H2. Perceived benefits will be positively related to the level of self-disclosure in the online 
support group. 

Security orientation refers to one’s general awareness of Internet security practices and 

concerns. Individuals with a high security orientation tend to exhibit more protective behaviors 

(Ng et al., 2009). Because disclosing information online is inherently risky, we expect 

individuals with high security orientation will be less likely to disclose personal information, 

even if doing so may result in personal wellness benefits. Thus, we predict: 

H3. Security orientation will be negatively related to the level of self-disclosure in the 
online support group. 

Self-efficacy takes many forms in the literature, adapted to various and specific situations. 

We focus on online self-efficacy and knowledge self-efficacy. The former concerns one’s ability 

to navigate and employ privacy settings on websites; the latter refers to one’s ability to 

productively contribute content to a community, which is particularly important for fostering 

community commitment (Ray et al., 2014). Both of these forms of self-efficacy reflect potential 

barriers to participation if they are low, which is supported by the positive relationship with self-

disclosure (H.-T. Chen, 2018; H.-T. Chen & Chen, 2015; Ouirdi et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015) and 
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other outcomes from health belief model studies (Hsieh & Tsai, 2013; Humaidi et al., 2014; Ng 

et al., 2009). We hypothesize: 

H4a. Online self-efficacy will be positively related to the level of self-disclosure in the online 
support group. 

H4b. Knowledge self-efficacy will be positively related to the level of self-disclosure in the 
online support group. 

Trust is a well-studied antecedent of online self-disclosure. This construct is generally found 

to be positively related to online self-disclosure, so that as trust increases, so does the level of 

disclosure (R. Chen & Sharma, 2013; Gibbs et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2016; Osatuyi et al., 2018; 

Taddei & Contena, 2013). Trust is sometimes split into trust in the platform and trust in the 

community (Krasnova et al., 2012; Posey et al., 2010). We adopt this division and believe both 

will positively influence online self-disclosure. Thus, we anticipate: 

H5a. Trust in the platform hosting the online support group will be positively related to the 
level of self-disclosure in the group. 

H5b. Trust in the online support group community will be positively related to the level of 
self-disclosure in the group. 

Distrust, to our knowledge, has not been studied in relation to online self-disclosure yet. 

However, prior research has found that distrust is a separate construct from and activates a 

different area of the brain than trust (Dimoka, 2010). As such, distrust is not the same as a lack of 

trust and its effects should be captured separately. Because it is conceptually opposite of trust, we 

believe distrust should have a negative influence on online self-disclosure. We therefore predict: 

H6a. Distrust in the platform hosting the online support group will be positively related to 
fears about the safety of information shared to the group. 

H6b. Distrust in the online support group community will be positively related to fears about 
the safety of information shared to the group. 
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Perceived threat is a combination of severity and susceptibility (or vulnerability). The former 

concerns the seriousness of the consequences should the threat be realized; the latter concerns the 

likelihood of the threat being realized. The components of the threat influence negative 

emotional responses – as the threat becomes more salient, individuals experience more fear and 

helplessness (Johnston & Warkentin, 2010). Therefore, we expect: 

H7. The level of perceived threat will be positively related to fears about the safety of 
information shared to the online support group. 

Privacy concern can be multifaceted in the online environment. These may relate to the 

collection of data by a second or third party, secondary use of or improper access to that data, 

errors within the data, or control over and awareness of data stored by another party (Hong & L. 

Thong, 2013). Similar to online threats, these concerns may foster a negative emotional response 

in individuals – specifically, fear. Individuals who are greatly concerned with privacy, are likely 

concerned with the possible consequences of data breaches or other situations where another 

party has control of and access to their information. Thus, we posit: 

H8. Privacy concerns will be positively related to fears about the safety of information 
shared to the online support group. 

One reasons individuals turn to online support groups is to seek people who can understand 

their experience. Particularly with mental and physical health, there can be stigma surrounding a 

diagnosis, leading to feelings of social isolation within existing peer groups. Some conditions 

may also lead to discrimination in local communities and workplaces (Naslund et al., 2016). This 

suggests that individuals may experience some degree of fear regarding the safety of information 

they share online. Prior research has shown that when fear is salient, it is related to protective 

behaviors (Boss et al., 2015) – in our case, choosing not to disclose personal information. Thus, 

we hypothesize: 
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H9. Fears about the safety of information shared to the online support group will be 
negatively related to the level of self-disclosure in the group. 

Part of the appeal of support groups is to engage with others who can relate to one’s 

experience. Even if situations are different – i.e. slightly different diagnosis, different treatment 

or medication, etc. – there is value in lived experience (Naslund et al., 2016). Participants 

receiving formal medical care may learn how best to describe symptoms or voice concerns to 

improve their care. This can lead to a sense of empowerment and heightened engagement in their 

formal care. Those who aren’t seeking formal care may be encouraged to do so, knowing what 

questions to ask a doctor or better understanding the effects of different treatment options. This 

sort of informational support may not require explicit engagement – as one of the benefits of 

online support groups is the ability to consume content without creating it (Naslund et al., 2016) 

– receiving other types of support, such as network and emotional support, requires participation 

(Coulson, 2005). Without participation, the community cannot validate someone’s feelings about 

their current situation or uplift someone going through a difficult time. Therefore, although a 

certain level of support may be perceived from membership alone, we expect: 

H10. The level of self-disclosure in the online support group will be positively related to 
perceptions of support from the group. 

Support groups work best when they foster a sense of connectedness and belonging. 

Members who persist in the group after recovery – or the equivalent, depending on what sort of 

support group was sought – provide stability and strengthen the group’s ability to serve new 

members (Grohol, 2018). Individuals stay because they feel connected to the community and 

may have a sense of obligation to give back; this is especially true for individuals who may have 

difficulties engaging socially in-person, but are more readily able to do so online (Naslund et al., 

2016). Past research has shown that attrition is high for unengaged online support group 
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members (Dean et al., 2016). Participating in the community is key to feeling connected and 

comfortable; this development of affective commitment develops a desire to continue 

membership in the group and raises the personal costs of leaving the group (Ray et al., 2014). 

Therefore, we predict: 

H11. The level of self-disclosure in the online support group will be positively related to the 
level of commitment to the community. 

There is some support for online environments leading to greater levels of disinhibition. This 

reduced level of inhibition can lead some people to behave in ways that are socially unacceptable 

or discouraged (Coulson, 2005). One of the risks of participating in an online support group is 

receiving negative reactions. This may include hostile comments, rejection, disapproval, 

medically unsound advice, or encouragement to self-harm (Coulson, 2005; Mayo Clinic Staff, 

2018; Naslund et al., 2016). Negative encounters comprised much of the feedback as to why 

participants in one study had low expectations for the effectiveness of online support groups as 

treatment (Dean et al., 2016). We posit that such negative experiences – when directly related to 

a person’s self-disclosure – will have a salient effect on perceptions of belonging and support. As 

such, we hypothesize: 

H12. The relationship between online self-disclosure and perceived support will be 
weakened by negative responses – i.e. misinformation, disinformation, negative 
encounters – to information shared on the group. 

H13. The relationship between online self-disclosure and commitment to the online support 
group community will be weakened by negative responses – i.e. misinformation, 
disinformation, negative encounters – to information shared on the group. 

There is conflicting evidence in the literature concerning the effects of anonymity on online 

self-disclosure, so we do not explicitly hypothesize a moderating effect here. However, based on 

the nature of the various antecedents, we make the assumption that anonymity will only affect 

certain relationships. Cues to action and perceived benefits are independent of selecting an online 
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support group and thus are unlikely to be impacted by the anonymity of the group. Online and 

knowledge self-efficacy are predispositions that are more specific to one’s ability to participate in 

the online support group and should not vary dependent on anonymity. Similarly, security 

orientation and privacy concerns are more generally about Internet use than specifically online 

support groups; as such, the anonymity of the online support group should have little effect on 

these constructs. 

Conversely, anonymity may impact levels of trust and distrust, as well as the salience of 

perceived threats. If information shared is tied to a username rather than one’s legal name, trust, 

distrust, and perceived threats may be less important in determining disclosure levels (Coulson, 

2005). By extension, anonymity would also reasonably affect one’s level of fear about the safety 

of information shared in the online support group by providing a layer of protection from stigma, 

rejection, and injustice (Naslund et al., 2016). 

Proposed Method 

We propose a mix of crossover and factorial experimental designs (Shadish et al., 2002) 

using vignettes within a survey (Singleton Jr & Straits, 2010). In addition to recruiting from three 

distinct types of online support groups – stepparents/blended families, anxiety/depression, 

opioids/narcotics – we employ two sets of scenarios during the survey collection. The first set 

manipulate the anonymity of the online support group. This manipulation uses the crossover 

experimental design as all participants will respond to both manipulations in a randomly 

assigned order. The second set manipulates the kind of response a participant may receive to a 

self-disclosure made to an online support group; one of these response vignettes is the base or 

control scenario of receiving support, whereas the other four represent different negative 

responses. This is a 3x5 factorial experimental design mixed with crossover as each participant 
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responds to only two of the scenarios – the control and one negative case. We discuss further 

details about the participants, survey procedure, and measures next. 

Participants. For this research, it’s important that respondents have experience with online 

support groups. We have selected three types of support groups to represent in our sample: 

blended families and stepparents, anxiety and depression, and opioid and narcotics users. These 

topics were selected to represent a range of sensitivity that may differentially impact online self-

disclosure, as well as fear, perceived threat, trust, and distrust. We will recruit 230 individuals 

from each type of online support group, reaching out to members of groups hosted on Facebook 

and standalone websites. This should provide us sufficient power to detect effects based on 

estimates from G*Power (Faul et al., 2007).  

Procedure. Recruited individuals will follow a survey link provided in a recruitment 

message posted to their online support group – either by an administrator or a member of the 

research team. The survey will be specific to the kind of support group from which they were 

recruited so that the presented scenarios are relevant to the participant. For example, a participant 

from an anxiety and depression support group will be directed to a copy of the survey using the 

anxiety and depression scenarios. 

Upon opening the survey, participants will need to accept the informed consent to access the 

survey questions. They will respond to items about privacy concerns and other constructs we 

assume will not vary under the different anonymity conditions. Then participants will be 

presented with a randomly selected support group scenario – either identified or anonymous – 

and respond to the items we assume might vary based on this condition (trust, distrust, online 

self-disclosure, and fear). Participants will then receive the other support group scenario and 

respond to the items again. 
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The next phase randomly presents a response scenario to the participant – either the base or 

one of the negative condition scenarios. They then respond to the consequent items concerning 

perceive support and the various facets of community commitment. This step will be repeated for 

a second scenario. All participants will respond to the control and one of the negative vignettes; 

this is to help prevent inattentive responding due to the length of the survey but ensure every 

record includes data for testing the moderating the effect of negative responses. 

 Participants end the survey by responding to various demographic and control items. 

Afterwards, they have the option to provide an email address to win a moderately priced gift 

card. The full procedure is detailed in Figure E2. 

Figure E2 

Process Flow for Survey 
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Measures. We selected measures, when possible, from studies utilizing the health belief 

model. The other measures were selected from related security research published in exemplary 

journals. The items for fear, community commitment, privacy concern, online self-efficacy, 

knowledge self-efficacy, and security orientation were slightly modified to reference our specific 

context of online support groups. The perceived support items from Snodgrass et al. (2019) were 

modified to positively phrase reverse coded items, and the items for the same construct from 

Norris and Kaniasty (1996) are written based on the detailed description within their paper.  

Trust and distrust are directed at the online support group’s platform and the community of 

members. The scales for both foci are the same with modifications to specify either the platform 

or the group’s members. We also dropped one of the trust items from the trust in community 

members measure because the language was more specific to a corporation or platform than to 

individuals. Specifically, the item references “consistent quality and service,” which is unlikely 

to reflect how individuals think of and discuss others outside of a professional context. 

Lastly, we had to develop new items for perceived threat, cues to action, and perceived 

benefits. These items are greatly inspired by existing measures in the literature, but we could not 

find a consistent set of items to use. Instead, it seems each study develops these to suit the 

specific context and situation. We imitated the phrasing and content of examples in the literature 

but adapted them to our context. 

The anonymity and response moderators – misinformation, disinformation, and negative 

encounters – are represented in the study as scenarios. We composed five scenarios to represent 

different potential responses someone may encounter in an online community, including a base 

scenario of receiving a supportive response. We also composed two scenarios to represent 

different types of online groups: one on a social network site such as Facebook and the other on a 
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standalone website using usernames. These scenarios – along with the construct definitions, 

measure sources, and the full instrument – are available in Appendix E1. 

Current Status and Next Steps 

This study is currently under review by the Institutional Review Board. Once approval is 

granted, we will pretest the scenarios to ensure they work as intended. Then we will begin 

contacting identified online support groups on Facebook and elsewhere online for permission to 

post a recruitment message to members. We anticipate collecting data during summer and fall 

2020, with analyses conducted shortly thereafter. The analyses will be conducted in two phases. 

The first phase will use online self-disclosure as the outcome and focus on the anonymity 

manipulation; the second phase uses online self-disclosure as the antecedent of community 

commitment and perceived support, focusing on the response manipulation. We will also test for 

mediation effects of the antecedents in the first phase on the outcomes of the second phase. 
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Appendix E1: Constructs, Instrument, and Scenarios 

Table E1.1 

Constructs, Definitions, and Measure Sources 

Construct Definition Source 
Cues to action An instigating event that sets the process of taking health-related 

actions in process (Ng et al., 2009) 
Inspired by Ng et al., 
2009 

Perceived 
benefits 

Beliefs that the relative effectiveness of an action reduces the threat 
(Ng et al., 2009) 

Inspired by Mayo 
Clinic Staff, 2018; Ng 
et al., 2009 

Security 
orientation 

A user’s predisposition and interest concerning practicing computer 
security (Ng et al., 2009) 

Ng et al., 2009 

Knowledge 
self-efficacy 

The belief that one has the ability and expertise to contribute to 
discussions, to solve problems for others, or to otherwise make a 
difference by participating (Ray et al., 2014) 

Ray et al., 2014 

Online self-
efficacy 

A user’s self-confidence in his/her skills or ability in applying privacy 
settings to protect their information while participating in online 
environments (Ng et al., 2009) 

Compeau & Higgins, 
1995; Venkatesh & 
Davis, 1996 

Trust A person’s willingness to be vulnerable to another person/party 
(platform/other users) on the basis that the trustee (platform/other 
users) will act according to the trustor’s (focal person’s) confident 
expectations (Dimoka, 2010) 

Fang et al., 2014 

Distrust An expectation of injurious action that a trustee (platform/other users) 
will not act in the trustor’s (focal person’s) best interests (Dimoka, 
2010) 

Ho & Richardson, 
2013 

Perceived 
threat 

Subjective risks of contracting a condition and one’s conviction 
concerning the seriousness of a given problem (Ng et al., 2009) 

Inspired by Ahadzadeh 
et al., 2015; Johnston 
& Warkentin, 2010; 
Ng et al., 2009 

Privacy 
concern 

The degree to which an Internet user is concerned about website 
practices related to the collection and use of his/her personal 
information; a perception of the concern for how personal information 
is handled (Hong & L. Thong, 2013) 

Hong & L. Thong, 
2013 

Fear Aroused in response to a situation that is judged as dangerous and 
toward which protective action is taken (Boss et al., 2015) 

Boss et al., 2015 

Online self-
disclosure 

Any message about the self communicated to another Essay 2 

Misinformation Inaccurate information resulting from an honest mistake (Hernon, 
1995) 

Scenario developed 

Disinformation Inaccurate information resulting from a deliberate attempt to deceive 
or mislead (Hernon, 1995) 

Scenario developed 

Negative 
encounters 

An experience marked by delayed response or nonresponse, poor 
communication, and/or a lack of respect (Amador et al., 2015) 

Scenario developed 

Perceived 
support 

The belief that helping behaviors would be provided when needed 
(Norris & Kaniasty, 1996) 

Norris & Kaniasty, 
1996; Snodgrass et al., 
2019 

Community 
commitment 

The psychological bond that members feel for a group and their desire 
to retain membership in that group (Ray et al., 2014) 

Ray et al., 2014 
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Instrument. Unless otherwise noted, the items are measured on a 7-point Likert scale. 

Participants will only receive the scenarios relevant to the support group in which they currently 

participate as determined by the link they have access to through the recruitment. 

Cues to Action 

1. A health care professional (i.e. doctor, psychologist, etc.) has told me about the health 
benefits of online support groups. 

2. A non-health care professional (i.e. case worker, lawyer, etc.) has recommended an 
online support group. 

3. Someone close to me (i.e. a friend, family member, etc.) has discussed the benefits of 
joining an online support group. 

4. Someone I know has invited me to join their online support group. 
5. I read about the benefits of an online support group when searching for ways to get 

help. 

Perceived Benefits 

1. Participating in an online support group fits easily into my schedule. 
2. I can access the help I need when I need it with online support groups. 
3. An online support group will help me feel less alone. 
4. There is some separation between online support group contacts and my actual life. 
5. Participating in an online support group will give me access to more detailed 

information about my situation. 

Security Orientation 

1. I read information security bulletins or newsletters. 
2. I am concerned about security incidents and try to take action to prevent them. 
3. I am interested in information about cyber security. 
4. I am constantly mindful about information security. 

Knowledge Self-Efficacy 

1. I have confidence in my ability to provide knowledge that others in this online 
support group consider valuable. 

2. I have the expertise to provide valuable knowledge on this online support group. 
3. If I wanted to, I could easily contribute useful information to others in this online 

support group. 
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Online Self-Efficacy 

1. I could use privacy settings on an online support group if there was no one around to 
tell me what to do as I go. 

2. I could use privacy settings on an online support group if I had never used a site like 
it before. 

3. I could use privacy settings on an online support group if I had only online guides for 
reference. 

4. I could use privacy settings on an online support group if I had seen someone else 
using them before trying it myself. 

5. I could use privacy settings on an online support group if I could call someone for 
help if I got stuck. 

6. I could use privacy settings on an online support group if someone else had helped 
me get started. 

7. I could use privacy settings on an online support group if someone showed me how to 
do it first. 

8. I could use privacy settings on an online support group if I had used similar services 
before this one. 

Privacy Concern 

1. It usually bothers me when websites ask me for personal information. 
2. When websites ask me for personal information, I sometimes think twice before 

providing it. 
3. I am concerned that websites are collecting too much personal information about me. 
4. I am concerned that when I give personal information to a website for some reason, 

the site would use the information for other reasons. 
5. I am concerned that websites would sell my personal information in their computer 

databases to other companies. 
6. I am concerned that websites would share my personal information with other 

companies without my authorization. 
7. I am concerned that websites do not take enough steps to make sure that my personal 

information in their files is accurate. 
8. I am concerned that websites do not have adequate procedures to correct errors in my 

personal information. 
9. I am concerned that websites do not devote enough time and effort to verifying the 

accuracy of my personal information in their databases. 
10. I am concerned that website databases that contain my personal information are not 

protected from unauthorized access. 
11. I am concerned that websites do not devote enough time and effort to preventing 

unauthorized access to my personal information. 
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12. I am concerned that websites do not take enough steps to make sure that unauthorized 
people cannot access my personal information in their computers. 

13. It usually bothers me when I do not have control of personal information I provide to 
websites. 

14. It usually bothers me when I do not have control over decisions about how my 
personal information is collected, used, and shared by websites. 

15. I am concerned when control is lost or unwillingly reduced as a result of a marketing 
transaction with websites. 

16. I am concerned when a clear and conspicuous disclosure is not included in online 
privacy policies of websites. 

17. It usually bothers me when I am not aware or knowledgeable about how my personal 
information will be used by websites. 

18. It usually bothers me when websites seeking my information online do not disclose 
the way the data are collected, process, and used. 

Items to be presented for each support group scenario. 

Trust in Platform 

1. I believe online support groups are consistent in quality and service. 
2. I believe that online support groups are keen on fulfilling my needs and wants. 
3. I believe that online support groups are honest. 
4. I believe that online support groups want to be known as keeping promises and 

commitments. 
5. I believe that online support groups have my best interests in mind. 
6. I believe that online support groups are trustworthy. 
7. I believe that online support groups have high integrity. 
8. I believe that online support groups are dependable. 

Trust in Community Members 

1. I believe that other members of an online support group are keen on fulfilling my 
needs and wants. 

2. I believe that other members of an online support group are honest. 
3. I believe that other members of an online support group want to be known as keeping 

promises and commitments. 
4. I believe that other members of an online support group have my best interests in 

mind. 
5. I believe that other members of an online support group are trustworthy. 
6. I believe that other members of an online support group have high integrity. 
7. I believe that other members of an online support group are dependable. 
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Distrust in Platform 

1. I suspect that online support groups are sometimes out for their own good. 
2. I suspect that online support groups sometimes pretend to care more about users than 

they really do. 
3. I suspect that online support groups inwardly dislike putting themselves out to help 

users. 
4. I suspect that online support groups would tell a lie if they would gain by it. 

Distrust in Community Members 

1. I suspect that other members of an online support group are sometimes out for their 
own good. 

2. I suspect that other members of an online support group sometimes pretend to care 
more about other people than they really do. 

3. I suspect that other members of an online support group inwardly dislike putting 
themselves out to help other people. 

4. I suspect that other members of an online support group would tell a lie if they would 
gain by it. 

Perceived Threat 

1. If the wrong person finds out I participate in an online support group, I will face 
difficulties in my professional life. 

2. If the wrong person finds out I participate in an online support group, I will face 
difficulties in my personal life. 

3. Participating in an online support group could have severe consequences for me. 
4. It is unlikely I will experience financial losses because of information I share on an 

online support group. 
5. There is a good chance someone I don't want to know will find out I participate in an 

online support group. 
6. It is possible someone may use information I share on an online support group against 

me. 

Fear 

1. I am worried information shared to the online support group is unprotected. 
2. I am frightened information shared to the online support group is unprotected. 
3. I am anxious information shared to the online support group is unprotected. 
4. I am scared information shared to the online support group is unprotected. 
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Online Self-Disclosure 

1. My statements in the online support group about my thoughts are accurate self-
perceptions. 

2. I believe the person I present in the online support group reflects the person I am in 
real life. 

3. I am truthful in the information I share about myself in the online support group. 
4. I usually share only positive information about my life in the online support group. 
5. My messages about myself are mostly positive. 
6. I usually focus on positive things about myself when talking with others in the online 

support group. 
7. I avoid sharing negative feelings about myself in the online support group. 
8. I only post in the online support group when I have good news. 
9. I use privacy controls to restrict others’ access to my information. 
10. I set certain information on my profile to be viewable by only me. 
11. I prefer to make my account more private. 
12. I’m mindful about who I befriend in the online support group. 
13. I delete my content if I believe it may be taken the wrong way. 
14. I usually think about how others may react to my content before posting it to the 

online support group. 
15. I rarely regret content I post in the online support group. 
16. I’m aware of how content I post in the online support group reflects on me. 

Items to be presented for each response scenario: 

Perceived Support 

1. I often feel isolated from others in the online support group. 
2. I often feel a lack of companionship within the online support group. 
3. I often feel left out of events/activities in the online support group. 
4. I feel emotionally close to at least one person in the online support group. 
5. I can talk about sensitive problems with at least one person in the online support 

group. 
6. I can share my private worries with at least one person in the online support group. 
7. There is at least one person in the online support group who will help me solve 

problems. 
8. There is at least one person in the online support group who I can turn to for advice. 
9. There is at least one person in the online support group who could offer suggestions 

for personal problems. 
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Continuance Community Commitment 

1. If I stopped coming to this online support group, it would take me a long time to find 
a group that could replace it. 

2. There are very few other places where I could find the kind of useful content and 
support that I get from this online group. 

3. The content on this online support group is too valuable for me to stop visiting. 

Normative Community Commitment  

1. I feel an obligation to continue visiting this online support group. 
2. I would feel guilty if I stopped visiting the online support group now. 
3. I keep coming to visit this online support group because I have a sense of obligation 

to it. 
4. I visit this online support group partly out of a sense of duty. 

Affective Community Commitment 

1. I feel like a part of the community in this online support group. 
2. I have a real emotional attachment to this online support group. 
3. This online support group has a great deal of personal meaning for me. 
4. I feel a strong sense of belonging to this online support group. 
5. I feel a strong connection to this online support group. 

Items to be presented at the end of the survey: 

Controls 

1. Age 
2. Ethnicity 
3. Race 
4. Gender 
5. Approximately how long has it been since you decided to seek help? 
6. In the past, have you had a negative experience within an online support group? (Yes | 

No | Prefer not to respond) 
7. Without going into detail, can you briefly describe the nature of the incident? 
8. In the past, have you had a negative experience within a support group that meets in-

person? (Yes | No | Prefer not to respond) 
9. Without going into detail, can you briefly describe the nature of the incident? 
10. Approximately how long as it been since you joined your first online support group? 
11. Do you attend therapy for the same reason you participate in a support group? (Yes | 

No | Prefer not to respond) 
12. Do you attend a support group that meets in-person? (Yes | No | Prefer not to respond) 
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Support Group Scenarios. 

Blended Families/Stepparents: Social Network Site. You decide to join a support group for 

blended families and stepparents hosted on a popular social network site (such as Facebook). 

Because you have used this site for personal and familial connections, your profile contains your 

real name and a profile picture with you in it. The support group is private; anyone can find it in 

search and see the administrators of the group, but membership is otherwise hidden until you join 

the group. The group also does not appear on your profile after you join.  

To join, you write a couple sentences about why you want to join, affirm you’ll be an active 

member, and agree to follow the group’s rules (i.e. be kind and courteous, no bullying or 

attacking others, no promotions or fundraisers, etc.). Within a day, an administrator accepts you 

into the group. You are now able to read what other members have shared, write posts, and 

comment. As you interact with other members, your comments and posts are shown with your 

real name and profile picture. If a community member wanted to view your profile on the site, 

they would see any information available to the public. 

Anxiety/Depression: Social Network Site. You decide to join a support group for individuals 

with depression and/or anxiety hosted on a popular social network site (such as Facebook). 

Because you have used this site for personal and familial connections, your profile contains your 

real name and a profile picture with you in it. The support group is private; anyone can find it in 

search and see the administrators of the group, but membership is otherwise hidden until you join 

the group. The group also does not appear on your profile after you join.  

To join, you write a couple sentences about why you want to join, affirm you’ll be an active 

member, and agree to follow the group’s rules (i.e. be kind and courteous, no bullying or 

attacking others, no promotions or fundraisers, etc.). Within a day, an administrator accepts you 
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into the group. You are now able to read what other members have shared, write posts, and 

comment. As you interact with other members, your comments and posts are shown with your 

real name and profile picture. If a community member wanted to view your profile on the site, 

they would see any information available to the public. 

Opioid/Narcotics Addiction: Social Network Site. You decide to join a support group for 

individuals coping with or recovering from addiction to opioids and other narcotics hosted on a 

popular social network site (such as Facebook). Because you have used this site for personal and 

familial connections, your profile contains your real name and a profile picture with you in it. 

The support group is private; anyone can find it in search and see the administrators of the group, 

but membership is otherwise hidden until you join the group. The group also does not appear on 

your profile after you join.  

To join, you write a couple sentences about why you want to join, affirm you’ll be an active 

member, and agree to follow the group’s rules (i.e. be kind and courteous, no bullying or 

attacking others, no promotions or fundraisers, etc.). Within a day, an administrator accepts you 

into the group. You are now able to read what other members have shared, write posts, and 

comment. As you interact with other members, your comments and posts are shown with your 

real name and profile picture. If a community member wanted to view your profile on the site, 

they would see any information available to the public. 

Blended Families/Stepparents: Support Group Forum. You decide to join an online support 

group for blended families and stepparents. You would prefer to have a username to protect your 

identity as your participate. After an online search, you find a site that appears to be well 

established and has a sleek, easy-to-use interface. Although you must verify the email address 

you use to register and provide a birthdate as proof of your age, no other personal information is 
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required by the site. The registration page ends with a link to the community rules, the privacy 

policy, and the terms of use policy; you review at least the community rules (i.e. be kind and 

courteous, no bullying or attacking others, no promotions or fundraisers, etc.) and check the 

boxes to create your account.  

After following the link emailed to you, you are able to access the various message boards, 

read what other members have shared, write posts, and comment. As you interact with other 

members, your comments and posts are shown with your username. If a community member 

wanted to view your profile, they would see your username and anything you wrote in the “about 

me” section. 

Anxiety/Depression: Support Group Forum. You decide to join an online support group for 

individuals with depression and/or anxiety. You would prefer to have a username to protect your 

identity as your participate. After an online search, you find a site that appears to be well 

established and has a sleek, easy-to-use interface. Although you must verify the email address 

you use to register and provide a birthdate as proof of your age, no other personal information is 

required by the site. The registration page ends with a link to the community rules, the privacy 

policy, and the terms of use policy; you review at least the community rules (i.e. be kind and 

courteous, no bullying or attacking others, no promotions or fundraisers, etc.) and check the 

boxes to create your account. 

After following the link emailed to you, you are able to access the various message boards, 

read what other members have shared, write posts, and comment. As you interact with other 

members, your comments and posts are shown with your username. If a community member 

wanted to view your profile, they would see your username and anything you wrote in the “about 

me” section. 
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Opioid/Narcotics Addiction: Support Group Forum. You decide to join an online support 

group for individuals coping with or recovering from addiction to opioids and other narcotics. 

You would prefer to have a username to protect your identity as your participate. After an online 

search, you find a site that appears to be well established and has a sleek, easy-to-use interface. 

Although you must verify the email address you use to register and provide a birthdate as proof 

of your age, no other personal information is required by the site. The registration page ends with 

a link to the community rules, the privacy policy, and the terms of use policy; you review at least 

the community rules (i.e. be kind and courteous, no bullying or attacking others, no promotions 

or fundraisers, etc.) and check the boxes to create your account.  

After following the link emailed to you, you are able to access the various message boards, 

read what other members have shared, write posts, and comment. As you interact with other 

members, your comments and posts are shown with your username. If a community member 

wanted to view your profile, they would see your username and anything you wrote in the “about 

me” section. 

Response Scenarios. 

Base: Blended Families/Stepparents. You recently posted to the support group about a 

challenging interaction with your stepchild that probably could have gone better. Within hours, 

several community members respond empathizing with you and providing some tactics they use 

when faced with similar situations. 

Base: Depression/Anxiety. You recently posted to the support group about the rough day 

you’re having and how you’re currently feeling. Within hours, several community members 

respond empathizing with how you’re feeling, sympathizing with the challenges you’ve had that 

day, and providing some tactics they use to start to feel better when in similar situations. 
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Base: Opioid/Narcotics Addiction. You recently posted to the support group about the desire 

to use opioids/narcotics that day and your struggle to talk yourself out of doing so. Within hours, 

several community members respond empathizing with your struggle and providing some tactics 

they use when in that situation. 

Disinformation: Blended Families/Stepparents. You recently posted to the support group 

about a challenging interaction with your stepchild that probably could have gone better. One 

community member – with whom you’ve had some tense interactions in the past – responds with 

a suggestion they attribute to a news article and swear works wonders. You search online to find 

out more information and discover their advice is reported to make conflicts worse. 

Disinformation: Depression/Anxiety. You recently posted to the support group about the 

rough day you’re having and how you’re currently feeling. One community member – with 

whom you’ve had some tense interactions in the past – responds with a suggestion they attribute 

to a news article and swear works wonders. You search online to find out more information and 

discover their advice is reported to worsen symptoms of depression and/or anxiety. 

Disinformation: Opioid/Narcotics Addiction. You recently posted to the support group about 

the desire to use opioids/narcotics that day and your struggle to talk yourself out of doing so. One 

community member – with whom you’ve had some tense interactions in the past – responds with 

a suggestion they attribute to a news article and swear works wonders. You search online to find 

out more information and discover their advice is reported to cause individuals on the path to 

recovery to relapse. 

Misinformation: Blended Families/Stepparents. You recently posted to the support group 

about a challenging interaction with your stepchild that probably could have gone better. One 

community member – who has given you some good advice in the past – responds with a 
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suggestion they attribute to a study they heard about, though they haven’t tried it yet. You search 

online to find out more information and discover the study they referenced has been recalled for 

using fake data. 

Misinformation: Depression/Anxiety. You recently posted to the support group about the 

rough day you’re having and how you’re currently feeling. One community member – who has 

given you some good advice in the past – responds with a suggestion they attribute to a study 

they heard about, though they haven’t tried it yet. You search online to find out more information 

and discover the study they referenced has been recalled for using fake data. 

Misinformation: Opioid/Narcotics Addiction. You recently posted to the support group 

about the desire to use opioids/narcotics that day and your struggle to talk yourself out of doing 

so. One community member – who has given you some good advice in the past – responds with 

a suggestion they attribute to a study they heard about, though they haven’t tried it yet. You 

search online to find out more information and discover the study they referenced has been 

recalled for using fake data. 

Negative Encounter (Ignored): Blended Families/Stepparents. You recently posted to the 

support group about a challenging interaction with your stepchild that probably could have gone 

better. After several days, no one has responded and your post is buried under new ones by other 

community members. 

Negative Encounter (Ignored): Depression/Anxiety. You recently posted to the support 

group about the rough day you’re having and how you’re currently feeling. After several days, 

no one has responded and your post is buried under new ones by other community members. 

Negative Encounter (Ignored): Opioid/Narcotics Addiction. You recently posted to the 

support group about the desire to use opioids/narcotics that day and your struggle to talk yourself 
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out of doing so. After several days, no one has responded and your post is buried under new ones 

by other community members. 

Negative Encounter (Attacked): Blended Families/Stepparents. You recently posted to the 

support group about a challenging interaction with your stepchild that probably could have gone 

better. One community member responds criticizing you for your behavior in the interaction you 

described. They make several personal comments (i.e. calling you stupid and the like) and 

declare you never should have been allowed to have a child in your custody. 

Negative Encounter (Attacked): Depression/Anxiety. You recently posted to the support 

group about the rough day you’re having and how you’re currently feeling. One community 

member responds saying your post violates the community rules for being too explicit and 

triggering other members. They make several personal comments (i.e. calling you stupid and the 

like) and insist you’re only there to make other members more depressed and/or anxious. 

Negative Encounter (Attacked): Opioid/Narcotics Addiction. You recently posted to the 

support group about the desire to use opioids/narcotics that day and your struggle to talk yourself 

out of doing so. One community responds criticizing your weakness in handling the desire to use 

opioids/narcotics. They make several personal comments (i.e. calling you stupid and the like) 

and suggest you leave the group until you’re ready to take getting clean seriously. 
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CONCLUSION 

The essays of this dissertation are inextricably interconnected. The second essay is motivated 

and informed by the results of the first. Both provide essential work to move the online self-

disclosure literature forward. Because of the first essay, we understand the state of self-disclosure 

measures in the online environment and the problems that measurement has created. Essay two 

strives to address some of these issues by developing a contextualized instrument for future use. 

From the literature review, we’ve demonstrated that the problems with measuring online self-

disclosure stem from inconsistent conceptualization, varied dimensionality, and the breadth of 

instrumentation. The first of these deals with unidimensional versus multidimensional measures 

of the construct; although the literature agrees that self-disclosure is multidimensional, several 

studies rely on unidimensional measures of the construct, or only measure one of its dimensions 

(i.e. amount). These approaches create issues with the content validity of the instruments. This is 

particularly evident in essay two; the KSD measure – which only captures amount – is 

moderately correlated with the NGSD and PSD measures, but we would expect measures of the 

same construct to be highly correlated (r > 0.60; Kazdin, 1995). As such, it isn’t clear if all of the 

instruments reviewed across the 113 studies measure online self-disclosure. 

The second issue refers to measures acknowledging the construct’s multidimensionality but 

in varied structural forms. Most studies capturing multiple dimensions measure amount and 

depth, but other studies have measured up to six dimensions. Again, this varied dimensionality 
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raises questions about the content validity of the instruments. Another prominent issue is the 

limited ability to compare results across studies. This is especially problematic as it hinders 

accumulating a body of knowledge around online self-disclosure and inhibits theoretical 

developments. Essay two presents a potential solution for studies wanting to focus on fewer 

dimensions of self-disclosure while minimizing the negative effects of poor content validity; in 

exploring different structural definitions of online self-disclosure, we found support for two 

intermediate latent variables: message and behavioral. Message is reflective of honesty and 

polarity in our study but would also encompass amount and depth. Behavioral is reflective of 

intent or its context-specific equivalents. Instead of representing three or more dimensions, these 

two could be sufficient to capture an equivalent measure of online self-disclosure. 

The third issue is concerned with the number of different instruments used to measure self-

disclosure. More than 60 sources are cited for self-disclosure instruments, and more than 20 

studies at least partially develop a new measure. This similarly leads to issues with comparing 

results across studies and raises questions about which instruments are best. These instruments 

also raise two other problems: problematic items and incomplete contextualization. The former is 

remedied easily enough by removing confusing language and simplifying multi-barreled items. 

The latter is more challenging to address and is the focus of essay two. 

Because of the affordances of online communication – editability, asynchronicity, reduced 

nonverbal cues, and breadth of audience – the intent dimension of self-disclosure needs to be 

reconceptualized. The issue specifically with understanding what it means to unintentionally 

disclosure online. Whereas in face-to-face interactions, unintentional disclosures are often due to 

nonverbal and environmental cues, the online environment gives the user great control over these 

features (Gibbs et al., 2006; Kim & Dindia, 2011; Qian & Scott, 2007; Wang & Stefanone, 
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2013). We posited that reciprocity, audience control, conscientious use, and willingness to 

participate represented different aspects of how an individual may unintentionally or 

intentionally disclose information online. Our results support using audience control and 

conscientious use to supplant intent in the measurement of online self-disclosure. 

Essay one ultimately highlights the need for IS researchers to create a foundation for online 

self-disclosure research. The literature is currently fragmented in both results and measures. In 

order to move forward, we need to establish some coherence and produce research that facilitates 

cross-study comparisons. Our first contribution to the literature is highlighting these key issues 

and recommending solutions to address them. The second contribution is related to how we 

assessed the literature to arrive at our conclusions; our adapted framework for contextualizing 

multidimensional constructs to IS research is described and applied within the first essay to 

analyze measures in the literature, and then applied in the second essay to guide 

contextualization of the new instrument. 

The second essay offers far more theoretical implications for future research. It provides 

evidence that single dimension measures do not adequately capture online self-disclosure as 

compared to multidimensional measures, supporting concerns from the first essay about the 

content validity of such instruments. More importantly, it provides a starting point for clarifying 

self-disclosure’s many theoretical relationships. With this new instrument, we should be better 

able to understand differences between on- and offline communication, which can improve our 

assessment of the positive and negative psychological outcomes of online interactions. 

Additionally, the context-specific behavioral dimensions will also improve theorizing about self-

disclosure’s role in privacy and online security; the behavioral components of online self-
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disclosure were moderately correlated to privacy concerns while the message components were 

lowly correlated, suggesting the former are more salient in understanding this relationship. 

There are three contributions of the second essay. The first is identifying two context-specific 

dimensions to supplant intent – audience control and conscientious use. While others may exist, 

this is a crucial first step in properly contextualizing the construct to the online environment. 

Second, we find support for a new structural definition of online self-disclosure that may provide 

an opportunity to achieve content validity with a bidimensional instrument. Lastly, we undergo 

initial testing and validation of contextualized long- and short-form measures of the construct. 

Although further finessing of the instrument is required, this instrument addresses many of the 

issues highlighted in the first essay and exhibits decent validity and reliability for new 

development. 

More practically, this dissertation enables us to more clearly understand the role of self-

disclosure, both for positive and negative outcomes. First, in advocating consistent and complete 

measurement of the construct, we can aggregate and compare results across studies to help 

inform policies specific to information security. Second, in contextualizing the behavior 

components of online self-disclosure, we can more accurately represent the threat and benefits of 

disclosive behaviors. On the threat side, organizations and individuals can assess their 

vulnerability to targeted attacks and adjust their behaviors and/or policies. Regarding benefits, 

we can better identify why some individuals experience better positive outcomes than others – 

such as in online mentoring and virtual support groups; this understanding can lead to more 

effective treatments and services delivered electronically, thereby benefiting individuals – via 

increased resilience, emotional and information support, etc. – and organizations – particularly 
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for virtual teams and telecommuters in fostering a sense of belonging within the corporate 

culture. 

Our ultimate goal with this dissertation is to start creating a foundation in the online self-

disclosure literature on which to build knowledge and test relevant theories. Research is about 

making sense of the world and formalizing knowledge. However, that’s difficult if the starting 

point is chaotic and disjointed. We thought it necessary to step back and assess the online self-

disclosure literature, and, because of that, we can start to make the needed changes to achieve the 

coherence necessary for theorizing and knowledge creation. Our contextualized instrument and 

alternative structural definition of online self-disclosure offer a point of departure for clarifying 

the role of self-disclosure in privacy, online security, and other research streams. 
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